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VICTORIA (CP) — It was 
left to Rehabilitation Minister 
PHI Gaglardi to provide the fi­
nal spark Monday as British 
Columbia voters prepared to 
vote in Wednesday's provincial 
election.
Mr. Gaglardi filed suit for li­
bel against two reporters, a 
publisher and a publishing com­
pany to enliven one of the most 
muted campaigns in the lively 
political history of Canada’s 
westernmost province.
Mr. Gaglardi filed the suit 
after an interview dealing with 
his aspirations to succeed Pre­
mier W. A. C. Bennett as 
leader of the Social Credit 
party.
The interview focussed the 
attention of the voters on the 
71-year-old premier, his retire­
ment plans and his potential 
successors.
In a writ filed in. British Co­
lumbia Supreme Court, Mr. 
Gaglardi claims damages for li­
bel against Chris Dennett, a re­
porter for the Toronto Star; 
Paddy Sherman, publisher of 
The Province; Peter McNeely, 
a Province reporter, and Pa­
cific Press Ltd.
The writ states that Mr. Den­
nett - "knowingly and falsely 
caused to be published in sev­
eral newspapers having wide 
circulation in. B.C. the alleged 
libel.”
peated in The Province Aug. 25.
An endorsement on the writ 
said Pacific Press, as owner 
and operator of The Province, 
Mr. Sherman and Mr. McNeely 
maliciously, knowingly and 
falsely caused the alleged libel 
to be published in The Province 
with Mr. Dennett’s consent, au­
thority and knowledge.
For most of the campaign, 
the rhetoric has been low-key, 
with the premier maintaining a 
low profile, hopscotching about 
the province leaving reporters 
wondering where he would turn 
up next.
Premier Bennett refused to 
disclose his itinerary, pre­
ferring to travel alone from rid­
ing to riding in his quest for 
another term in the office he 
has held for 20 years.
New Democratic Party 
Leader Dave Barrett also has 
conducted a quiet campaign, 
refusing to rise to the premier’s 
barbs, and not answering Mr. 
Bennett’s charge that he was a 
“socialist in sheep’s clothing.” 
EXPECTS HELP
The NDP leader was counting 
on the Progressive Com 
servatives, a resurgent force in 
B.C. politics, to capture some 
Social Credit votes and allow
Nakusp Police Arrest Man
In Fatal Shooting Spree







Mr. Gaglardi also asked for 
an injunction restraining fur­
ther publication of the alleged 
libel, which he said appeared in 
The Star Aug. 22 and was re-
_ __________  Warren, leading 
his suddenly-lively party, has
concentrated on economic is­
sues for much of the campaign 
in his bid to make the Tories a 
provincial power after more
than 10 years but of the 
melight.
li-
If He Loses, Then He Goes
Liberal Leader David Ander­
son has spent much of his time 
trying to fight off the Con­
servatives and attempting to 
persuade the voters that his 
party has a chance to form a 
government.
At dissolution of the 55-mem- 
ber B.C. legislature, Social 
Credit had 36 seats, the NDP 
12, the Liberals five and the 
Conservatives, two.
: Premier -Beiinett, who con­
fined his campaigning Monday 
to an appearance on a radio 
, open-line program, warned Mr. 
’ Gaglardi to win his libel action.
“If he (Gaglardi) doesn’t win 
|iis case, well then there’ll be a
replacement in the cabinet,” 
the premier said.
Polls open at. 8 a.m. PDT 
Wednesday and close at 8 p.m., 
with a total of 1,343,445 British 
Columbians eligible to vote. In 
the 1969 election, 1,152,598 were 
eligible and 978,356 cast ballots.
Social Credit captured 46.8 
per cent of the popular vote, 
compared with 33.9 per cent for 
the NDP, 19 for the liberals 
and .1 per .cent for the lone 
Tory candidate in 1969.
This time, the Conservatives 
have fielded 48 candidates, the 
Liberals have 53 and there are 
five Communists and nine inde­
pendents. The NDP and Social 




Two Dead Of Bullet Wounds, 
3 Wounded And 2 Missing
RCMP in Nakusp today arrested a man in connection 
with a series of bizarre incidents Monday . which left two 
people dead of gunshot wounds, three others injured and two 
Oliver men missing.
Monday afternoon, police launched a massive manhunt 
for a trigger-happy gunman who opened fire on four camper 
trucks near Damfino Creek, northeast of Osoyoos, killing one 
woman and wounding three Penticton residents.
The killer apparently fled in a four-wheel drive vehicle, 
believed stolen earlier in the day from two men changing 
sprinklers in an Oliver-area orchard. Both are reported mis­
sing. '
- mWA!
Early today, police at Nakusp 
found the body of a man they 
say might have been killed by 
the same gunman involved in 
the earlier shooting. The vic­
tim was discovered near Bur­
ton, about 15 miles south of 
Nakusp. The missing four-wheel 
drive vehicle was found nearby.
Police said the man was ap­
parently fishing when shot with 
a small calibre weapon about 
7:30 p.m. Monday. He has been 
identified as Thomas Pozney, 
24, of Nakusp.
Identity of the woman killed 
in the first incident had not 
been released at noon today and 
police say there is no apparent 
motive for the shooting.
A technician at the hospital in 
Trail said two of the victims 
were shot a total of 14 times. 
They are Mildred Wilson, 55, 
and Lester Clark, 56, both listed
in fair condition. Allan Wilson, 
62, was reported in good condi­
tion, suffering from an undeter­
mined number of bullet wounds,
All three are from Penticton.
Monday and today, more than 
30 RCMP officers, using track­
ing dogs and a helicopter, comb­
ed the eastern portions of the 
Okanagan Valley and the West 
Kootenay in their hunt for the 
killer and police from Kelowna 
sealed off the northern portion 
of Highway 33.
A description of the man 
sought in connection with both 
killings was issued. Police were 
looking for a man in his 30s, 
about five-foot six to five-foot 
nine inches tall, weighing 145 
pounds and wearing a print 
shirt, dark pants and suede 
shoes. The suspect was des­
cribed as "a slow talker.”
MOTHERS MIGHT BE RELIEVED
Jim Klein and Mrs. Ralph 
Hoy, Raymer Elementary 
School teachers, begin the 
tedious task of getting books 
ready for school next week,
as students “cram” in the- to 
last days-of summer vaca-
another brain-storming
year, harried mothers may 
be looking forward to seeing 
prospective students alike Junior off and their “vaca-
tion. Although teachers and
Terrorists Warn Air Travellers 
'You May Be Carrying A Bomb'
may not be looking forward
tion” begin. Registration for 
School District 23 is presently 
under way.
(Courier Photo)
P.O. Justice Minister Assails
PM Recalls Parliament
IN ULSTER
Critics Of His War Against Crime
GENEVA (CP) - Air passen­
gers were warned today that 
Arab terrorists have mapped a 
new strategy to use "on an or- 
Iganized basis" unsuspecting 
.travellers as carriers of time 
Rhombs.
The International Air Trans­
port Association said its secur- 
ity office here has received 
* confirmation of this following 
1 the recent Rome explosion 
I aboard an El Al Israel airliner. 
\ In the Rome case, two British 
> girls were given a record- 
player as a gift from two young 
Arabs with whom they had 
been living. It contained a ex­
plosive device which damaged 
the El Al jet and forced it to 
return to Rome shortly after 
take-off. No one was injured.
“IATA warns all air passen­
gers not to accept personal 
packages or last-minute gifts 
from strangers or casual ac­
quaintances for carriage as ei­
ther checked or hand baggage 
on their flights," a statement 
said.
"IATA's security office has 
obtained confirmation of re­
ports that attempts are being 
made by terrorist movements, 
on an organized basis, to find 
suspecting passengers willing 
to carry such packages.
"Investigation of the recent 
explosion on board an aircraft 
shortly after take-off from 
Rome for Israel Indicates that 
tliis was not an isolated case 
but part of a recognizable pat­
tern.”
To End B.C. Dock Strike
Fischer Seems Strongly Placed 
On Way To World Chess Crown
BULLETIN
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP) 
- American Bobby Fischer 
noved first with the white 
pieces and champion Boris 
Spassky of the Soviet Union 
played a sharp Sicilian defence 
today in the 20th game of the 
world chess title mutch.
Fischer, three minutes late 
an the playing stage, o|M*ncd by 
moving Ins own king’s ptwn 
forward two squares. Spassky 
replied by pushing his queen 
bishop’s pawn up two squares, 
to set tite Sicilian pattern.
REYKJAVIK (AP) - Bobby 
Fischer plays Boris Spassky in 
the 20th game of the world 
"hess championships today with 
<e fans debating not whether 
t on what day Fischer will 
re over the Russian’s title.
With the score at 11-8, FIs- 
r could \ toll up the 12li 
fo he needs with a win and 
';jw or three draws. A win 
ta one point, a draw half a
Set five of the 24 Raines in 
cd.niiatch remaining to be 
able' If nci'csHary,1 Spassky 
secki a mathematics! chance 
bulla s« the 12 points he needs
In on to his title. But to do
Eleni S1OIKS BM.
Tn bl V)I!k ,AP’ ~ p,icc 
ctgl)»3alon denial nf auto- 
.P1„Jncicasc and moves bv 
cJnitJor US banks toward 
wnul interest rites st nt stick 
ting <iowi>w«»d lo<i«>. 
bull. , ■> 1
'Hard fuck Spassky!. .Take a 
holiday, warm clothes and 
a shovel.'
Alt
OTTAWA (CP) - Parliament 
will be recalled "at the earliest 
possible date”—probably 
Thursday—to legislate an end 
to the British Columbia dock 
dispute, Prime Minister 
Trudeau announced today.
He said he hopes the Com­
mons can meet Thursday and 
the government will keep it sit­
ting Saturday if necessary.
Parliament recessed July 7 
with resumption scheduled for 
Sept. 28, barring an election 
call before then.
It hnd/been widely speculated 
here this week that Mr. 
Trudeau would name Oct. 30 as 
the election date, although the 
impact of the British Columbia 
ports strike on grain and other 
trade was a serious concern po­
litically.
Mr. Trudeau announced the 
resumption of Parliament after 
a lengthy meeting of the foil 
cabinet. plus members of the 
national Liberal executive.
Parliament was last recalled 
to deal with a labor dispute* 
Sept. 1, 1966, labor department 
sources said. That was a na­
tional rail strike, 
RECALLED IN 1050, 1958
Other recalls occurred in 
1958, when the West Coast CPR 
ferries flcqt was tied up, and in 
1950 for another national rail 
strike.
The Commons sat past its
planned summer break this 
year to pass special legislation 
ending a lengthy tieup of dock 
workers in Quebec St. Law­
rence ports.
The B.C. strike began last 
Wednesday with the walkout of 
3,200 members of the Inter-
national Longshoremen's and 
Warehousemen's Union. The 
port of Vancouver has been Idle 
since Aug. 7 by lack of prog­
ress in talks for a new con­
tract.
Hiring practices are a main 
issue.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Collision Near Boston Bar Kills 2
BOSTON BAR (CP)—Two jxwsons are dead and one is 
in critical condition following n two-car, head-on collision 
near here. RCMP sny the crash occurred near the same spot 
where a collision Saturday killed an Alberta woman. Names 
were withheld.
U.S. Girl Wins Freestyle Swim Title
MUNICH (CP) — Six swimmers broke the one-minute 
barrier in the women's 100-metre freestyle final at the Olym­
pic Games, and an American girl beat Shane Gould for the 
gold medal. In a remarkable race, Sandra Neilson, 16, be­
came the first American to win the freestyle sprint in the 
Olympics. (See Also Page 8.)
Hospital Area 
A Battleground 
BELFAST (AP) — A fierce 
gun battle raged early today 
around a Belfast hospital.
Patients cowered inside as 
gunmen in at least 10 positions 
pumped more than 1,000 rounds 
at two military posts in 90 min­
utes.
The Irish Republican Army— 
which Monday night pledged to 
tight "relentlessly and ruth­
lessly until victory"—suffered 
up to 16 casualties in the shoot­
out, the army said.
The fighting broke out around 
the Royal Victoria Hospital—re­
garded as one of Europe’s best 
for treatment of heart condi­
tions—Just before midnight 
Monday.
Army headquarters said two 
observation posts, one at the 
rear entrance to the hospital 
grounds and tlys other some 300 
yards away, were blasted by n 
variety of weapons Including 
high-powered Armnllte rifles, 
M-l carbines and sub-machine­
guns.
QUEBEC (CP) — Justice 
Minister Jerome Choquette 
lashed out today at critics of 
his planned inquiry into organ­
ized crime.
The Quebec Justice minister 






Canadian Association of 
of Police that it is non- 
to say that organized 
docs not exist in Mon-
Montreal Mayor Jean Drap­
eau said recently his city had 
been closed to organized crime 
since he has been mayor.
Mr. Choquette, however, 
quoted from a city of Montreal 
submission to a provincial com­
mission inquiring into the li­
quor trade in 1970. The submis­
sion said organised crime con­
trolled many bars in the city.
“Did the organized crime ele­
ments to which the City of 
Montreal alluded in its recent 
statement to the Thlnel Com­
mission, which only dates back 
to 1970, suddenly disappear 
from Montreal and the province
of Quebec?" Mr. Choquetts 
said.
"Did they suddenly cease to 
operate in criminal activities 
and have they become re­
formed and law-abiding?
"Evidently, no. These mem­
bers of the underworld which 
the City of Montreal mentioned 
arc still In our midst and they 
have not disappeared as the 
mayor would like us to be­
lieve,"
Mr. Choquette also defended 
provisions of recent legislation 
giving officers investigating or­
ganized crime for the Quebec 
Police Commission powers to 
search and seize without war­
rant in urgent cases where they 
believe evidence may be de­
stroyed.
lie said the right to search 
and seize under "a warrant of 
assistance" or "a general war­
rant" exists under the Food 
and Drug Act, the Narcotics 
Act, the Customs Act the Ex­




1 Dense Lake ....................
95
44 1
One Missing In Seymour Arm Air Crash
SICAMOUS (CP)—One person was missing and presumed 
drowned and two others were In hospital after a single-engine 
plane crashed Into Shuswnp Lake In Seymour Arm.
Port Mann Bridge Cleared After Crash
COQUITLAM (CP)—The castbound lanes of the Port 
Mann bridge in Coquitlam* a link in the Trans-Canada high­
way, rc-opencd today after a short closure due to a traffic 
accident. '
A 5-DAY 3-DAY EVENT?
PM Undecided
On Election
OTTAWA (CP) - Prime Min­
ister Trudeau entered a cabinet 
meeting today snying he has 
not yet made up his mind about 
an election date,
Mr. Trudeau is widely be­
lieved to be considering calling 
an Oct. 30 election.
DOLLAR DOWN
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana­
dian dollar down 1-16 at 1.01 51- 
64 in terms of U.S. funds. 
Pound fltcrllng up 9-32 nt 2.44 
634)4.
AND A CANINE COLUMNIST
Canada's Envoy To UN Quits 
After ]l Years In Diplomacy
this he must win three of the 
five games and draw the other 
two.
one of Fifichei's aides said 
the American was thinking 
about playing next in the Chess 
Olympiad next month at 
Skopje, Yugoslavia,
"Fischer would like nothing 
hotter than Io take the individ­
ual and team world titles from 
the Russians," a member of 
the Fischer camp said.
The Yugoslavs । originally had 
offered'to co-sponsor the world 
championship with Iceland but 
they refused to meet Fischer's 
in nry demands, ,
T-r
Some No-Horse Sensb At Games
MUNICH (CP) - With only 
three days gone In the 15-<lay 
Olympic Gomes program, 
strange things are hapjwnlng, 
Ono European journalist, in 
quiet protest against the in­
discriminate accreditation of 
nop-journallsts, received cre­
dentials for his dachshund.
The British equestrian, 
tcamJLs.,frying to undermine 
Canadian confidence by over­
whelming the team members 
with praise.
Ulen there was the case of 
George Skene of the modem 
lientathlon^leiiiii uho'-cs|r>-
Ing No. 13—-fell off his horse 
In front of a news photogra­
pher, and won instead lame. 
ONLY ONE RADDLE
Team officials didn't fault 
i the 17-ycar-old, however. The 
team, all from Sarnia, Ont., 
hnd only two horses and one 
Saddle to practise with.
Byron MacDonald, a Cana­
dian swimmer from Mis­
sissauga. Ont., popped n her­
nia— In the parade nt the ath-
letes at the eere-
mony. He recovered in time 
to lx* eliminated in his heat,
Gymnast Bill Mackie oL
Vancouver aggravated a knea 
injury In practice, Bls re­
placement, Bruce Mecid of 
Ottawa, jammed a thumb the 
day he arrived.
So nobody was really sur­
prised when an official of the 
Canadian equestrian team ex­
plained about a five-day, 
thrciMluy event.
DEPENDS ON NUMBERH
"Normally, there’s a day 
set aside for each of the three 
disciplines," she said. "One 
day for dressage, one for en­
durance and one for jumping.
"But it, really dei<*nds on
thc number of competltora 
and thero aro 114 hern In­
cluding spares. There are 18 
countries with full learns of 
four phis individual entries. 
There could bo up to 100 rid­
ers In action."
Suppose only a handful hnd 
itirped up? ,
"No problem. You could 
hold a one-day three-day 
event. And, vOherc com­
petition.Is limited, H’s not un­
usual to hold, a twoxlay. three- 
day event during a week­
end,"
(See also page 8 and page 1.1)
GENEVA (CP) — Canadian 
Ambassador George Ignatieff, 
stepping down from 32 years of 
diplomatic life, says the nu­
clear game of bluff has given 
way to prudence but progress 
townrd nuclcnr disarmament 
still remains "almost Impercep­
tible."
In his valedictory address to 
the 25-country United Notions 
disarmament conference, 
where he wns Canada’s repre­
sentative since 1068, Ignatieff 
today called for a scries of In­
formal consultations among the 
lending powers in further ef­
forts to halt the arms race,
Noting Hint for the first time 
five of the six major military 
countries are permanent UN 
Security Council members, Ig­
natieff said he can aee “no bet­
ter way for movement forward 
than effort in the first place to 
bring about consultation among 
these five.”
"Only if the nuclear powers— 
nnd other militarily slgnlflcnnl 
countries—ore involved 'In the 
process of armn control and 
disarmament can wo achieve 
oiir objectives."
One result of such a move 
might he to encourage the 
United Staten and the Soviet 
Union, nuclear arms pace-mak­
ers, to sot an example in fur­
ther efforts to halt the race, the 
58-ycar old diplomat suggested. 
JOINING COLLEGE
Ignatieff, associated with 
various disarmament negotia­
tions fffl* Ilie Inst 25 years, Is
GRORGE IGNATIEFF 
• . . progress made
retiring from Iho tilplomntlo 
service to become provost of 
Trinity College, af University of 
Toronto, where he won a 
Rhodes Scholarship in 1035i He 
will be installed in October.
looking back on the work of 
the disarmament conference* 
Ignatieff described progress aa 
often resembling "the gradual 
melting of the polar ice csp-ca 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Schreyer
Premier Ed Schreyer of Man­
itoba came back at British Col­
umbia Premier W. A. C. Ben­
nett Monday in Winnipeg sug­
gesting the 1500 million Colum­
bia River power project is “pro- 
- bably more of a sell-out" than 
Manitoba’s borrowing from 
money markets of the world. 
The Manitoba Premier was re­
sponding to statements by Mr. 
Bennett in wh.cb the B.C. Pre­
mier accused NDP govern­
ments of Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba oi "selling-out to the 
United States by selling mort­
gage bonds south of the border.
Federal Environme.it Minis­
ter Jack Davis said Monday in 
Vancouver, arsenic precipitating 
equipment has already been in­
stalled which will “knock down 
99 per cent of the small partic­
les of ash which for years have 
been going up the smoke 
stacks” at the International 
Nickel Company’s big smelter 
at Sudbury, Ont. ■ .
Boss Man In Trudeau's Office
FUrL At RanneM To Quit When Election Called
I 11 l5 DmwI* DlSZI II I I I OTTAWA (CP) — Marc La- five members of the prln
PREMIER SCHREYER 
. . . worse sell-out
Kamloops police Monday re­
covered the body of an eight­
year-old Kamloops girl who 
drowned along with her step­
grandfather in the South Thomp­
son River. Police said Vernon 
Melvin Dawson, 36, of Kam­
loops drowned while attempting 
to rescue Rhonda Gail Wesol­
owski after she got into trouble 
while swimming with her 
grandmother. The woman made 
it to safety, but Mr. Dawson 
and the girl drowned. A search 
continues for Mr. Dawson’s 
body.
Two Vancouver men say they 
have been bilked of $24,639 by a 
man who said he was financing 
an export-import business. Sur- 
rlnder Singh Munrah and Sar- 
wan Singh Randhawa told po­
lice they gave the man $13,639 
and $11,000 respectively on the 
assurance he would have the 
business in operation by Sept. 1. 
They said they learned on Aug.
(122 that he had left Vancouver.
Mailmen made an unanimous 
pledge Monday Ln Ottawa to 
support their bargaining com­
mittee in any “industrial ac­
tion’’ the committee sees as 
necessary to get a favorable 
contract from the government. 
The pledge followed a warning 
by Jim Mayes, vice-president 
of the Letter Carriers’ Union of 
Canada, at the union’s triennial 
convention in -Ottawa, that 
members should prepare for the 
“worst fight’’ they have exper­
ienced in bargaining.
londe, head man in Prime Min­
ister Trudeau’s office, said 
Monday he will resign as soon 
as a federal election Is called 
and will run for the Liberal 
party in a Montreal con­
stituency.
He said in an interview that 
he has not yet decided which 
Montreal riding he will try. 
There are certain con-
. ime 
minister's office expected to
In San Clemente, Calif., Pres­
ident Nixon announced Monday 
he will end the military draft, 
by July, 1973, and replace it 
with an all-volunteer armed 
force. The announcement re­
deeming Nixon’s 19*68 campaign 
pledge came as Defence Secre­
tary Melvin R. Laird said the 
president would disclose within 
48 hours his decision on Viet­
nam troop levels.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS




(Today’* Opening Trices) 
INDUSTRIALS
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Alcan
Bank of Montreal 






































































7 and 9 p.m.
Matinee Friday 
2 p.m.
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
Binding Family Entertainment!
run in the election, predicted 
for this fall by most observers.
The others: assistant Gordon 
Gibson in Vancouver, former 
press secretary Romeo Leblanc 
in New Brunswick, labor ad­
viser Jacques Olivier in Mon­
treal,and assistant Francis Fox 
in Quebec.
If Mr. Lalonde is elected, he 
would be a prime candidate for 
a senior cabinet post, having 
served on the staff of former 
prime minister Lester Pearson 
before Mr. Trudeau took over 
the government, He has also 
been on royal commissions into 
broadcasting and taxation.
stituencies, he said, that will 
open when sitting Liberal mem­
bers announce their intentions 
not to seek re-election.
Mr. Lalonde lives in the rid­
ing of Outremont, now repre­
sented by Liberal Aurelian Noe! 
who won by more than 20,000 
votes in 1968.
In a telephone interview late 
Monday Mr. Noel, 68. refused 
to say whether he will be a 
candidate in the next election.
"Oh, will you please leave 
me alone," he .said. "You'll 
know in time.”
WON’T SAY WHERE
'Mr. Lalonde, who is 42,' would 
not even hint at the riding in 
which he will try for nomi­
nation, saying no announce­
ment will be made until the 
election is called.
“And that might not be until 
the spring,” he said with a 
knowing laugh.
"I certainly will not keep my 
job once the election is called 
and I do Intend to be a candi­
date in the next election,” he 
said.
Mr. Lalonde, who describes 
his position as "principle secre­
tary or chief of staff,” is one of
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
WAS FULTON AIDE
He first came to Ottawa dur­
ing the Conservative Diefenba­
ker government as executive 
assistant to then just minister 
Davie Fulton.
In the early 1960's, he was 
one of seven young intellectuals 
calling themselves the Com­
mittee for Political Realism 
who deplored the “absence of 
leadership in political affairs."
Their manifesto, Issued In 
1964, read:
“Public figures, federal and 
provincial, do not provide the 
people with a clear idea <>f the 
direction in which they want 
the country to go.
"They appear to be toys of 
the communications media and 
of their ghost writers."
Mr. Lalonde himself has of­
ten been called the “eminence 





Premier W. A. C. Bennett’s 
announcement that the provin­
cial minimum wage is to be 
raised by 30 cents is an insult to 
British Columbia citizens, the 
B.C. Federation of Labor said 
Monday. Ray Haynes, secre­
tary-treasurer of the federation, 
said the federation was advised 
10 days ago that a hearing had 
been set for Sept. 19 by the 
Board of Industrial Relations in 




















































Fruitvale police have recov­
ered the body of Joseph Neil 
Schmidt, 15, who drowned Sun­
day in Champion Lake, 20 miles 
east of Trail. The boy’s body 



























A 'March Of Events' May Dictate 




































Trans. Cda. Glass 
Wall & Redekop 
Wosk Stores
MINES
And Make Every 
Liberal Vote Count
Tait Liberal Campaign Committee
In Belleville, Ont., a provin­
cial court judge ruled Monday 
that the standard ticket used 
by police forces in Ontario is 
invalid for all traffic offences 
but speeding. The ruling means 
that persons charged with traf­
fic offences other than speed­
ing may have the charges dis­
missed in court. Judge John C. 
Clendenning dismissed a charge 
of careless driving against a 
Belleville man after he ruled 
that the summons on which the 
charge was written was “dup­
licitous.” He said it is in direct 
contravention of a 1958 Ontario 
Court of Appeal ruling saying 
that only one offence may ap­
pear on the form.
mission has been operating. 
But people did not demonstrate 
that they were determined to 
stop inflation.
The commission’s final report 
reviewed the development of in­
flation and high unemployment 
since 1964, analysing it in eco- ' 
nomic terms. Dr. Young in­
troduced It to reporters with 
graphs and charst drawn on an 
easel, like an economics profes­
sor lecturing to a class. He re­
turns this fall to teaching eco­
nomics at the University of, 
British Columbia.
OTTAWA (CP) — Dr. John 
Young, head of the prices and 
incomes commission, said 
again today the time may come 
when the country will have to 
adopt wage and price restraints 
to halt inflation.
He told a news conference 
much will depend on the out­
come of the U.S. election this 
fall and how Canada's price 
and unemployment perform­
ance compares with that of the 
U.S.
Dr. Young released the final 
report of his commission, ap­
pointed in 1969 to investigate 
the causes of inflation and 
unemployment. The commis­
sion now has ended its task, 
and Dr. Young retires Thurs­
day.
He reiterated the view ex­
pressed in the commission’s 
summary report, released in 
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time to time.” But he had 
announcements concerning 
leadership convention.
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Holiday to Saturday 
2:30 p.m.
2 Hour Cruise
Sunday, 1 p.m. 
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For the first time members 
of the RCMP are going to be 
paid a form of overtime. Sol­
icitor-General Jean-Pierre Goy- 
er announced Monday in Ot­
tawa that constables, non-com­
missioned officers and some 
officers will receive pay in­
creases that include payment as 
compensation for overtime. Con­
stables and NCOs will receive 
$900 a year and inspectors and 
superintendents $450 for over­
time compensation “and cer­
tain other conditions of service 
























Reports that the Alberta 
Social Credit party will hold a 
leadership convention next Jan­
uary to pick a new leader are 
“premature and speculative." 
party leader Harry Strom sale 
Monday in Edmonton. Mr. 
Strom, Opposition leader since 
losing to the Progressive Con­
servatives led by Peter Loug­
heed last year, said the leader­










West. Std, Silver .10 .12
FUNDS
GIF 5.28 5.79
1 Icrilngc 2.1« 2.36
Inv, Growth 12,98 14.10
Inv. hit. 7,73 8.40
Inv. Mutual 6,02 6.58
Pacific Comp. 7 93 1
Pacific Dev, 6,25
Pacific Res. 3,26
Pacific U.S. 4.09 1
Pacific Retirement 5,29
United Accum, 5,70 6.26
United American 2,26 2.46
United Horizon 3,64 4,00
United Venture 4.48 4,92
In Harrisburg, Pa., a federal 
judge upheld Monday the con­
victions of Rev. Philip Berrigan 
and another anti-war activist, 
Sister Elizabeth McAlister, for 
smuggling letters in and out of 
a federal prison. The two now 
face sentencing Sept. 5. After 
sentencing, the defendants are 
expected to appeal to a higher 
court. Father Berrigan and 
Sister Elizabeth were the only 
defendants convicted in the 
Harrisburg 7 anti-war conspir­
acy trial earlier this year.
events” may dictate the adop­
tion of price and wage re- j 
straints—an incomes policy—to i 
supplement government efforts 
to dampen excess demand in 
the economy.
It was obvious, he said, that 
the une report was not re­
ceived by the general public in 
Canada with overwhelming ap­
proval.
“The consensus for controls 
is not yet there,” he said.
COULD DEVELOP
But such a consensus would 
develop, he added, if there was 
“a significant divergence be­
tween Canada and the U.S. (in 
economic performance) which 
looked as though it was going 
to persist.”
The public would demand and 
support controls “if our per­
formance were markedly worse 
than their performance."
George Freeman, one of the 
commissioners who worked 
with Dr. Young, said it is 
“much too early yet to say" 
what U..S economic policy and 
performance will be after the 
congressional elections in No­
vember.
Dr. Young said action to 
adopt wage and price controls 
or some kind of restraint pro­
gram amounting to an Incomes 
policy “would have been 
timely’’ at any moment In the 
last three years that the com-
NOW OPEN
in Kelowna 
Featuring all types of oma. 
mental iron works and de­
signing. Railings, lights, 
ornamental store fixtures, 
etc. Custom built boat trail­
ers.
"We weld anything that's 
broken, except your broken 
hearts, and that we try."
Okanagan Welding 
& DESIGN SERVICES 
1077 Glenmore St. 762-4393
TO OUR CUSTOMERS IN THE 
KELOWNA-RUTLAND AREA
For Ilie convenience of our customers in the Kelowna- 
Rutland Area, wc arc pleased to announce that effec­
tive Friday, September 1, light accounts may be paid 
al the following business establishments:
Long Super Drugs Lid. 
No. 8 Shops Capri 
Monday through Saturday 
9 AM. to 9:00 P.M.
and
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY
SNOWSELL, FRANK X 
( —-1
- ■.....• . .;.a : ■ <
Slnip.wns-Scars Limited 
No. 58 Orchard Park 
Shopping Centre.
Mini., Tues., Wed,, & Sat., 
9130 A.M. to 5:30 PM
Thurii. & I d.
9:30 a,m. to 9:00 p.m
Please note that all requests for connections, disconnec­
tions or enquiries about service will continue to be 
handled by our District Office at 1415 Ellis Street, 
Kelowna. ,
WEST KOO 1LNAY POWER AND L1GH1 
COMPANY, LIMITED
Just at it's natural for a boy to brag about hli Dad, io li it natural 
■ for a businessman to brag about his business. That's why, In one way or 
another, almost every ad you tee says: "Wo'ro better than the other 
guy"
Wo boliovo our firm is bettor than any others, of course. But wo 
don't ask you to boliovo It without knowing tho facts — without visiting 
us and personally looking over everything wo provide. Stop by at any 
tithe.
"■Funeral San 
166$ Jilli* ^ir^d 
C.
702-2204
MAYOR ROTH UNDER STRESS
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Drive For Campaign Funds 
Featured At Last NDP Rally
A drive for campaign funds 
was one of the main features of 
the last New Democratic Party 
rally in support of Frank Snow­
sell, candidate n the Wednes­
day provincial election.
Treasurer Bill Boyd told the 
large crowd ' Monday night in 
the Capri that many people had 
already made substantial 
pledges. He started his “pitch” 
by asking for donations of $100. 
Getting no offers, he dropped 
to $50. Several people made 
donations, including one man 
who had already given $200. 
Mr. Boyd then called for 
amounts down to $5.
As an extra inducement, he 
assured supporters they could
ways been bitter enemies of the 
social democrats.”
To comments about labor sup­
port, Mr. Snowsell answered 
“workers are most interested in 
keeping the economy growing."
Charges the NDP would re­
move the grant to home owners 
were repudiated by saying there 
is no way this could be done. 
The party would make this 
money available to people living 
in mobile homes, also elderly 
people confined to hospitals 
nursing homes, or living with 
their families.
Mr. Snowsell repeated state­
ments he has made throughout 
the campaign about the prov­
ince owing $1,000 for every per­
Any Problems Were Normal,
Target Date Still Oct. 31
Spiraling controversy over the 
city’s community complex un­
der construction on Highway 97 
near Spall Road did a back 
twist Monday when the con­
struction suerlntendent confirm­
ed the project will stil1 be coj i- 
pleted within the Oct. 31 target 
date.
Henry Markgraf of DouiHard 
Construction said a story in 
Saturday’s Daily Courier, which 
sparked threatened legal action 
by Mayor Hilbert Roth, blew 
out of proportion any problems 
occurring at the construction
“Every building is a custorti 
job,” he said, “not like refrig­
erators which come off the as­
sembly line, every one exactly 
like the one before it.”
Both Mr. Markgraf and Mr. 
Arajs agreed changes in the 
original plans for the complex 
have taken place but none which 
increase the cost of the con­
tract.
"If there were those kind of 
changes, then city council
Shape-up, a preventive medi­
cine program using exercise 
to help combat the nation’s 
number one health problem- 
cardiovascular disease, — got 
underway in the South Okana­
gan Health Unit Annex Tues­
day.
Shape-up has easily reached 
its quota of 75 persons to partic­
ipate in a standard treadmill or 
bicycle ergometer stress test. 
Although the team of investi­
gators from the University of 
Victoria hoped to finish Fri­
day, they may have to remain 
a day to give the stress test to 
the overflow of those who have 
already obtained forms and 
their doctor’s approval.
The exercise programs are 
based on the New Aerobic by 
K. H. Cooper and will be suited 
to the individual's capability 
and interest. There are five 
different fitness categories, de­
termined by the result of an 
individual’s test.
After the initial starter pro­
gram, the volunteer will pro­
ceed to his conditioning pro­
gram, and finally 
maintenance program.
The University of 




procedure of two or three sem­
inars during fall and an op­
portunity for re-evaluation of 
the volunteer's fitness towards 
the end of the year.
The shape-up team consists of 
Dr. John Eckerson, who heads 
the program; Peg Van Alstine, 
third year physical education 
student in Victoria; Dianne 
Whittingham, also a third year 
physical education student; 
Ross McKay and Paul Thomas, 
both holding bachelor of Science 
degrees in Biology.
Mr. McKay said "due to our 
sedentary way of life, a large 
percentage of population should 
participate in a physical activ­
ity program”. He warns, how­
ever, an exercise program
should only be undertaken with 
the advise of a medical doctor.
Mr. McKay said the shape-up 
project has received the approv­
al of a committee of the Kel­
owna medical society, and is 
supported by the Department 
of National Health and Welfare.
Mayor Hilbert Roth went 
through the treadmill stress 
test Tuesday night, and com­
mented on the importance of 
being fit. He felt it made one 
more mentally alert.
"Your health is the most im­
portant thing in the world”, he 
concluded.
Feedback as a result of the 
testing will be two-fold. The 
program will help the individual 
in all factors relating to better 
physical capabilities and med­
ical information will be given 
to the individual's doctor.
Testing will continue to Sept. 
1 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. and 
from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in 
the health unit annex.
HEARD
pledge money to be paid later; I |on’ hospitals being crowded, 
or give postdated cheques. Socred literature about pro­
grams for elderly people has
Following this, a 10-year-old been printed by the Queen's 
girl went among the audience printer and charged to the re- 
with a cake bowl instead of the habilitation and social improve-
I
proverbial hat. Donations total- ment department, people in 
led $612. NDP-governed Manitoba save
15 per cent on automobile In­
in his final campaign speech, surance premiums through a 
Mr. Snowsell urged “If the government-run plan, and royal- 
Socreds cant do it, put some- yes of 51 a ton should be 
body in who can. charged on coal exported from
Suggestions the NDP is in B’C’
JfeTdeSd ^mmunists He said the NDP favors pub- 
were a mea. Uc scrutiny of government
site.
“We have problems every 
hour on the hour,” he said, “bitt 
they are problems which are to 
be expected in the construction 
industry." He stated definitely 
there have been none recently 
which would delay construction 
time or create extra cost to 
taxpayers.
The Courier story, which fol­
lowed several reports of trouble 
at the complex, charged delays 
were being created through 
problems caused by architec­
tural plans.
The story quoted a contractor 
source whose name was pur­
posely held in confidence. Mr. 
Markgraf, interviewed with 
architectural representative Ul- 
dis Arajs, said “this source was 
wrong."
He confirmed also that re­
ports which prompted the story 
were either wrong or exagerat-
Sunbathers and fishermen. . Commwgsts_have jggg;
were provided with a brief but medical plans for them, a pro-
starthng water show in vicinity . vipcial grievance committee,
of Okanagan Lake bridge Mon- T the right to sue the provincial
day just before noon. Not so I Ary UrAf1r3||| government, radio and televi-
unusual was the fact that two IVI ■ I IVMIUIIK sion coverage of the legislature,
high-powered motor boats were . ■ * a land bank to preserve farm
illegally ’horsing around at top fa * I land, compulsory stating of con-
speeds, cutting back and forth IJA a\f9tAf| flicts of interests by public of-
across each others wake. What I\V JlUIvU ficials, and disclosure of elec-
was unusual was that the dnv- Ition contributions and expenses,
ers, sole occupants in each Jim Doak, South Okanagan!
boat, were both aged about 12 Conservative candidate in Wed- The candidate was piped in 
or possibly 13. One bystander nesday’s provincial election, t>y Archie Duke. Campaign 
thought one of the boys looked drew his campaign to a close manager Rolly Cacchioni thank- 
only 10. One boat, an inboard, | tn Peachland Monday, saying | ed helpers.
was probably powered by an en- the Tories under leader Derril
Tory Program
Re-Stated
gine in excess of 120 h.p. The Warren have not designed their 
other outboard was in the 100 programs to increase taxes,
would know about it," Mr. 
Markgraf said.
He said there may have been 
some conflict within city ad­
ministration regarding what 
facilities should be included at 
the complex but this would be 
a city council building commit­
tee problem.
HASN’T HAPPENED
But he said if any conflict 
arose between himself and Mr. 
Arajs which they could not 
settle themselves, they would
ed.
Mr. Arajs, representing a con­
sortium of local architects in­
volved in a three-prong city 
building program which includ­
es a park pavilion and retired 
citizens’ activity centre, said 
there have only been “normal” 
problems at the complex site.
But he said, barring severe 
delays because of weather in 
the early days of construction 
and the subsequent three-month 
labor problem within the in­
dustry, the problems have been 
normal to the construction in­
dustry.
call In the committee to arbi­
trate. “This has not happened.” 
“If you (the Courier) had 
come to us In the first place in­
stead of talking to people at the 
site, everything would have 
been cleared up," he said.
Problems often arise which 
take on a serious tone until 
they are looked after, but he 
said this is not out of the or­
dinary on a job the size of the 
complex.
Meanwhile, Mayor Roth Mon­
day charged the Courier story 
as irresponsible and threatened 
to take the matter to the law- 
yers unless a “full retraction” 
was made.
His concern was centred 
around a remark in the story 
by reporter Dean McNulty that 
the city council seemed totally 
unconcerned at uossible delays 
caused by the construct-on lock­
out.
The mayor produced a copy 
of a resolution which council 
passed July 17 expressing con­
cern and resolving to seek legal 
advice on what the city could 
do to protect itself.




h.p. category. IN COURTbut rather to change the order
u ,°r Priorities, to be paid fromi Lenard John Rippel of Rut.
There s been nothing in the waste in government, lland anneared in provincial
wind so far," was CN terminal government he said court today facing two charges
manager Gordon Mitchell s com- 10ry government, ne saia, . hi h ----jment todav on nossible removal would encourage free enter- resulting from a nign speed ment today on possioie removal strone res- chase on Highway 97 Friday.
Lake ^argcf servicefrom Okan- ponsl’ve public conscience." He Re accused was charged with 
agan Lake Mr. Mitchell added added that respect for law and crimtoal 
he was "pretty sure nothing will order must be maintained, and a 
hanoen this vear ” Canadian "government must provide the alcohol count exceeding.08. The 
Pacific stopped its barge ser- example by not placing itself case was remanded without plea 
vice on the lake last May and beyond the law." to Sept. 5.
carrying thrTto feu™ railin’ Saying h,s “Personal dedlca-
and serving Kelowna, Westbank, Non ts polarized nround the Another Rutland man, Joseph 
Peachland, Summerland, Nara- Okanagan way of life, Mr. Peter Yarama. pleaded guilty to 
mnta and Penticton Doak again outlined his pro- a charge of driving while hav-
cram. which calls for an envlr- tng a blood alcohol 
onmental commission in the ceedlng .08. He was 




print, not a patchwork.” for three months.
In addition, the Conservative
■ > I । |\ .1 hopeful said he stands . tor a David William McLean of
If nAAIfAn RAUfA Westbank elected trial by judgel\nUCKwll l/UWrirOr »e without a jury after he wasIMBVVIIVM irVff ■■ kn,y..^hether itbe charged with possession of stol-
A Kclomia wm.n treat-
«l „„a released from Kelowna J rcmoval 0, ling We case was remand-
General Hosp tai after she was ‘tion ft-om pities and a land|cd for trlnl to Nov’ 10’ 
in collision with a car Monday L lst o((lce for Kelowna.
at the corner of Bernard Aven-1 ----------------------
ue nnd Ethel Street. Driver of 
the car was Identified by police 
as Thomas Croll of Summer- 
land.
Police are still Investigating 
the accident.
Police mo also investigating 
n reported theft of gasoline 
from the Ellison Lake Sawmills. _ , , , , »
during the night. It was not Today is the final session of 




Some Have To Get Up Early
Students in some areas of 
School District 23 are going 
to have to start school as early 
as 8 a.m. because of rushed bus 
service in Winfield.
School district trustees said 
the early start for George Elliot 
Secondary School students will 
be initiated because buses will 
be arriving at the school early 
and they (trustees) were con­
cerned about keeping the stu­
dents away from home for ex­
tended periods of time.
The early start will also apply 
to elementary students attend­
ing school in Winfield and living 
at Coral Beach.
This system jylil cause some 
problems, however, according 
to a newsletter sent out by the 
trustees.
The trustees pointed out that 
students who live within walking 
distance of schools will not be 
picked up by buses as was the 
case last year.
The Public School Act de­
termines walking distance as 
2% miles for elementary stu-
dents and 3 miles for secondary 
students.
The situation which could see 
children of six and seven years 
old walking two miles to school 
may only last until Christmas 
trustees said.
It was hoped that construction 
on additional classrooms in the 
area would be completed in 
time to go back to normal pro­
cedures after the Christmas 
holiday.
Sunny
Although the weatherman con* 
tinues to promise more sunny 
skies Wednesday, his aim tern- 
perature-wise is not as high, 
with a forecast in the low 80s. 
High and low in the city Mon­
day was 88 and 51 degrees with 
no precipitation, compared to a 
hot 93 and 49 degrees with no 
precipitation for the same day 
at the airport. Overnight lows 
today will be in the mid 50s.
Burial Wednesday 
For Frank Janzen
ses, sponsored by the Depart­
ment of Manpower and Immi­
gration In co-operation with the 
National Film Board.
During sessions, people of
Funeral service will be held several nationalities have taken
FELLOW WORKER HONORED
George Hough, recently re­
tired fronv the Kelowna Daily 
Courier composing staff, and. 
his wife Joan were honored 
by the Courier management 
and staff at a dinner at Capri. 
The former composing room 
foreman joined the Courier 
staff in November, 1945, fol­
lowing service In the Second 
World War. Among the many 
tributes and presentations 
during the evening, emceed 
by linotype operator Jack
Appleton, wns a special front 
page edition compiled by his 
co-workers. The whole page 
dedicated to Mr. Hough, con­
tained a number of literary 
goins by publisher R. 1’. Mac- 
Lean; wire editor Ron Wade 
and Mr. Appleton who re­
called meeting George when 
he (Jack) returned from 
overseas duties in 1945 to his 
old job at the Courier. British
born George holds the special
SCHOOL REFERENDUM
paper and a miniature of an
Okanagan scene (a $100 bill) 
suitably enscribed and fram­
ed by fellow workers, and his 
wife holds the special plaque 
‘ created by another Courier 
staff member, Ed Hanna, 
Tile plaque consists of a print­
er’s make-up rule and.a type 
stick, both of which George 
had used during his many 
years of service.
(Courier Photo)
froin Kelowna Mennonite Breth- pnrf 
ren Church, Wednesday at 10:30 ‘
a.m. for Frank Janzen, 48, of The filmn to be shown today, 
Hollydell Road, Rutland, who at 7:30 p.m. in the NFB audl- 
died Sunday. torluin on Queensway are; Ro-
Survlvlng Mr. Janzen are his mn,}ce Transportation, Rail-
wife, Tina; three daughters and ,’‘)ll’.der W,t lw n”sJfr M.^CU^ini 
' - Flrticrman’n Full, My Financialone son, Mrs. David (Marjorie) 
Kelgley, Kolpwnn, Judy, Wendy 
mid Dougins, all at homo; three 
sisters, Mrs. Perry (Louise) 
Kyle, Mrs. Filip (Katie) Slnwck, 
Kelownh and Mis. Mary Unger, 
Vancouver, One daughter, Ruth, 
died In 1955.
Rev. John Stocsz will conduct 
(he service, with burial in the 
Kelowna cemetery.'
Career and Challenge of Change.
Admission is free, and every­
one wishing to Improve their 
English is Invited to attend.
NEXT DECEMBER
More Information On Program
School trustees have releas­
ed more Information on a piol> 
able December referendum 
seeking funds for im extensive 
building program in the district.
In a newsletter, trustees soul 
Lio Kelowna schools, Central 
Elementary and Kelowna .Sec­
ondary school will Im* involved 
In building programs, along with 
eight * other projects Lu the dis­
trict. 1
Central Element pry school 
would Haye extensive remodel, 
ling done In the interior of the 
building and plans for a library
are in the offing for the Kel­
owna Secondary school. K1.O 
Secondary school would have a
new music room, according (u
Gcorge Pringle high school 
In Peachland will have, if ,'hc 
referendum is m .-epted, lime
to new rooms added to presete lac- 
the newsletter, and another illtle.s, Proposed additions in- 
OknmiKim Mission .school, Dor. I chide Iwo science labs, four 
olhea Walker Elementary will I new shops for technical train- 
get tour new- classrooms as well' lag, an art room, a combined 
' ’ food nnd clothing room imo ajis n library. i
Geiirije Elliot school In Win­
field ; is scheduled to havc four 
new rooms. Trustees say a
classroom, a science Jab. a icX'
South Rutland. Additional gym­




Funeral service will be held 
from the Ukrainian Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, Rutland, 
Thursday nt 10:39 a.m. for Mrs, 
Mary Szpytko, 68, of Saskatoon 
Rond, who died Sunday.
Prayers will Ire recited nt The 
Garden Chapel, Wednesday nt 
7:30 p.m,
Mrs. Szpytko la survived by 
I her husband, William of Hut-...v IIVI IIHUUUIIHi vvassasasu
A brand new Junto.’ Second- innci* one daughter; Mni. Jolm 
my school was iiI.mi announced 10|gn> Hock of Sherwood Park, 
by the triistccs, 'Die itow nhool Alla.; one son. Waller Human, 
would hold 4150 Htudcnls. Tlie 0( Toi onto; one brother, Andrew ( 
Senior Secondary school In Rut- - - ■
READY FOIL.. THE BIG JOB
in ■ Saskatchewan; one sinter,I \
Men- So id a hl of Rutland; and Hard at work and enjoying palls ready for construction of at thb Hot flqnds Beach at 
two grandchildren. every minute of it Is five- the day's sand cantie. Trudy city park where Trudy wan
\ year-old .Trudy Kvamme. naa much larger project* in. vlalUiDg. along .with many other
Rev Nichola* Trynchuk will daughter of Mr. and Mrs, " ‘ ■ . . . ----- — -.....................- -
officiate, assisted by Rev. Peter Hemani Kvnmmc of Lake-
land would get a new gymna 
sium, said trustees.
Wcatsldo school according to
com merce room.
In the Rutland area 18 how 
clussrooins would be built to 
handle the ever increasing guid­
tile room and a jtower mnvlnne ent|>opulntton, Alio planned tor. 
shop 11 be added , to the (he Rutland area are newer en- 







have •our raw 
library and a
Ynint and Edward Tcrnnskl view Heights.
program's cost Burial will follow nt Lakeview children come 
by th<f trustees. J Memorial Park cemetery. I equipped with
mind ns sho sellout with her area people to get some relief 
wheel bnrrow in scar<?h of from the high temperatures 
good* construction sand. And the Central Okanagan.
thcrqiwas plenty to be found , , (Courier Photo).
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Nonsense United States 
Doing Favor To Canada
The United States is doing a favor 
jj Canada by buying its resources, 
according to Herman Kahn, director 
of the influential Hudson Institute and 
sometime adviser to the U.S. adminis­
tration. In fact, according to this au­
thority, the United States doesn’t need 
Canada or anything Canada produces 
or possesses. It could just as well buy 
. requirements from Australia or Brazil, 
or from Russia’s treasure-house in Si­
beria.
Mr. Kahn is distinguished as “a 
provocative theoretician of the strategy 
of thermonuclear warfare,” says The 
Canadian Press.
This hardly qualifies him as an ex­
pert on the economic relationship be­
tween Canada and the United States, 
says the Victoria Colonist.
It is nonsense to suggest, as he does, 
that idealogy rather than geography is 
responsible for Canadays favorable 
position as a trading partner. The 
political stability of this country made 
it an attractive investment field, cer­
tainly. But proximity determined the 
trade pattern, and practical consider­
ations more than political.
The story goes on to say that Can­
ada exports a wide variety of mer­
chandise to the American market, in 
the order of better than $10 billion a 
year by Ottawa statistics, notoriously
laggard. Much of it derives from Am­
erican investment, something unlikely 
to be invited, in Siberia or attracted to 
Brazil. It includes such items as a 
billion dollars worth of newsprint that 
certainly could not be provided either 
by Australia or Brazil and nearly 
three billions in automobiles and piirts 
from American-owned operations on 
this side of the border, something that 
couldn’t be duplicated in Siberia.
But it is when the assets of the na­
tions are examined that Mr. Kahn’s 
theory is upset.
Australia has plenty of wool, beef, 
mutton, coal, iron, lead, zinc, cop-; 
per and silver to sell.
Brazil has iron, manganese, baux­
ite, chrome, tungsten, coffee, cotton, 
sugar, cocoa, beans, jute and oranges.
Canada is rich in water resources 
hardly obtainable from other sources, 
timber, beef, fish, nickel, zinc, asbes­
tos, molybdenum, sulphur, copper and 
petroleum and natural gas.
The dissimilarity between these na­
tional trading items is very marked.
Canada has been a good and useful 
neighbor to the United States, and is 
likely to remain so. But Mr. Kahn 
and people of like beliefs do nothing 
to preserve a generally satisfactory re­
lationship by advertising them, whe­




Statistics which show a rising Can­
adian crime rate in nearly all categor­
ies except murder strengthen the pre­
diction of the Civil Liberties Associ­
ation, in a brief to the federal govern­
ment, that there will be renewed pres­
sure for increased police powers.
Shocking crimes — and there have 
been several in B.C. lately—have 
done their part in playing up emotion­
al reactions. The big increases in the 
over-all Canadian rate, reported by 
Statistics Canada, are in theft, attempt­
ed murder and drug offences and even 
parking violations. Part of it is, of 
course, a reflection of the population 
increase, but there is a decline in re­
spect for authority and for the rights 
of others and, most of all, a failure to 
get at the real causes of crime.
The drop in murders, although 
slight, is interesting as it will weaken 
the advocates of a return to capital 
punishment when the trial abolition 
expires in December.
In B.C., Attorney-General Leslie 
Peterson recently complained that so­
ciety is suffering a moral sickness, and 
blamed much of the rising crime rate 
on permissiveness, particularly as it 
affects youth. In the past, one answer, 
as practised by Mr. Peterson, has been 
tough, repressive action against dissi­
dents—such as the police raids on 
unions, the assumption of emergency
IT HAPPENED IN CANADA QUEBEC PRESS SAYS
ice Powers
power against teachers and his talk of 
life imprisonment for crimes other 
than murder, including drug traffick­
ing.
The philosophy in Ottawa, despite 
its experience with the War Measures 
Act, is somewhat different as express­
ed by Justice Minister Otto Lang. 
Responding to the Civil Liberties As­
sociation, he said that “the more we 
increase the powers of the police, the 
more we risk the freedom of the citi­
zen.” He is opposed to easing judicial 
requirements for search warrants and 
he does not see a need to increase po­
lice manpower. He would rather en­
courage better training and equipment 
of police forces. Only if people be­
came “very insecure in their homes” 
would he agree to additional police 
powers that even slightly impair civil 
liberty.
It remains the major task of law 
enforcement authorities to seek out 
causes of crime and work on their 
cure. The dangers of hasty reaction— 
and there are plenty of recent or cur­
rent examples in the world today—arc 
too great in terms of the costs to 
liberty. As Mr. Peterson said him­
self, in a different mood, “The ob­
ject is to rehabilitate the individual 
and to create a law-abiding citizen.”
That takes respect for the law, and 
Mr. Lang’s approach, emphasizing re­




10 YEARS AGO 
August 1902 
Delegates attending the 22nd annual 
convention of the Okanogan-Cariboo Trail 
Association unanimously elected Fred 
Heatley of Kelowna as district vice-presi­
dent. Two new Kelowna members were 
appointed to the board of directors. 
They were W. A. Lougheed nnd L. Shim­
mers. Dudley Pritchard of Westbank 
was also elected a director.
20 YEARS AGO 
August 1952 
Herb Capozzi is now playing "Pro" 
football with the Calgary Stampeders. 
He left Kelowna recently to take a job 
ns personnel manager for Shell Oil at 
Calgary, He was offered a contract in 
1647 to turn pro with the New York 
Giants but turned it down. He is a prod­
uct of Vancouver College where he won 
the highest rating as a tackle.
30 YEARS AGO 
August 1942 '
Winfield Notos—Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Berry, of Winfield, received a cable in­
forming them that their son, George, is 
missing from the big Commando raid 
on Dieppe. AH George's friends hope for 
better news soon.
40 YEARS AGO 
August 1932 
Beaver Lakd is the mecca of local 
anglers and sportsmen from afar. Sena­
tor II, E, Smith and Mr. DeMarsh of 
Omak and Earl David of Idaho had a
thoroughly satisfying outing at Beaver 
Lake. Postmaster Bailey and his son 
made nice catches. W. Lloyd-Jones and 
sons hooked six nice ones.
50 YEARS AGO 
August 1922
Rutland Notes-Mr. E. Mugford, ac­
companied by Miss Alma Mugford, 
George Mugford and Mrs. Hanley left 
on a motor trip to Oliver where Mr. 
Mugford will look over the new irriga­
tion system Installed there by the pro­
vincial government.
6() YEARS AGO 
August 1012 
u,l^1„nnd Personal-Mr. and Mrs. T. 
W. Stirling and Miss Aggie Stirling left 
on Saturday for n visit to the Old Coun­
try. Mr. A. W. Dalgleish of Rutland re- 
turned home from a visit to the prairies. 
Miss Ethelwyn Jones left for Whitby Col- 
lege on Thursday. Little Ralph Weddell 
fell off the CPR wharf and was saved 
from drowning by II. M. Goode nf the 
LPR. Since then no children are allow­
ed to play on the wharf.
IN PASSING
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Fossil remains show that walruses 
lived in the United States, Belgium, 
Enghind and France more than. 100- 
million years ago. v
From fall to spring Alaskan fur 
seals never touch dry\ land.
The, instinct of muskox herds is to 
stand and fight when attacked, in­
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Tills is a selection of edi­
torials on current topIes, 
translated from the 
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By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—Industry, Trade 
and Commerce minister Jean- 
Luc Pepin’s 75-year-old mother 
has come home from Mexico 
and his brother is vacationing 
in Prince Edward Island.
That social note is not likely 
to cause a great deal of excite-
m .'nt throughout the 













travel that has taken 
in the world in the last
tew years.
*L. /epin’s conference was 
designed to announce greater 
financial aid to the tourist in­
dustry and the establishment of 
a tourism advisory council, to 
advise the federal and provin­
cial ministers involved with the 
growing tourist industry.
Tourism is a field where 
Canada has done a better than 
average job although the travel 
industry is now one of the most 
competitive in the world. As 
Mr. Pepin phrases it, man has 
never had so much leisure time, 
energy nor perhaps so much 
disposable income available 
after taking care of the necessi­
ties of life. While the psycholo­
gists have been making pro­
nouncements as to what people 
should be doing with their spare 
time and money, people have 
decided for themselves—they 
have hit the road.
The spirit of the open road 
originated among the restless 
younger generation who started 
off by hitch-hiking across Can­
ada but can now be found in 
youth hostels and on the high­
ways of dozens of the world’s 
nations. The desire to roam 
spread quickly to older Canadi­
ans and the fly now, pay later, 
and similar, travel plans have 
made it comparatively easy for 
people of even modest income 
to see the world.
It is estimated, for example, 
that in 1971, some 720 million 
people in the world went on hol­
iday trips and spent $79 billipn 
doing it. People tend to think in
terms of rapid industrial devel­
opment in the last 10 years. 
While the international move­
ment of goods doubled in that 
period, the movement of people 
tripled, making tourism the 
fastest growing industry on the 
globe.
IMPORTANT TO US
The importance of tourism to 
Canada is seen in the fact that 
it is our second largest earner 
of foreign exchange, surpassed 
only by the export of motor ve­
hicles and parts. Visitors spent 
some J 1.3 billion in Canada last 
year.
Canada has conducted the 
first Comprehensive travel sur­
vey in history,and preliminary 
' figures indicate that Canadians 
themselves spent $2.5 billion 
travelling in their own country. 
Add these two figures together 
and you can get a $3.8 billion a 
year industry. It is also esti­
mated that some 780,00" Canadi­
ans derive direct or indirect 
employment from .tourism.
Other than its involvement in 
the Canadian government travel 
bureau, the federal government 
has not made very much money 
available to the tourist industry 
through grants or loans. The de­
partment of regional economic 
expansion has a policy against 
grants for the tourist business 
except for a few special areas. 
Now, through the new travel in­
dustry development program, 
the government will be more 
financially responsive to the 
needs of the industry.
Canada has done well in the 
past in tourism, although the in­
ternational travel receipts only 
surpassed expenditures for the 
centennial year of 1967. But 
projections indicate that by 1980 
our international travel receipts 
will again surpass the amount 
spent by Canadians in travel to 
other countries, to the tune of 
$3.6 billion compared to $3.1 bil­
lion.
In this age of greatly in­
creased competition for the 
travel dollar, the federal deci­
Montreal La Presse: Far be 
it from me to think of placing 
Jean Gerin-Lajoie in opposi­
tion to other Quebec union 
leaders. But one must note 
that the “moral report” he 
made to Ms union's 35,000 
members last week is much 
better reading than the sim­
plifications and emotional slo­
gans we have become accus­
tomed to hearing for the last 
two years and which have 
only served to divide workers.
With, the publication of the 
report of the Quebec director 
of the United Steelworkers of 
America, the union movement 
has stopped giving us its opin­
ions with tragic cries. . . .
The author, also a vice-pres­
ident of the Quebec Federa­
tion of Labor, doesn’t hail his 
fellow union leaders with 
boomine statements and back- 
slaos. He tries to take a lucid 
look at what is happening in 
neighboring organizations, 
hoping (naively?) that their 
mistakes will not be repeated 
by the OFL and that "the de­
bate will stay calm and mod­
erate."
If the director of the steel­
workers speaks of the "ideo­
logical muddle” arising from 
the last Confederation of Na­
tional Trade Unions conven­
tion, he also deplores in the 
same breath the creation of 
'■'’■oak^'vav Centrale des 
Syndicates Dcmocratiques, "a 
schism which adds yet an­
other division to the Quebec 
labor movement and for the 
moment renders illusory the 
dream of labor movement 
unity in Quebec. . . .”
Despite the "sympathy and 
solidarity” he shows toward 
the other two major union 
groups, the steelworkers 
director does not appreciate 
“the dogmatism and moral- 
ism” of the CNTU nor certain 
publications of the Quebec 
Teachers Corporation accus­
ing the state of being “at the 
service of the dominant 
class.” . . .
The union movement must 
rejoin the 70 per cent of the 
Quebec labor force that is not 
unionized if it is not to con­
demn itself to being only an­
other political lobby protect­
ing particular interests, Mr. 
Gerin-Laioie says ... in 
fresh reflections on old ques­
tions. ...
Mr. Gerin-Lajoie does not 
believe in “superficial and in­
competent moralism” which 
would reject traditional meth- 
o d s (collective agreements 
and legal strikes) as bour­
geois. His reply is: Let us 
force the state, bv concrete 
action, to modify labor laws 
that prevent us from joining 
non-unionized workers. . . .
With this report ... Mr. 
Gerin-Lajoie describes society 
as it is, not as he would like it 
to be. . . . One can agree or 
disagree with his remarks; 
but that Is not the point. The 
union movement has changed 
its language.—Claude Gravel
itable paradoxes. He achieved 
the Democratic candidacy by 
counting with missionary zeal 
on the best instincts of the 
young, the ethnic minorities 
and the underprivileged. Fate 
stepped in, . . . Having stuck 
to his principles of confidence 
and tolerance, he ended up 
choosing (a running mate) 
who obviously did not practise 
the same candor.
Senator McGovern’s major 
problem is to quit his role as 
informed, voluble and sterile 
critic to become a real and 
positive possibility for presi­
dent.
At the highest level of 
power the AFL-CIO would 
fear a government such as 
McGovern’s slowing down 
military production without 
stimulating production 1 n
other areas. Senator Mc­
Govern's major paradox is 
not being able to count on 
those whp would normally be 
the primary foes of power in 
a fight against the Nixon re­
gime. ... He must stop 
crying over split milk and 
offer new contents. A 
great many people who talk 
about bringing down a regime 
are suddenly seized with 
panic when they come within 
a hair’s breadth of success.
. . People do not vote for a 
critic.
The Nixon regime may 
seem detestable but the elec­
torate knows its dimensions. 
McGovern talks about bring­
ing the sky to earth but one 








It's a wonder that James 
Wolfe was made a general and 
placed in command of the at­
tack on Quebec.
As one of Gen. Amherst’s 
brigadiers he played the leading 
role in the capture of Louisburg 
in 1758. Amherst gave Wolfe the 
credit.
But then they had a sharp dis­
agreement. Wolfe wanted Am­
herst to go on from Louisburg 
and attack Quebec right away. 
Amherst was cautious and 
would not agree. Instead he or­
dered Wolfe to destroy fishing 
villages along the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence in preparation for a 
campaign against Quebec the 
following year.
Wolfe was greatly annoyed 
but began this distasteful work 
on Aug. 28, 1758, and continued 
until the end of September. 
Then he returned to Louisburg 
and wrote a report which read 
in part: “I have done a great 
deal of mischief and spread the 
terror of His Majesty’s arms 
through the gulf, but have 
added nothing to the reputation 
of them.” He realized that the 
destruction of fishermen's 
homes were needless cruelty.
Wolfe then returned to Britain 
which made prime minister Pitt 
angry. However, Wolfe ex­





By JOHN D. IIARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Publicity about Canada’s 
growing relationship with the 
People's Republic of China, we 
forget there are st,ill “two 
China’s" in the world.
The authoritative British 
source book, The Statesmen’s
Who’s Who, lists them both, the 
first being what we used to call 
"mainland" or "Communist" 
China, the second listed as The 
Republic of China and conspicu­
ously not as "Taiwan,"
The clamor and din about 
President Nixon ns a world 
travelling peacemaker In Pe­
king last winter, that it is the 
Republic of China in Tiliwnri 
not the People's Republic of 
China which the United Statea
sion to help upgrade the indus­
try In both quality and quantity 
of facilities and attractions
both necessary and welcome,
is
censorship, deny civil rights, 
very much as they did while in 
power on the mainland.
Since 1949, Taiwan has experi­
enced many changes which 
could result in the island be­
coming a new Independent na­
tion in the world and never 
again a part of China.
These include the develop­
ment of Industry—stimulated by 
American, European and Japa­
nese companies in the island— 
and the rise of Taiwanese na­
tionalism. The first develop­
ment resulted from pools of 
cheap labor and tax concessions 
to bring In Industry, Some of 
the companies Include major 
shipbuilders and high technol-
ogy producers.
Taiwanese nationnilsm, the 
second development, Is npt new, 
but has been stimulated by the 
rise of Asian nationalism sincestill recognizes, ...... ................. O1,1V„
Canada hod rejected Taiwan 1945. Many new countries have 
diplomatically by recognizing appeared In Southeast Asia
Peking in 1970. But Taiwan is flince the Second World War
still a major trading partner, In while Taiwan has remained 
fact about our fifth largest in under Nationalist rule, 
terms of the inexpensive textiles 
and electronic goods we buy 'NOT NEW NATIONALISM 
from Taiwan, often \chenper Prior to Chiang's uninvited
than the still cheap ones we buy 
from Hong Kong ami Japan.
In other words, the •’other 
China" the one under very old 
President,Chiang Kai-shek, still 
claims legitimacy as. the real 
China—with Chiang waiting for 
the day, (which will nevpr come 
surely), when he will Invade the
Prior to bhlang's uninvited 
arrival in the spring of 1949, the 
Taiwanese were still surviving 
from 35 years of harsh Japa­
nese rule, under which a small
Kelowna, B.C. by Thomson B.C. News- , 
papers Limited,
Second class mail registration num- , . ■ - , .......n-................
In-r-0822, animida than then ancient an-
Modern tootses arc stronger and
to take the mineral
treatment at Bath. Ae-springs 
tually he wanted to resume a 
romance with Katherine Low-
ther whom he had met there 
the previous year. They became 
engaged.
Pitt relented. He needed Am­
herst to attack Montreal from 
Lake Champlain. Some other 
general would have to lead the 
attack on Quebec. Wolfe had 
proved his ability at Louisburg. 
So Pitt raised him to the rank of 
General and sent him off to di­
rect one of the most important 
battles in the history of the 
world.
OTHER AUGUST 29 EVENTS 
1708—French and Indians 
massacred Haverhill, Mass.
1812—United States govern­
ment rejected armistice in War 
of 1812.
1864—C a n a d 1 a n delegates 
sailed from Quebec for Char­
lottetown conference.
1849—T o r o n t o, Samia and 
Lake Huron Railway received 
charter.
1883—First Salvation Army 
service in Canada was held at ’ 
London, Ont.
1907—Quebec Bridge collapsed , 
killing 75 workmen.
1914—Princess Pats sailed 
from Montreal for First World 
War.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and bear the 
address of the writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
SOONER BELONG
Sir:
years. In the meantime you 
could get sick drinking your own 
sewer. If the city wants to take 
us in, and I hope they do, with 
all the services eventually to 
come, here’s one ‘Joe’ boy that 
will never live outside the city 
again.
Okay, I’ll pay the taxes, and 
I’ll watch my land or house 
grow in value because I have 
the services.
With reference to Satisfied Back to your archaic thinking 
District Resident who hasn’t the Sir/madam, do you think Orch- 
guts to sign his name to his and City Park as a development 
letter recently pubHshed in your
Member of The Canadian Press. , 
Member Audit Bureau of Circulation. 
The Canadian Press is exclusively en­
dued to the use tor republication of alt 
news dispatches credited to it or the 
Associated Press or Reuter In this 
paper and also the local news published 
therein. AU rights of republication of 
special dispatches herein are also 
reserved.
CCslors. , ,
In 1971, 2.4-inillioii foreign tour­
ists visited the interior of Mexico.
Swordfish eggs hatch in two or there 
days.
llome.l c.t praelkally noth- 
ing except l|vo insects,
mainland and assume, power 
again.
COLD WAR REMNANT
As we all get doser to the 
Communist Chinese, wo must 
remember Taiwan Is in many 
ways, the product of the West, 
the most embarrassing left-over 
of the cold war era of the 1050s 
even when the name Communist 
Chinn stirred only opproblum.
We hid the truth that the Na­
tionalist who fled to the big Is­
land in 1040 after the Com mum
it overthrew Chiang’s corrupt 
regime, were aliens on the is­
land, They Imposed—and still 
' impose—their rule of law, press
nntlonnllat movement was bit­
terly suppressed, \
■ II and when, the Vietnam war 
is settled, Asih’s new and cru­
cial trouble iqipt will probably 
bo this outwardly prosperous, 
but Inwardly unsettled island.
Taiwan's future may Ho more 
with Washington than with Pc- 
king, whose only solution is in­
vasion, The Nixon administra­
tion has backed away a good 
deal from the traditional mili­
tary proximity to President 
CHIANG, The only U.S, troops 
left, are those servicing the mili­
tary supply route Into Vietnam, 
which has also diminished as 
the U.S. landcommitment in 
Asia la reduced.
If Taiwan's days as I he Re 
public of China" are numbered, 
no one know* when.
Montreal Le Devoir: Two 
months before the American 
election, the strategies of the 
two candidates remain myste­
rious. ...
Mr. Nixon lets fly a thou­
sand and one statements that 
raise and support a thousand 
interpretations. . . . That is 
the case when he appears 
thoughtful on television and at 
the same time places mines in 
the harbors of North Vietnam. 
... He upholds American 
hopes of an honorable and ne­
gotiated settlement by send­
ing his favorite sophist, Henry 
Kissinger, to Paris, . . . While 
Kissinger attracts attention to 
himself pumping up the hope 
balloon in Paris, nothing pre­
vents Mr. Nixon from bran­
dishing a club at North Viet­
nam. ...
The Republican paradox 
arises from an ambiguity 
clearly deliberate and sus­
tained. It is at once the cause 
and result of the constant 
wavering of American opinion 
during these times. People 
hate the war but fear a peace 
that would lead to savage de­
flation. People want America
to got out of Vietnam but pre­
ferably after bringing the 
enemy to Its knees,
Senator McGovern Is sub­
ject to loss controlled nr prof­
TODAY IN HISTOQY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
medium. Instead of knocking 
the City of Kelowna from all
angles why doesn’t this person, 
man or woman, get behind ev­
ery one else around the KLO 
and South Pandosy district In 
order to obtain better services 
such as sewage, city water and 
all amenities by coming Into 
the city. All the time a built up 
area exists on the city fringe 
you will have a situation that 
exists now, stinking cess pools, 
bad water, threats of epidemics 
(I really mean this), it’s appal­
ling what you could run into.
We are not living now in the 
so-called dirty thirties, let’s 
think big. The City of Kelowna 
is going to grow. You mention­
ed Orchard Park and boundar­
ies; the extension should be 
taken up now east to Orchard 
Park as far as Mission Creek, 
north and west to the lake.
It’s no good waiting for the 
regional district, you’ll wait 20
Aug. 29,1072 ...
The Quebec Bridge over 
the St. Lawrence River, six 
miles above Quebec City, 
collapsed 05 years ago today 
.—In 1907—carrying 75 work­
ers to their death. It was 
started In 1900 ns the 
world's largest cantilever 
bridge, After the tragedy, 
construction started again 
and both cantilever spnns 
were completed when the 
centre span,.ns It was being 
hoisted into position Sept, 
11, 1916. fell into the rlvei* 
taking the lives of 13 work­
men.
1061—Elix tourists were 
killed when a French jet 
fighter hit a cable on n sce­
nic lift on Mont Blanc.
1060—Jordan's Premier,
• Majnll nqrt 10 others were , 
. killed by a time Iximb ni 
Amman. 1
1013—Danes scull led al­
most all of the occupied „ 
country's small fleet, 
' 1035-Qucen Astrid of Bel­
gium was killed and King 
Ixmpold hurt In a motor ac­
cident in Switzerland.
,1901-r-Cprrle Nation at­
tacked * saloon in'.New 
York owned by John I., Sul­
livan.
could properly exist and run, 
grow without services. About 
eight years ago, in the same
area you are living in South 
Pandosy, Benvoulin (KLO), a 
vote was taken on boundary ex­
tension. Through apathy and 
backward thinking the vote 
sponsored by so-called old-tim- ! 
ers who couldn’t see the light I 
narrowly missed bringing this ; 
whole area under city adminis- < 
tratlon. ;
By now sewer and water 
would have come to everybody । 
in this district, city paving, I 
lights and adequate police pro- I 
tectlon.
Of course if you wish to live 
on the other side of the street 
that’s your affair, but I can tell 
you from experience that qyt-' 
side the city boundaries you are 
an unwanted child, Inside at 













Manulife 25, the 
“special advantages” 
policy.
Call your nearest Manufacturers Life
Representative.
Energy Board Even Today's Well-Paid Police
Makes A Move Wed To Round-Out Budget'
IVlCllwVw ■ w QUEBEC (CP) — Mayor Gil- less Fosdick has to live througl
On Touchy Issue
QUEBEC (_ 
les Lamontagne of Quebec City 
told Canada’s police chiefs 
’ Monday that even today's well-
through
in the L’iL Abner comic strip, 
but there really exists an un­
comfortable situation within the 
police force, as to right of the 
policemen to fulfill their duties
and the manner in which they 
try to enforce the law and 
maintain order in the commu­
nity."
SEEN AS OVERSEER
Mayor Lamontagne laid the
blame at the door of the news 
media and the public.
“It seems that public opinion, 
largely influenced by the way 
the news media often presents 
police action, holds the police­
man as some kind of overseer 
of convict gangs," he said.
“It is strange to note that the 
citizen that is the most de­
manding of the police officer is 
also, and quite often, the first
one to try to get a special treat­
ment from the same officer.
“And he will even go so far 
as to try and bribe him."
But, he said, some Inter­
ference comes from “politi­
cians more anxious to have the 
police force intervene in their
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NO LIDS 
Fish have no eyelids.
SEVEN FINS
Most fish have seven fins.
favor or against their oppo­
nents than to insure a better 
protection for the people in the 
community.”
SUN-RYPE PRODUCTS LTD. 
5% BONDS —1966 CROP YEAR
Registered holders of 5% Bonds of Sun-Rype Products 
Ltd. for 1966 Crop Year, General Issue and Controlled 
Atmosphere Storage Issue dated August 31, 1967 are 
reminded that the above mentioned bonds become due 
for payment on August 31, 1972, and must be sur­
rendered to the Head Office of Sun-Rype Products 
Ltd., 1165 Ethel Street, Kelowna, B.C. before payment 
is made. This may be done by mail or in person. If 
there is a change of address from that appearing on 
the bond, please advise us.
ever give in to such
But he said in his










is a sign that 
approved the
board's findings, 
tion of the report 
the cabinet has 
report.
an interview after his address 
to the 67th annual congress of 
the Canadian Association of 
Chiefs of Police that he was 
suggesting that police officers
J. M. Conklin, 
Secretary-Treasurer,
report also included a 
recommendation that 
Brunswick and Nova 
co-ordinate their electric 
systems more. The
(Locally Owned and Operated)
Phone 762-2523 Anytime
"Our smallest job gets our biggest attention"
The power to 
would come from a $184-million
policemen are under . 
from all sides, with even politi­
cians trying to corrupt them.
paid policemen face a tempta- 
; tion “to round out their 
budget" with bribes.
If this is your problem call the experts at
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTDmade,” the board said, "the funds would not be available tions.
Of Mayor Lamontagne denied in
$184 million for the generating
tempta-
and don’t split your vote!
under your Social Credit Government,
benefits for young and old toever
’ , 1 1
OTONSORCO DYTHEBOCIALCRFDITCAMPAIGNCOMMTTTr®
OTTAWA (CP) — The na­
tional energy board has ap­
proved an unprecedented 
energy-export project involving 
•the politically-sensitive issues 
of pollution, employment and 
Canada-U.S, relations.
The board released its report 
Monday approving electricity 
exports by the New Brunswick 
Electric Power Commission to 
Maine power companies over 
■the next 14 years. The federal 
cabinet can overturn the
plant, $142.8 million would be 
Canadian content. Out of $17 
million more for the trans­
mission system, $15.6 million 
would be Canadian content.




generating station to be built at 
Lorneville. N.B., planned site of 
a deep-water port The gener­
ating plants would use foreign 
oil to create electricity, thus in­
creasing chances that the deep­
water port will be built.
The board noted that this was 
the first application i* had ever 
received for a power export 
from generating facilities to be 
constructed partially for an ex­
port market. Previous exports 
have been from facilities built 
almost exclusively for the Ca­
nadian market.
In its appraisal of the impact 
of the project on the environ­
ment. the board noted evidence 
from the exporter that the gen­
erating plant would emit 23,763 
tons a year of sulphur oxides, 
nitrogen oxides and particu­
lates into the air, while the 
cooling water from the plant 
would be discharged into the 
Bay of Fundy at a temperature 
28 degrees higher than the wa-
for investment elsewhere in the 
province."
All in all, the board found, 
“the social costs of pollution 
would be small in comparison 
with the direct benefits of the 
project.”
"They would be even smaller 
in comparison with the total 
benefits, including the Indirect 
economic benefits to Canada in 
the form of additional employ- 
m e n t and capital ex­
penditures.”
In assessing the economics of 
the export project, the boafd 
found there would be a net ad­
vantage to the power commis­
sion of $25 million. This would 
be cut to $18 million if the Lor­




But the New Brunswick 
power commission also said 
most of the air pollution would 
be carried out to sea or dis­
persed over rural areas, de­
pending on the wind, while the 
federal fisheries department 
had attested the cooling water 
would not damage fish stocks.
Referring to the danger of oil 
spills from tankers using the 
Lorneville port, the board said;
"No evidence on theosubject 
was given at the hearing, but 
the board has no reason to be­
lieve that the costs or risks in­
herent in the project would sig­
nificantly alter its present ap­
praisal.”
MANY JOBS CREATED
The board said its studies 
show that the export project 
would create 4,000 man-years of 
temporary employment and 100 
permanent jobs in New Bruns­
wick, plus additional employ­
ment elsewhere in Canada.
board said that if the two prov­
inces "were to choose the 
course of more fully integrated 
planning of their power supply 
facilities, it would seem that 
considerable economic benefits 
would inure to both provinces.”
The assessment of a $25-mil- 
lion net benefit was also based 
on "the existing degree of co­
ordination between the New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia 
utilities.”
The board accepted the com­
mission’s estimate of its rate of 
return on capital investment in 
the export facility as 12.1 to 
13.5 per cent, depending on pos­
sible plant values in 1986.
B.C. To Go 'Dry' 
On Polling Day
VICTORIA (CP)— British Co­
lumbia will be “dry" for 12 
hours Wednesday.
All liquor outlets in the pro­
vince-liquor stores, beer par­
lors, cocktail lounges and li­
censed restaurants — are prohi­
bited from selling alcoholic bev­
erages while polls are open in 
the B.C. election, from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m.
SINGIN' THE BLUES
FREDERICTON (CP) - 
Fredericton’s Barbershop Quar­
tets are singing the summer 
blues this year. This city's 
chapter of the Society for the 
Preservation and Encourage­
ment of Barbershop Quartet 
Singing has been getting only 10 
to 12 of its 33 regulars out to 
Monday practices and president 
Harry Currie says it’s because 
of the •’summer doldrums." But 
come September, he expects all 




Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Ave. '63-3810
AVIS
CAR WASH
1575 Harvey Ave. 
WHY PAY MORE 
FOR GAS?
5£ OFF PER GALLON 
ON ALL PURCHASES 
763-2110
MONEY
IS AS NEAR AS YOUR 
TELEPHONE — Kelowna 
762-0626 
HOMEOWNER LOANS 
from $1,500 to $15,000 
AND MORE
Your idle equity in your 
home or property is your 
borrowing power.
• Up to 100% true loan 
value.
• Cut present payments 
by 60%.
• No credit or employer 
investigation.















Lakeview heights 768 5636
VOTE DOAK
YOUR PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE 
CANDIDATE
END
British Columbia has made remarkable 
strides. Sound financial management has 
provided revenues for some of the most 
advanced programs in North America, 
including Canada’s finest low-cost medical 
aid plan... special assistance programs 
to help people buy their own homes... 
programs to preserve our environment, 
such as the new Green Belt Protection 
Fund. ,
These are actual benefits... provided . 
by a Government which has proven 
through twenty years of solid achievement 
that it truly cares about all the people of
British Columbia. In the coming election, 
you'll be asked to decide whether you favor 
a continuation of such policies... or 
whether you wish to branch off onto the 
path of state socialism.
There’s a broad, straight road ahead • 
a road that leads to continued economic
growth, with more job opportunities for 
British Columbians... to increased social
'■O
improved facilities for education and 
medical care. In short, to a better life for 
every person in this province.
Don't turn “left’’ to unproven socialist 
theories and an uncertain future — and 
don't waste your vote. On August 30th, 
cast your vote for the Government that 
works for British Columbia.
Be sore...
Vote for your Sochi Credit 
Government candidate
Inserted by the South Okanogan P.C. Assoc.
Baskets Of Gladioli Add




Baskets of gladioli and other 
summer flowers decorated 
Christ Lutheran Church for the 
Aug. 26 wedding of Edna Marie 
Haugen of Kelowna and Ronald 
notigias Bjorgan of Vancouver. 
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr and Mrs. George Haugen 
el Kelowna and the groom is 
tie son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken­
neth Bjorgan of Vancouver.
The groom's father, who was 
soloist for the afternoon cere­
mony. sang The Wedding Pray­
er, with the bride’s sister-in- 
k.». Mis. Harvey Haugen of 
tolonsay, Sask., as organist. 
1.ie briae’s youngest brother, 
fe.mey Haugen on the trumpet 
and Mrs. Haugen played Open 
tie Gates of the Temple for the 
processional and Lead On 0 
King Eternal for the recession­
al. >
Pastor R. Busch conducted 
the double-ring ceremony and 
the charming bride, given in 
marriage by her father, chose 
an empire styled gown of peau 
de chrome, highlighted with 
S-iss embroidered lace on the 
front and the sleeves. Her full- 
length misty veil bordered with 
matching lace was caught to 
her head by a tiny rose head­
piece. She carried a bouquet of 
pink roses and white daisies.
Maid of honor was Maxine 
Johnson, a close friend of the 
bride’s from Haney, Sask., and MR. AND MRS. RONALD BJORGAN
Ann Landers: I am not calling agree that this sport Is compa-
I u/«kME>anc cniTno mdg n o ron?o you “dear" because you are not table to playing Russian rou- 
I WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H.- R. GREER I dear to me. I think It was just lette.
KPinwitf* n*nv rouniFn tiifs aitc m 197J rotten of you to bum-rap motor- If only one-tenth of the par- 
IPAGE 6 KELOWNA DAILY vOUBiEn, TUES., AUG. Z9, wz CyCjeSi j was going to get one ents who read your column will
• fOr my 16th birthday until you take it to heart, you will have 
stuck your ugly nose into it. prevented thousands of injuries 
Now it’s off. Any fool knows and preserved hundreds of 
that a motorcycle is just as safe young lives."Tampa MD
as a bike, which I’ve, been rid- Dear Tampa: One of your col*
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Stater sister - in - law, Mrs. Teresalin,?,_sl?ce 1 was,.1(\ye,’r’„Ou leagues, a fine dermatologist in
were hosts to a post voyage Gluck, both of Morris, Man. wJtho.ut., an aecidc^' ““ * « San Francisco, did not write. He
Catherine at their lovely Belgo „ . _ .. about time you retired?—Mad j5 still too heartsick to thinkr.f.° r,Mr: and Mrs. Jack Sutton and ltt Yonkers about motorcycles. His only son.
Douglas, Brenda and Joanne, • a brilliant young teen-ager, was
---------- ------ 2 „ ---------------: Dear Mad Yonk: Thanks for killed on one two years ago. 
ter a week holiday here with tove note. Here’s another Thanks you all for-writing.
I—the former’s mother, Mrs. R. F. ISutton of Highland Drive South. j°Pinion- Dear Ann Landers: This Is
others snapshots, suaes ana ja k gutton, formerly manager vn„ what happened the otherof the Bank of Nova Scotia at evelting 1 want
ed as well asreminiscingof^the Campbell River, has been trans • n. dancers of motorcycles The ton. A mother and her two 
trip which took them first to ( to Vancouver. vSonroe Mteh smaU children were at the sup-
Victona and Vancouver, then to touo wing aay tne Monroe, wucn. ... Quests were oresentEdmonton where they flew to EAST KELOWNA EZ?'?ng N’T,p$ltod ? 8to7 The younger chMP asked:
[Toronto and Ottawa and to their l. G. Butler and his sister-in- ^wes^over1 the ’weekend— “Momrhy, can I have the straw*
final destination, Moncton, N.B. iaw, Vera Butler, Pooley Road, 5n®UJJere or berries on your, shortcake? 1
The students, ranging in ages entertained more than 40 guests wX^assencers on a cvcle The love them so much." The
from 15 to 17 years were mostiy Friday evening in their lovely Sh J a s mother replied: "No. I love
from this area but did include garden. Guest of honor was Mrs. Anick bv one-NW them too, and I am going to eat
[two from Summer land and two Joan King from Birmingham, .« « y ' ' ' them myself."
[from Merritt who also joined England. Mrs. King and Mrs. I ’ The child was crushed. I felt
| the Sunday afternoon gathering. Butler are sisters arid the for-| Dear N.W.: Thanks for letting so sorry for him.
HITHER and YON
Road home, when the 21 stu-
dents they chaperoned_ on a hav* retumed to Vancouver af-|
Young Voyageur tnp to Eastern 1
Canada met to enjoy first a
Back from a wonderful sum- spend a month me taow. Here’s another:
mer hoUday is Mrs. Fred Rode .. .
of Golfview Road who attended the occMiwi and £ tadiS DeaT Ann: 1 don,t want to be 
the christening of her youngest ^auX nX gown? enhanc«l a J?USt be
granddaughter Adrienne Elaine ennancea some way of taming the users
Rode, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. wwJ of motorcycles- They are a
Jack Rode of Toronto. The ,.Ass l , B 3e host®®sy menace not only to their riders 
christening took place at Thun-^ ®ria^ ^ers^rs; To^ but to everyone else on the 
> der Bay where the Rodes were SJTSl Ap^i£ Rihia? highw?.ys' 1 sh.udder tbe 
spending the summer holiday at Christm® ? - ®utl®r n umbers increase.—J.H.B.
Z cottaee Mrs Rode also was assisted by Murray Conk- (Boston)
Wivrr rtrrakr guests seated at the head table Harvey Haugen, Mr. and Mrs. visited with sisters and rela- S1?16 J5alen’ Ron Solmer t
VWWtTrvSBrib2)n formed a yere the' «room’8grandfather, Daniel Haugen and Hal Bjorgan tives at Winnipeg and Morris, and Brian Mftyers- Dear J.H.B.: Right you are. I
how at the emoire waist and ®al Bi°r8an ^^°w’ Sask., from points in Saskatchewan, Man> and with her daughter Ron Solmer, son of Mr. arid welcome suggestions. c
STto toe here of the floor-wh0 18 80 yea“. J01d’ a?dthe and fr°m Van5?uve5.' ^asl?;’ Elva at Saskatoon, Sask., before Mrs. T. L. Solmer, Reekie Road •
leneto eowns of Dale blue dot- b,ride’s^1*y®ar'<’ld„8rand^!beZ’ were ifinTd ^rs' B' .EIlck’ returning to the Valley. Accom- has returned home following a Dear Ann: As a member of 
trd^Swiss worn bv the two at- ^nu^e Gjesdal of Prince Albert, son; Aadel Jacobsen and Mar- pgnying ner back were her sis- vacation at San Francisco, th® medical profession I com- 
« j Master of ceremonies was tha Pederson from Fort St. gr, Mrs F.mily Knntf apri a Calif. mend you for answering “no" totendants. Tmy pidfed sleeves pastor Danlel H John and Mr< and Mrs. Albert1”’ ■ mu<.. -------------------- ----------------the mother who asked whether
Wu;(' broker of the bride, Saskatoon, Hanson from Vernon. , .
“ KKSS.S Bridal Attendants S“rpnse Par,y Honors C°“flle
On Silver Wedding Anniversary
Haugen, niece of the bride n»« oAim /Tv*oc<i with Ut 2*> Years Ago a surprise party hosted by [specially pleased to find their. Prince Albert, Sask. Chris Hau- an aqua fortrel dress with cor- . ■ Mrs. Gabriel Harsche and Mrs. three children, from out of torcycle riders—good ones, bad
gen the bride's nephew also ^as a*m^J^yre ot A+ianrl Dar+w Alex Hrischuk was. held at the town, were in attendance. ones, cautious ones, careless
a Prtn« Albert . jSjgyjSg; £ AWI HaHy home otAtr. sgd Mrs. Harsche rf vernon opened theS
tome. They will make their Friends joined Annette Vernay honortna Mr ’and Mrs E J* ^*^er by> ?ropos!n® t a u 11. but Is, nevertheless, 
miniature of the bouquete car- h t stJ 209.6730 wuling. Johnson and her brother Brian da?b°nor®gand Mrs.EJ toast to the couple’s continued ................... ...............
tied by foe senior attendante. ; Burnaby, B.C. who were hosts at the silver ‘^eir stiver wedding happiness. |
Curtis Haugen, brother of toe Out-of-town guests were. Mr. wedding anniversary honoring After the dinner the Guidis’
mine’aSiel?itoers8w7red Cfordon and Mrs- K®“ Wgan, Mr. and their parents, Mr. and Mrs. ® d were Presented with a beautiful
Mrs. Harold Anderson, Mrs. H. Vern Johnson on Saturday at * gj* rd°2£ anCvp2£ crystal centrepiece. The enjoy-
Larson, Mr. and Mrs. C. Lear, the Jade Palace. ; Etesses carnahons by able evening concluded with
— 8r°°m 8 brother, Mr. and Mrs. V. Borgerson, Arriving from Vancouver for dancing and more socializing.For the reception at the Cap- g* McIiJbS 51 of’KlSJ M?s®E?tetieaStactair^Sd’fromU we"e bestowed by the many ^Out-of-town guests were from 
ri’a^Ci?badshenmninkerdre9Cseiand <»«ver area; Pastor and Mrs. ^moriton came their soloist at ^1®adaa“d^a^eabs at^*“d* Y®r“®n> CamPbell River and 
- yyearm.8 a shell.Pfoh: dress and 0 Henrv Haugen, Mr. and Mrs. the wedding 25 years ago, Mrs.lance- 7116 honored couple were Banff.
?e«abi-d^M. Bjorgan and Mr. and Mrs. Kay Campbell. ---------------------------------------------
a Don Hernberg from Alberta Mr. and Mrs. Bob Maxted BUILD PARK
completed both ensembles. points; K. S. Gjesdal, Mr. and were in charge of the lively en- MONTREAL (CP) — Archi-
BLUE AND WHITE Mrs. Selmer Gjesdal, Mr. and tertainment, after which follow- tecture students from McGill
The bride’s table was centred Mrs. T. K. Tomtene, Pastor ed dinner and dancing. Con-1 university used a $3,000 anony-
serving as bridesmaid was 
Karen Gjesdal, a cousin of the 
bride from Kenora, Ont.
( Pope’s Studio) der Bay where the Rodes were
The
with a three-tiered wedding and Mrs. J. Hesje, Mr. and gratulatory messages were re-| mous grant from a local develo- 
cake with blue trim, flanked Mrs. Oscar Haugen, Mr. and ceived from Los Angeles, Ot-|per to build a “mini-peoples 
by blue and white candles in Mrs. Harold Haugen, Mr. and tawa, Edmonton, Devon, Alta., park" on a vacant lot in . the 
crystal holders. Extra special Mrs. Ken Haugen, Mr. and Mrs. Vancouver and Victoria. ' heart of downtown Montreal.
Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c 
Opposite Mountain Shadnwn 765-541 <
4 tanparison
don't even want what they aik 
for.
Parents who eater to the 
whims of their children because 
they believe it's the way to 
make kids happy—or worse yet. 
who enjoy sacrificing for the 
kids—learn later that they did 
the youngsters no favors. The 
selfish adults in our midst are 
those kids of yore who never 







CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD 
gestTefection of fabrics 
In the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.




What do you think about such 
a mother?—Chicago
Dear Chic: I think we need 
more mothers like that. Too 
many kids today have the idea 
they should have everything 
they see. As often as not they
Ito allow her daughter to ride 
with her boyfriend on a motor­
cycle.
Almost every physician has 
worked in a hospital emergency 
room at some time during his 
career. There he sees the mo-
maimed for life, or dead. I be­
lieve most physicians would
ALOHA LADIES






• Muu Muus 
• Evening and
* Patio SUppers /■, 
CHEZ MARIE Zl
Apparel Ltd. 














Monday through Friday. 
Reserve your spot early, as 
leagues are organizing now.
LADIES ’»
9:30 morning coffee leagues, 
afternoon and Tues, and 
Thurs. evenings.
JOIN A LEAGUE, ENJOY 








NDP promises and NDP perf oimance
The New Democratic Party of Manitoba made many promises when it introduced government car insurance last yean
COMPARE THE NDP'S PROMISES WITH NDP PERFORMANCE.
THE PROMISE
“Most Manitoba motorists will save 10 to 
33 per cent on their auto insurance pre- 
muims."
THE PROMISE








In a just-completed survey*, 60 per cent of 
Manitoba motorists say they pay as much, 
or more, under government auto in­
surance.
THE PERFORMANCE
Seventy per cent of claim-free drivers 
report no savings with government in­
surance. But 44 per cent of higher-risk 
drivers say they save money under 
government insurance.
, \ ' 1 ' V
Manitoba motorists have paid fortheir first year’s government carinsurance. Now 79 per cent of 
drivers surveyed say they want competition... noVa monopoly.
Don't belim all ejection promises.
*Tho survey wse conrfuctod by Contam- 
Sy Research Contro, ono of Canada's 
st survey companies. INSURANCE BUREAU OF CANADA
■iWlli
?
Canadian F a s h i o n Show
Winds Up At Vancouver
Canadian fashions make news. 
That’s the message of the In­
ternational Ladies’ Garment 
Workers’ Union Fashion Show 
for "Today’s Woman.” It’s a 
sparkling 40-minute affair pro­
moting union label fashions.
Free to the public, it opened 
first in Montreal, at Plaza 
Place Ville Marie, Wednesday 
and Thursday at 12:30 p.m. 
From there, the show travelled 
to Toronto—to Nathan Phillips 
Square, Friday at 12 noon and 
to the Yorkdale Shopping Cen­
tre, Saturday. Then it was 
Westward bound! To Winnipeg, 
to the Polo Park Shopping Cen­
tre, Monday. Then to Vancou­
ver, to Kitsilano Showboat this 
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The show will preview the 
new exciting looks from Can­
ada's fashion centres: Dolman 
sleeves, tent coats, smock top­
pers, shortdresses—clothes for 
today's woman. And what a 
woman she is! Elegant and self­
assured, she has a sophisticated 
sense of fun and fancy. Not for
her the gimmicky fashion fads; 
she dresses for the occasion. ।
For the city, there will be a : 
new elegance. Shortdresses, । 
sleek man-tailored pant suits, 
tent coats, wrap coataf and I 
sporty smock coats are a samp­
ling of the city-sleek styles 
shown.
It’s a plaid plaid country 
world, coming alive with inex­
pensive, free-wheeling sports­
wear. These are fun clothes to 
relax in and play in and look 
great in. Like baseball jackets, 
parkas and fake furs a-top 
fall’s wide-wide pants.
In the evening, Canada’s des­
igners dress today’s woman to 
please her man. She’ll look 
beautiful in long, sophisticated 
skirts and new floor-stretching 
turtlenecks.
Glamour is back! Today’s 
woman is a vamp. She’ll be 





Select only young beets that 
are firm, smooth and free from 
cracks or blemishes. Leave root 
ends on beets; cut off tops leav­
ing one inch of stem. Wash 
beets. Cook in boiling water un­
til tender. Cool quickly. Peel 
and slice or dice. Pack in freez­
er containers. Thaw and reheat 
to serve.
CABBAGE
Select firm heads. Wash, re­
move coarse, wilted or spotted 
leaves and core. Cut in serving­
size wedges or shred coarsely. 
Blanch wedges two minutes, 
shredded one minute. Chill 
quickly. Drain thoroughly. Pack 
dry. To serve wedges, thaw 20 
to 30 minutes to separate; 
cook nine to 10 minutes. Shred­
ded cabbage, thaw two hours to 
separate and cook four to five 
minutes.
What an electrifying Intro­
duction to Canada’s fall fash* 
ions! The creations are all by 
Canadian designers and bear 
the union label of the Interna­
tional Ladies’ Garment Workers’ 
Union.
TOMATOES
Select plump, firm tomatoes 
having a uniform red color with 
smooth skin and no evidence of 
damage or soft spots. Peel,tom­
atoes by dipping in boiling wat­
er for 30 to 60 seconds, cooling 
quickly in cold water and gently 
slipping off skin. Cut in quar­
ters. Add one teaspoon salt, 
dash pepper and % teaspoon 
sugar to two pounds tomatoes 
and cook gently until tomatoes 
are tender (five to six minutes). 
Pack in freezer containers. 
Thawing time to about four 
hours;
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128 YEARS OLD TO SPEND 88 MILLION
w Courier,
THIS PLAID MOHAIR tent 
coat in soft greens, browns 
and rust is from the fall col­
lection of the International 
Ladies’ Garment Workers’ 
Union being presented across 
Canada. This garment is from 
a Vancouver garment factory
and will be included in the 
Wednesday show at the Kit- 




BY THE WATER 
Mexico has 6,212 miles of 
oastline.
MUSHROOMS
Select fairly clean mush­
rooms that are smooth and 
quite firm with caps not fully 
opened. Wash and slice. Saute 
each two cups mushrooms in 
1% tablespoons butter two min­
utes. Drain. Pack in freezer 
containers. Reheat to serve.
Gweneth LJoyd, 
Betty Farrally and 
Qualified Staff.
Ballet, Jazz, Highland and 
Adult Slim and Trim.
Register now for Kelowna, 
Lakeview or Rutland
764-4264
PROVINCE OF RBITISH COLUMBIA
SOUTH HEAD, N.S. (CP) — 
The Anglican Christ Church 
here recently celebrated the 
126th anniversary of its con­
struction. It was first opened for 
worship in 1846 and conse­
crated as Christ Church in 
1856. After several years of fall­
ing into disrepair, the church 
was restored in 1971 by a group 
of teen-agers and used for a 
service this year commemorat­
ing its erection.
TORONTO (CP) — Global 
Communications Ltd., Canada's 
newest television and program 
service, has reaffirmed Its in­
tention to spend some $6 million 
each broadcast* year with Cana­
dian independent producers In a 
letter to independent producers 
from Global President Al Bru­
ner. The Global service, sched­
uled for operation in January, 
1974, will reach 7.3-mlllion view­
ers in southern Ontario.
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK — GRAND PRIZE CLOCK RADIOS
Each week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number <4 
one of the advertisers on* this feature. This week’s number is 762-0412
To be eligible to win simply read* through aU tin. ads on this feature and dip the correct ad out. 
MaR it along with your name, address and phone number to DIAL EDITOR, c/o The Kelowna
The first two correct answers drawn tach week will win as follows: 1st prize 84; 2nd prize 82. 






on Casorso Rd. between 












Welding and Mach- 













Auto Sale* & Service
3100 Lakeshore 763-2015
Kelowna Bowling and Billiards




Exclusivehealing substance proventoshrink 
hemorrhoids and repair damaged tissue. •
A renowned research institute has 
found a unique healing substance 
with the ability to shrink hemor­
rhoids painlessly It relieves itching 
and discomfort in minutes and 
speeds up healing of the injured, 
inflamed tissue.
In case after case, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(shrinkage) took place.
Most important of all—results 
were so thorough that this improve­
ment was maintained over a perioc 
of many months.
This was accomplished with a 
new healing substance (Bio-Dyne) 
which quickly helps heal injured 
cells and stimulates growth of new 
tissue.
Now Bio-Dyne is offered in oint­
ment and suppository form called 
Preparation H. Ask for it at all drug 
stores. Satisfaction or your money 
refunded.










New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to aU makes. 











All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 


















RE: MARKING OF BALLOTS
Under section 101 (1) of the Provincial Elections Act, all ballots must be marked
with a black lead pencil. A black lead pencil is provided in each polling booth. 
Remember: To insure that your vote is valid, please mark your ballot with the 





























Experts in Auto 
Body repairing. For 
an estimate call 









(Old Vernon Rd>.,, 









1G1D Pnndosy St. 
762-2134
Contractors









340 Hwy. 33 765-5153
UR WASH
Undoubtedly Kelowna's 
finest "car. wash". 
Seo us today!
Highway 07 










NSD WE SAY 
ANYMORE
Kelowna Toyota
Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
Man docs not live by 
bread alone but Jack 
and Tena have the 




















Excavation At It’s 
Finest
SPECIALIZING IN: 
Mobile Ilome Parks, nil types 
of Cut Work, nil types of 
Trucking, Buck Hoe nndt 
loader. Septic Timka, Water 
Lines, Drain Field, etc, Mo­
bile crane rental. 














Day Care Mon. to FrL 
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
REGISTER NOW 
FOR KINDERGARTEN
R.R. 2 Klllarney Rd. 
765-7241















Custom tube bending, shocks, 







Sides of Boot 









Best in Service 





Painting and Decorating 
762-4472
BEST PIZZA IN TOWN 
Entertainment and Cabaret
THE COLONY " 
STEAK HOUS® 
7*28474
' , , ' ‘:i . । , t 1 'J n i >• >i ■-!> f ‘ ‘ ’•r.i ■
MORE SPORTS 
ON PAGE 15
I BIG OLYMPICS SPLASH MADE
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A King And Queen Already
By BRUCE LEVETT 
Canadian Press Sports Editor
MUNICH (CP) — With only 
one of . the eight days of swim­
ming competition to judge, 
from,. practically everyone in 
sight was ready today to crown 
the king and queen of the 
Olympic pool for 1972.
Mark Spitz and Shane Gould 
established their credentials in 
a hurry Monday. Each com-
peted in two events and kicked 
spray in the face of any swim­
mer who could, stay close to 
them.
For openers, Spitz broke his 
own world record in leading a
sweep of all the medals for the 
United States in the men’s 200- 
metre butterfly. The 15-yeai>old 
Australian schoolgirl responded 
in kind in the women’s 200 indi­
vidual medley, which she con­
siders one of her weaker 
events.
Spitz temporarily had the last 
word, anchoring the U.S. team 
to another world-record victory 
in the 400 freestyle relay while 
Shane, swimming to qualify, 
won two rounds of heats in the 
women’s 100 freestyle, saving 
her best licks for tonight’s fi­
nal.
Micki King, a U.S. Air Force 
captain, captured the women’s 
springboard diving title, over­
hauling Ulrike Knape of Swe­
den. the early leader.
Canadian swimmers and di-
vers figured in three finals,
Leslie Cliff of Vancouver fin­
ished fifth in the individual 
medley, swimming the fastest 
race of her life. Every member 
of Canada's relay team did the 
same, missing a third-place 
bronze medal by less than a 
second in another fifth-place 
finish.
And Beverley Boys of Picker­
ing, Ont, who had to fight to 
make the final round, moved 
up two notches from her over­
night seventh placing in the 
diving, an event in which Can­
ada’s early hopes for a medal 
were Hasted as Liz Carruthers 
of Edmonton, the 1971 Pan- 
American Games champion, 
was eliminated in Sunday’s pre­
liminaries.
Thanks to its swimmers and 
divers, the U.S. team moved 
into a narrow lead in the medal 
standings with three gold, two 
second-place silver and three
white-water canoeing, a new 
Olympic event, was close be­
hind. No other country nad 
more than one gold medal.
' In the unofficial point stand­
ings, based on a 10-5-4-3-2-1 
count for the first six final 
placings, the Americans led 
with 61 to 49 for the East. Gen. 
mans. Canada’s six points were 
good for 13th place.
third-place bronze. East Ger­






Hwy. 97 No., Kelowna
765-5184
WITH
Mark Mathison. 11, and 
Robert Sebastian, 10, get set 
to take faceoff from coach 
Bill Dick at the Kelowna Sum­
mer Hockey School being held 
in the Kelowna Memorial
Arena. Dick, along with Ross 
Little, has been assisting
head instructor Tom 
niak run the school, 
finishes Saturday. The 





'.lockey players the proper 
fundamentals and basics of 
the game. Stachniak, who 
plays on a farm club of the 
NHL Philadelphia Flyers, puts 
the hockey students through
various skating, passing 
shooting drills. The daily
and 
ses-
sions, which run from 6 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., include hockey 
films and chalk talks and deal 
with players from the Pups A 
level to the Midget age group.
Russians Strike First Gold YOUR
BASEBALL ROUNDUP Five Shoot
Mike Bedevils Red Sox n;___  ____ i_____ _______Five shooters posted perfect
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Chicago’s Mike Andrews be­
devilled Boston Red Sox Monday 
night while Oakland’s Angel 
Mangual lived up to his name 
and kept the Athletics on the 
heels of the White Sox in base­
ball’s American League West.
Andrews drove - in five runs 
with a home run and a double to 
pace the White Sox to a 6-4 vic­
tory over Boston Red Sox. They 
remained one-half game in 
front of Oakland who rallied for 
five runs in the seventh inning, 
three on pinch-hl>*er Mangual’s 
tie-breaking homer, and edged 
Cleveland Indians 5-4.
In the only other American 
League contest, Baltimore’s 
Jim Palmer blanked Minnesota 
Twins 2-0 on five hits, pulling 
the Orioles to within one game 
of idle Detroit Tigers in the 
East Division.
There were only three games 
in the National League. Cincin­
nati Reds downed New York 
Mets 5-2, Pittsburgh Pirates 
shaded San Diego Padres 5-3
feated San Francisco Giants 4- 
2.
Andrews hit his seventh home 
run of the season in the fourth 
inning following Dick Allen's 
double and a hit batsman after 
Boston starter Sonny Siebert 
had mowed down the first 11 
Chicago batters. Andrews dou­
bled two more runs across in 
the sixth and pinch-runner Luis 
Alvarado then scored on a 
single by Rich Morales.
BLUE RAPPED
Cleveland’s Roy Foster hit a 
two-run homer off Oakland’s 
Vida Blue and Steve Dunning
pitch from Mike Kilekenny, of 
Bradford, Ont., far over the left 
field fence, giving Oakland just 
enough runs to withstand a two- 
run homer by Graig Nettles in 
the ninth.
Baltimore’^ Palmer got the 
only run he needed on Don 
Baylor’s homer in the fifth and 
breezed to his 18th triumph. 
NOLAN RETURNS
Cincinnati’s Gary 





VOTEswum, against Miss Gould be­
fore but has never beaten her.
With five more events on her 
Olympic schedule, she expects 
to see a lot more of the versa­
tile Australian, who currently 
holds four world records, and 
she is looking forward to It.
“If you’re going to swim 
against top swimmers, you 
can’t back away from them,” 
she said Monday night.
(Continued on page 15) 
See: SPRAY
Russia struck gold for the 
first time in the Games with a 
victory in women’s team gym­
nastics as its wrestlers, oars­
men and individual gymnasts 
posed powerful threats in com­
petitions still under way.
Imre Foeldi, a Hungarian 
competing in his fourth Olym­
pics, was rewarded with his 
first gold medal in ban­
tamweight weightlifting and Li 
Ho Jun of North Korea scored 
599 of a possible 600, a world 
record, in winning the small­
bore prone rifle event.
Miss Cliff, a 17-year-old 
schoolgirl who won three Pan- 
Am gold medals last year, was 
pleased with her performance 
in the individual medley, in 
which she twice broke her own 




Think Positive!scores of 25 at trapshooting held 
at Sportsmen's Field Sunday. 
George Bevan, Don Ellis, G. 
Mclinchuk, Vern Hogan and 
Gordon Finch shot the flawless 
rounds. The next trapshoot will 
be tonight at 6:30 p.m. at 
Sportsman’s Field with a meet­
ing to follow. The meeting will 
be held regarding the Okanagan 
Open Trapshoot that is to be 
held in Kelowna this weekend 
and all shooters are urged to 
attend. Sunday’s results: Diane 






REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Cliff Lumsdon of Toronto 
won the annual 15-mile mar­
athon swim 22 years ago to­
day—in 1950—at the Cana­
dian National Exhibition for 
the second successive year. 
Lumsdon came in third in 
1951 but won again in 1952.
And Make Every 
Liberal Vote Count 
Tait Liberal Campaign Committee
muscle irritation in his neck 
and shoulder, limited the Mets 
to one hit in the six innings he 
worked and picked up his first 
victory since July 13.
George Foster batted for No­
lan in the sixth and doubled to 
ignite a four-run inning that 
broke up a scoreless duel 
against rookie Brent Strom.
Willie Stargell walloped a 
pair of two-run homers to spark 
Pittsburgh past San Diego. The 
Padres made it close with 
back-to-back solo homers by 
Lcron Lee and Naie Colbert in 
the ninth.
Hwy. 97 N, 762-5203
big
and St. Louis Cardinals de- Mangual then slammed an 0-2
Transportation





held the Athletics to one hit 
six innings before the roof 
in.
Matty Alou led off the
for 
fell
George Bevan 23. 23, 25; Don 
Ellis 22, 22, 25; Ray Fabri 21, 
21, 22; Garth Turner 20, 23, 24; 
Pam Bevan 15. 17; D. Robin­
son 18. 22; G. Furi 18. 19: G.
Ueda 22, 23. 23; Vern Hogan 19, 
25; Glen Prior 18; S. Lcgctt 13, 
15; Earl Popham 9; K. Shep, 
hard 22, 22. 22; George Ueda 15; 
Gordon Finch 23. 24 . 25.
Mclinchuk 23, 24, !5; Jack
17; Rudy Weins 20. 23,
.. to the polls on
23;
hl’’
•t rMe Mmhh>I OOfPbaftXr
WMMM
762 2229
seventh with a single, Reggie 
Jackson walked and the run­
ners advanced on Mike Ep­
stein's groundout. After an in­
tentional walk to Sal Bando 
filled the bases, Ted Kubiak's 
sacrifice fly delivered one run 






SOCIAL CREDIT - SOUTH OKANAGAN
Sponsored Byr South Okaiy&an Social Credit Campaign Committee
.       —....—        ...A------- -—
■ f 1 \
Ski-Doo snowmobiles make your 1973 winter a beautiful 
and quiet experience with exciting changes inside and out 
you'll want to see now at your Ski-Doo dealer!
TNT. Silver Bullet twin cylinder, performance machine.
OLYMPIQUE Family choice. 300,340,400,440 All-time versatility.
NORDIC. Golden Bronze. Luxury ride. For the man who's got it made,
ELAN. Power compact goes anywhere the big ones go 
for a .lot less money.
See them all at your SKI-DOO dealer!
SKI-DOO.
the midiioe that changed winter 
...has changed
HI-PERFORMANCE SPORTS LTD
YOUR AUTHORIZED SKI-DOO DEALER
1957 Harvey Ave., Hwy. 97, Kdownu
Gallenkamp




Sizes 5% - 3.
7.99
* ' Fair '' ■
Ladies* and Teens*
DRESS AND CASUAL FLATS 





cJMfeef me under 
tip Oitijard ^Itee
I VALUE DAYS WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
AND YOU CAN SHOP "TIL 9 P.M. THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS 
Plenty of Free Parking and You Can Shop in Climate Controlled Comfort.
HEY KIDS!
Enter Your Dog in Our
"MUTT SHOW" 
lodging by SPCA.
Saturday, Sept. 2, at 10 a.m. 
at the rear parking lot of Orchard Park 
See "Dino" - Fred Flintstone's Dog from Bedrock City 
See the Entry Form Elsewhere in This Section. Additional Entry Forms available at Administration Office.
MISSES' SHOES
In various colors and styles, 
\broken sizes. ... . .
Also included in this special offer Savage Shoes for Little Giris in Two Styles. Sizes 8J4 - 3 in B, C, and
D widths. Reg- 8.99 and 10.99. Now only 4.99 a pair on a First Come, First Served Basis.
.... ..................................... ............ ......... ....... ...................... ...................................................................... .. ............... ........................................................................................................................................'...................................................
'TEENS* I ■ TEENS*
CASUALS AND SPORTS SUEDE HAND BAGS
Various styles and colon, I in a variety of styles and colors,
broken sizes. I Reg. 13.99 — Now Only
9-99 9 99
' 1 * Pair I 1 ‘ Pair
C ^allanlzamri 
Sa VlallCI Ilia 11 Ip
THE FAMILY SHOE STORES B
I ■ . ...
' ' - , . ! ' Il
Open 9:39 n^n. * 6:00 p.m., Mon., Ttte., Wed. and Sat., 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 pj®« IWi. and Fri. Phone 763*7322





FASHION SHOW - IN THE MALL 
Thurs. & Fri., Aug. 31 & Sept 1 — 7 p.m.
Riley & McCormick Ltd. 





Famous Lee Brand 
in Green and Brown
Sale ’6 -44
FINAL CLEARANCE
\ ■ • 1 V. ■ ! - v /Z . .7 -
CHILDREN'S STRAW HATS - Reg. 1.00. .... ... Sale 66c 
% OFF BAILEY STRAW HATS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . priced as low as 2.98
LANNING STRAW HATS - Reg. to 5.50. . . .... Sale 2.88 
"Lee & Levis Jeans Always In Stock"
> Just Arrived. Fall Shipment of Lee Denim Jackets. 
RILEY & McCORMKK 
J®. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . nW. . . . . . . . ''
b ' Phone: 763-6225
MUSICALLY SPEAKING
Courtenay Music Camp 
Part II: The Juniors
By BETHEL STEELE
DISTRICT PAGE
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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Okanagan Pioneer's Ashes 
Spread Over Beloved Valley
O.K. Weekend
At Naramata
Before I continue with Courtenay . . . return home mail 
Included a card from CanadiamOkanagan-Vernon music ex­
patriates Steven and Lilian Heniikson in Munich. West Ger­
many, with news of a very recent happening to their musical 
lives. Steve has finally received a small Canada Council grant 
which will enable him to remain to Germany for at least an- 
other year. On the side, the Munich music authorities seem- , 
ingly want him and have been most helpful both financially 
and otherwise. Steve’s lyric baritone has apparently developed 
to a helden heavy, under the German vocal approach. He has ’ 
been in Bayreuth the last month singing a small part to an 
early Wagner . . . there are other Interesting tid-bits also at 
Salzburg and elsewhere. He has been encouraged no end by the 
German authorities. Methinks we will hear much more from 
our Steve. Steve and Lilian, to between rehearsals, managed 
a complete Ring which according to Steve was quite an ex­
perience but not up to the expected vocal standard. A bit too 
much dependence on the name Bayreuth it seems.
an.1 now . . . back to Courtenay. Would the Kelowna- 
Courtenay students please go to the Courier and give their 
names and place to the picture to Women’s Editor Mary 
Greer who has it We would not mind knowing the other Val­
ley names while we are at it You see I was not present when 
the picture as taken and no cutlines were procured.
Daring the Saturday night Akiyama-Senior Orchestra con­
cert the Mayor of Courtenay made a presentation to Mr. 
Akiyama and thanked all the people who make the music camp 
, possible. He told them they were very nice people and hoped 
the faculty and students enjoyed the district as much as Cour­
tenay enjoyed them. He went on to ask the town of Courtenay 
to get behind the growth of the camp and support whole 
heartedly the artistic director . . . Robert Creech.
- There was a party and dance after the Saturday perform­
ance at which the Junior Orchestra played Strauss Waltzes. 
And now to the junior performance Friday evening under the 
direction of Garth Williams. The evening included performan­
ces by the Junior Wind Ensemble under Vancouver Youth 
Symphony conductor . . . Jerold Gerbrecht, the Preparatory 
Orchestra under John Chulmecky; an amazing performance by 
five harpists and the Junior Strings and a very beautiful ren­
dering of two Van Delden and two Hindemith by the 12 choral 
students proper. Sandwiched in was the World Premiere of 
composition student Brian Tat’s Death of a Leaf with Salmon 
Arm student oboist. . . Robyn Andruski as soloist. The Junior
Rutland Swimming Classes 
Now Over For This Summer
Rutland swimming classes 
are now finished and the follow* 
Ing are graduates ot toe 
ottered:
PRE BEGINNERS RED CROSS 
1st session July 3-July 15,
Jan Hacke, Shelly Black,
Andy Singer, Leanne Buchanan, 
Ian Stewart, Diane Gramllch, 
Mary Ann Stewar 
rich, Wendi Nelson, Wayne St. 
Jean, Doyle Nelson, Laurie 
Whaten, Farrell Shutte, Barbie 
Bluschle, Darrell Shutte, Tina 
Smith, Kevin Lelke, Michelle 
Thompson, David Darren Higgs, 
Todd Anthony Kellerman, Sean 
Fortney. Valerine Ann Higgs, 
Wendy Schaad, Jackie Bluschle, 
Allen Dyck, Robert Adamoski, 
Carol Dyck, Lance Brindley, 
Mark Lelke, Darrell Brindley, 
Jimmy Whaten.
BEGINNERS RED CROSS
Leslie Yard, Kelly Stewart, 
Eddie Falck, Charlene Henry, 
Mike Johnson, Kevin Wostrad- 
owski, Todd Murray, Tracey 
St. Jean, Robbie Buchanan, 
Arlene Pisio, David Daliman, 
Janet Dyck, Terry Ito, Diane 
Lelke. Neil McKenzie, Tammy 
Cazes.
PRE BEGINNERS RED CROSS 
2nd session, July 17-29. Greg 
Drinkwater, Clinton Underseth, 
Kristina Olson, Roger Kriese,
Brass alone performed gorgeously two Bach Chorales and the 
Alleluia Tulerunt by Palestrina.
What lovely, lovely music our young people were perform­
ing. French Hom player Allan Peters and Anne McClelland . . . 
Bassoon were mixed up in this evening somewhere. Steve 
Denroche was one of the horns for the Saturday night senior 
orchestra’s performance of the Wagner Rienzi Overture. A 
quite something with the brass a miracle of pure unforced 
sound.
It to my contention that the work of the juniors to so im­
portant as to over shadow that of the senior orchestra except 
for when the seniors played for Akiyama. The margin of my 
junior evening program is replete with raves ... silky smooth; 
a rich, and gorgecus resonance; brass heavenly; some of the 
playing wou’d put a few elders and so-called professionals to 
shame; part of it is the fine music and the final closing per­
formance of the full junior orchestra eloquent with some 
exquisite whkptring planlsslmos and long sustained fortissi­
mos. The blend and resonance with remarkable balance pro­
duced a texture seldom heard in more adult playing.
Garth WHliams, the junior orchestra director to a very re­
markable person. I call him fantastic also since he with the 
wind directors are laying the foundation for what to to Cone 
in the future. As Anne McClelland stated ... I learned so 
very much ... it was all wonderful.
There was a spirit, an aura about the Friday evening con­
cert I doubt would be duplicated anywhere else. This to itself 
is Courtenay and it is music that is as joyous as ‘it is well 
taught. These our children are indeed most fortunate.
To be continued.
Kim
OYAMA — Margaret Camp­
bell Middleton died quietly at 
the age of 86 years, after a long 
period of decline following sur­
gery in 1970.
Her ashes will be scattered 
among the pine trees on Jade 
Bay in Oyama, where her hus­
band’s ashes had been placed
Hacke, Roy Kempf, Donna 
Kruiper, Richard Kempf, Laura 
Lalonde, Lenny Kruiper, Lisa 
McDonald, Mark Moore, John 
Jackson, Lane Knorr, Dean 
Bucklan, Carol Klein, Clarllssa 
Hawes, John Koga, Donna La­
londe, Lyle Jenish, Cindy Terai, 
Diane Koga, Doris Weninger.
BEGINNERS RED CROSS
'Caroline Felsman, Ross Row­
lett, Wanda Kaskiw, Sharon 
Volk, Brenda Lowenberg, 
Rhonda Lalonde, David Butler, 
Shari Brindley, Keith Roberts, 
Jim Kruiper, Kevin Roberts, 
Valerie Kusz, Bonnie Kusz, 
Richard Buchner, Frank Kusz, 
Michael Rout, Paul Gieselman.
PRE BEGINNER RED CROSS
3rd session, July 31- Aug. 12. 
Dianna Dunkley, Usa Ellchuk, 
Todd Omelchuk, Blair Franko, 
Donna Garfield, Darren Franko, 
Cindy Campbell, Darrel Dueck, 
Kim McNally, David Dueck, 
। Patricia Segie, Wanda Turner, 
’ Tanis Marriun, Eric Ryder, 
Cindy. Barrera, Gina Barrera, 
I Darrel Guerrier.
(continued on Page 12) 
(see: Rutland Swimming)
20 years before hers.
The Jade Bay property was 
purchased (from the govern­
ment) on the retirement of 
Morrice Middleton who was 
serving as horticulturist. Their 
lives since the early 1900s were 
spent around Kalamalka Lake 
where Mr. Middleton was res­
ponsible for the early Irrigation 
system which found the food in 
the Okanagan during the de­
pression.
They worked together to 
bring the title of World Rye 
Champion to this region at three 
world fairs beginning in Regina 
in 1933 and ending In Chicago In 
1936, with nine other prizes in 
grains being realizeo as well.
Maude, as Mrs. Middleton 
was known to many of her 
friends from Salmon Arm to 
Penticton, made a contribution 
to her community in several 
organizations and private • en- 
, deavors. She was president of 
, the Women’s Canadian Club 
, and active in the Canadian Red 
, Cross, Vernon branch, also an 
, Okanagan Historical Society, 
, Vernon branch member.
In 1950 she opened the Art 
Gallery at Jade Bay. There she
Naramata Centre for Contin­
uing Education, in co-operation 
with the Penticton Branch, Can­
adian Mental Health Associa­
tion is again sponsoring an 
“O.K. Weekend."
As a result of the highly suc­
cessful event in 1971 with Dr. 
Thomas Harris, author of “I'm 
O.K. You’re O.K ." the weekend 
is being repeated at the centre 
on Friday, Sept. 22 to Sunday, 
Sept. 24.
The weekend is tor persons 
who may have read the book or 
in some other way become fam­
iliar with transactional analysis 
and the parent-adult-child con­
cept of Dr. Harris.
Beginning ' Friday evening 
and continuing through until 
Sunday afternoon , Dr. Harris 
and his staff of associates will 
not only present explanations 
and demonstrations of this aid
MAUDE MIDDLETON 
known for her knowledge of an*
tiques and collection of fine fur­
niture. Her daughter, Holly 
Middleton, an arUst, joined her 
during the summer of 1962.
Mrs. Middleton planned and 
built Middleton’s Gallery, above 
Kalamalka Lake, Highway 97, 
near Vernon., and here she con­
tinued her love of the arts. The 
family asks any tributes be ad­
dressed toward a bursary to 
Topham Brown Studio in which 
Mrs. Middleton and her daugh-
to personal understanding 
communication hut will 
give direction in practice 
sions in the technique.





terested in finding out more 
about the process. Registration 
for the weekend is to be limited, 
but some places are still avail* 
able.
' Prior to the “O.K. Weekend* 
Dr. Harris and his staff will 
already have spent five day* 
at the centre leading a more 
advanced seminar in transac­
tional analysis and its applies* 
tlon to counselling situations. 
Registration for this event has 
been limited to 75 persons and 
is already fully subscribed.
STUDY SCHOOL YEAR
FREDERICTON (CP) — A 
special committee is studying 
the possibility of keeping open 
on a year-round basis all of 
New Brunswick's schools. The 
committee has been ordered to 
study all aspects of th? proposal 
and make recommendations for 
the future of the school year, 
1 which currently runs between 
' September nnd June. The report 
is expected by October.
seminar is designed for .anyone, 
lay or professional, who is in*
attracted people from all parts I ter have for a long time hac 
of the country and became I an interest.
VEHICLE SURVEY
EDMONTON (CP) - The Al- 
berta government is doing a 
survey on the effect recrea­
tional vehicles—such as small 
trailers and motor homes—have 
on highway traffic. “We're 
trying to determine if the vehi­
cles are having an effect on ca­
pacity," says Alex Cherwenuk. 
a traffic studies engineer. “It 
could be that we may require 
additional lanes, climbing lanes 
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WESTERN OPTICAL'
Orchard Park. Kelowna
1%” WIDE LEATHER BELT
Pick from white, black, brown, tan; blue In sizes 26 to 32.
TWEED CUFFED BAGS makes this group complete. Slim 
through the waist and hips then baggy down to the wide cuffed 
bottoms, they have the authentic look of Donegal tweed. In 
colors navy, brown, blue, mauve, sage. Sizes 8 to 18.
Eyewear for the kindergarten set to Uie campus crowd 
in new fashion shapes \nd colors with impact-resistant 
lenses and a precision-filled prescription.
, Come in now, and beat the school bell.
From $16.90 complete. We guarantee lowest prices.
Satisfaction or your Money
8hop0MOntf« 
Kalowna RG>
' Open: 9:30 - GiOO p.ra«
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat.
9:30 n.m. - 9:00 p.m. Thun. and Frl«
A. 100% ACRILIC SHRINK SWEATER In crazy patchwork .
design: U neck and sleeveless to tup off color matching C u K 
fashion knits. An attention getter in sharp colors of navy, v a w w 
brown, burgundy. Sizes, S. M. L XL.
Olympics Prelude To 76 
Say Canadian Cyclists
MUNICH (AP) — Mike Bre- 
ckon, manager of Canada’s 
cycling team, says that when 
his squad enters Olympic com­
petition today it will mark the 
beginning of a four-year plan 
aimed at bringing members of 
the team to medal level for the 
1976 Games in Montreal.
“Canadian cyclists have im­
proved a lot more in the last 
three years than the general 
body of world competitors 
has," Breckon said as his li­
man squad put the finishing 
touches to its training program.
The cycling manager pointed 
out that half of the team here 
is /made up of junior com­
petitors—youngsters who, if 
handled properly, “will be that 
much better in 1976." 
.. But Just as Important to Bre­
ckon is the fact that of the 11 
competitors he and coaches
Brown have here, all but three 
are Canadian-born.
“We’re very pleased with 
.that aspect ~f our develop­
ment,"
Breckon said, “because ear­
lier we had been considered an 
immigrant sport that attracted 
only the ethnic groups in Can­
ada." "
The road team got a first 
shot at the action in today’s 
100-kitometre team-time trial 
over a flat distance'from Mun­
ich to Lindau along the auto­
bahn.
Officials seeded the top 20 o:' 
the 36 teams entered as each 
four-man squad rode against 
the stop watch.
HAPPY WITH DRAW
The Canadians were sched­
uled to ride in the eighth-last 
position and Breckon consid-
chAgex
KNICKERBOCKER FASHION KNIT In 50% polyester. 50% « -w 
cotton Perma Press. With neat plaquet front, new fashlon tear Zl U| x 
drop collar in cool plain colours; navy, beige, burgundy, “awW 
mauve. Sizes 8 to 18.
B. CORDUROY WESTERN JACKET In 100% Canadian cc. 
ton pinwhale corduroy with 2 patch/flap pockets, front yoke, 
laydown collar, dome fastener with full rayon lining. In brown­
navy, wine, purple. Sizes 8 to 18.
100% COTTON SPORTS SHIRT in a patio check. Long 
pointed collar styling, two button cuffed sleeves with patch/ 
flap pockets. In brown, navy, red, blue. Sizes 8 to 18.
SPLIT-KNEE BRUSHED FLARES completes this group. In 
100% cotton sateen with 2 front patch pockets, contrast |“
stitching, all round belt loops and zipper fly. Styled by





We've bought thia pinwhale 
cotton corduroy with a super 
wide flare bottom, all round belt 
loops, in double snap or button 
through fly styles. Favorite 
colors are navy, brown, purple, 
wine, black. Sizes 8 to 18.
NOW
YOUNG MEN'S TOP 
CORDUROY FLARES 
AT A ROCK BOTTOM PRICE
You know thia top name but we 
can't print It at this price. We've 
got a 24" flared bottom model at 
a price you haven't found before, lt'a 
In fine whale cotton corduroy colored 
brown, navy, bone, grape, Wack 




ELECTION AND LABOR I SAYS OTTO UNG ttary and maximize access and
B.C.'s Mediation Act Practice Of Law Monopoly 
Classed As Bia Buaaboo Bul la* To Peo’le
VglClaSwWM ar "Is a# M^F ■ Bsw WM” MW MONTREAL (CP) — Justicef society a legal system relle: 
. „1J 11^. Iu> aewiMt *!>«.
i s for
VANCOUVER (CP) — One of 
the less illustrious moments of 
British Columbia history oc­
curred last June when ; dis­
gruntled workers mobbed mem­
bers of the provincial cabinet, 
shouting obscenities and str'*> 
ing out with fists and placards.
The Conservative leader 
agrees with ihe NDP that sec­
tion 18 of the act should be re­
pealed. He would replace it 
with a provision requiring inde­
pendent arbitration with rulings
Several minliters suffered 
bumps and bruises and one < 
went down with a brokenshoul- 1 
der bone when hit by a length 1 
of two-by-four.
The occasion was a cabinet ' 
meeting fa a New Westminster 
hotel, where Social Credit Pre­
mier W. A. C. Bennett and his 
I cabinet baited during a tour of 
the province to decide to issue 
a bick-to-work order and in­
voke compulsory arbitration in 
a strike and lockout which had 
crippled the construction in­
dustry since April.
The legislative vehicle used 
by the cabinet to ride over both 
the workers and management 
was a 1968 bill tided the B.C. 
Mediation Act. The operative 
arm called fa to settle the con­
tract dispute was the B.C. me­
diation commission.
Under the act, especially sec- 
I tloo 18, the government is em- 
I powered to order an end to 
I strikes and lockouts and make 
I a ruling by the mediation com- 
I mission final and binding.
CRITICS PLENTIFUL
I The act and the commission 
I have come under concentrated 
I fire from Just about everyone. 
I The opposition political parties 
I are against it, the 155,000-mem- 
I ber B.C. Federation of Labor Is 
I against it, even some spokes- 
I men for management are
binding only upon passage of a 
special bin by the legislature.
Mr, Warren also I* fa favor 
of legislation which would re­
quire a "cooling-off period"— 
not to exceed 60 days—-which
would be invoked by ‘he cabi­
net through an order-in-council.
Mr. Anderson says a Liberal 
government would eliminate 
the mediation commission. He 
would like to see an increase tn 
the number of labor depart­
ment mediation officers. These 
officers would become involved 
in disputes up to 60 days before 
the expiry of a contract, rather
than being called in at the last 
minute.
The Liberals would set up an 
industrial council with repre­
sentatives of labor, manage­
ment and government.
In his Kelowna Charter; is­
sued shortly before the election 
was called, Premier Bennett 
did not include a section on la­
bor relations.
The only points he made in 
this regard were that "pressure 
groups of any kind have never 
found a friend in this govern­
ment," that "British Colum­
bia’s minimum wage scale will 
.be increased this year;’* and 
that "this government has 
; acted decisively to establish 
; fair wage guidelines fa all 
i areas of employment under its 
• jurisdiction.”
Minister Otto Lang said Mon-1 Its efficacy upon the respect 
day the practice of law "is aland support of the general pub­
monopoly but the law belongs I lie;”
to the people."
Professional service to the 
public must mean service to 
"all parts of the public’* and 
the size of the fee must not be 
the governing factor, Mr. Lang 
said in an address prepared for 
the 54th annual meeting of the 
Canadian Bar Association.
In touching on legal services 
for the disadvantaged, Mr. 
Lang urged lawyers to examine 
projects for training para-pro- 
fessional—or partly profes­
sional-personnel. such as now is 
being done in Halifax.
Mr. Lang announced bis de­
partment would begin to assist 
I worthwhile proposals for public 
I education because "in a free
This was undermined if the 
public felt the law is ‘‘unknow­
able. irrational** or applied in 
a discriminatory or arbitrary 
fashion.
Independence of the Canadian 
bar is "based on the ex­
pectation that lawyers, as pro­
fessionals, will conduct them­
selves in'the true spirit of pub­
lic service and not in their own 
self-interest."
. “If we minimized the mys-
evenhandedness we may justify 
cur independence as the. basis 
tor better service."
Mr. Lang said no one would 
deny the Importance of an inde­
pendent bar—a topic on which 
the four-day convention placed 
considerable emphasis—but
"let it never be forgotten that it 
is a privilege of the lawyer and 
must not be abused.!’
The former dean of the Uni­
versity of Saskatchewan Law 
School said; the. credibility of 
the law and the lawyer requires 
examination of alternatives to 
the adversary system—a costly 
system of "controlled combat" 
which can increase hostilities in 
situations where compromise 
and conciliation are desirable.
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Cut Off Service To Countries 
Harboring Air Pirates-Pilots
LONG GAME
Students at South Africa’s 
Rhodes University played 
squash nonstop for 44 hours to 
raise money for charity.
MONTREAL (CP) - The Ca­
nadian Airline Pilots Associ­
ation announced Monday it has 
asked the federal government 
to deny all air service "to and 
from countries which harbor 
air pirates.”
Capt. Charles H. Simpson, 
president of the Association, 
also asked that the federal gov­
ernment "deny all foreign aid 
and restrict trade and com­
merce as far as possible to 
such havens for hijackers.”
Mr. Simpson said in a state­
ment he was concerned particu­
larly that Canada disregards 
“Algeria's renegade status with 
respect to the deterent of air 
piracy.” ’
He said Algeria Is "a state 
where hijackers are presently 
walking around tree."
"Unilateral enforcement 
measures are necessary until 
effective international sanctions 
against offending states are 
agreed upon,” he aaid.
He urged the federal' govern­
ment to “encourage all other 
nations to endorse the inter­
national obligation to severely 
punish or extradite air pirates 
and to Impose sanctions on 
states which do not abide by 
these obligations.”
ALL PARKLAND
There are 96,000 square miles 
of provincial parkland in Can* 
ada.
r . fl e
•gainst it. Organized labor has 
boycotted the mediation com­
mission since its inception; re­
fusing to appear before it.
The mediation act is the big 
bugaboo fa a general labor- 
management estrangement 
which has become a major po­
litics! talking point in the pro­
vincial election being held Aug. 
30.
But anti-government criti­
cism on labor matters has not 
been confined only to barbs 
(torn organized labor. The Ben­
nett administration also has 
come under Increasing fire 
from civil servants, teachers, 
doctors and nurses.
Working hard to defeat the 
Socreds in the election is the 
B.C. Teachers’ Federation, an­
gered by the cabinet’s Imposi­
tion of a 6.5-per-cent ceiling on 
teachers’ salary Increases, and 
some members of the B.C. 
Medical Association, which was 
forced by the cabinet to revise 
its last fee schedule—down­
ward.
The teachers’ association de­
cided this spring to impose a 
levy on its members to raise a 
81 million political action fund 
to be spent fighting social 
credit candidates. The plan was 
derailed when two association 
members, who also happen to 
be Socred supporters, asked *= 
for, and received, an injunction 
on the grounds the levy was il­
legal under the association con- 
etitution.
LABOR TROUBLES HIT
One of the worst series of 
major labor disruptions ever to 
hit the province started fa April 
with the construction industry 
strike-lockout, finally resolved 
in June.
In the meantime, the men 
who cut down trees for the saw­
mills and pulp mills were out 
on strike to be joined for two 
weeks in June by all 28,000 
woodworkers on the coast.
The latest crisis has been the 
idling of the port of Vancouver 
by a hiring hall dispute, made 
worse this week when the long­
shoremen’s union called out all 
3,200 of its members fa all B.C. 
ports. This dispute, however, is 
a federal responsibility.
The opposition party leaders 
blast the mediation act and 
what they charge is a deliber­
ate attempt by Premier Ben­
nett to keep, the labor relations 
pot boiling so he can Invoke the 
act "in the public Interest"— 
and thereby win votes from the 
broad mass of the middle class 
who are tired of strikes.
Mr. Bennett and his labor 
minister, James Chabot, stand 
by their basic philosophy: That 
government must have the 
power to end disruptive strikes, 
and must accept responsibility 
for keeping the wage spiral un­
dercontrol.
MAKE PROPOSALS
The opposition leaders, Dave 
Barrett of the New Democratic 
Party, David Anderson of the 
Liberals, and Derril Warren bt 
the Conservatives, have come 
up with a mixed bag of propos- 
I ala during the election cam- 
I p X Barrett saya an NDP 
Sovernment would replace the 
iree-man mediation commls- 
| alon with individual mediators 
I who would make recommends- 
I tions. Thef government would 
I try to cajole labor and manage- 
I ment into reasoning together 
| until agreement was reached. 
I The NDP leader has acknowl- 
| edged, however, that govern- 
I ment still might have to take 
I extraordinary action in the 
| event of a strike which se- 
I riously crippled the economy. 
I The party would extend full 
I bargaining rights to civil aer- 
I vants and professional groups 
I such as teachers and doctors. 
I The province’s minimum wage 
| would be increased to ,82.50 
| from 81.50 an hour. V 
| Conservative Leader Warren 
| says his party is In favor of 
| keeping the mediation commls- 
I sion because of the value it can 
I have in the mediation field, and 
| also because of its potential for 
I research into law-manage-
w * ’ 95.00
• phone-
Make the Back to School 
Scene Witlv Clothes From
JAY-RAY
MEN S WEAR
Attention guys! Hightail 
it in and set your ward­
robe straight in great 
fashion this semester,
Our clothes are cut out Ml 
to keep you "in"- with- 
out wearing your bud- IK 
gets "out." So come in IK 
to where’folks know I® 
what you want in/® 












• lightweight and bulky knit turtlenecks • long'1 sleeve sport shirts
• lightweight casual Jackets
• knit, cold and cotton polyester jeans











of both laborhad the respect 
and management aqd were 
thoroughly knowledgeable in 



















SCHOOL TIME SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
a.















Fashion Shows .................................... .11:00 A.M. 11:00 A.M. 11:00 A.M.





"Find Your Face" with Max Factor - 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 1:00 P.M. 10:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
Body Carc/Katique Clinic ............... . 1:30 P.M. 1:30 P.M.
0
1:30 P.M. 10:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
Wlg/Hair Clinic ................................. . 2:00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. 11:30 A.M.
3:00 P.M.





Regiatration Form for Girin 13-16 
10 Week Couno for $10,00
In one Bi hour class per week you’ll discover 
the answer io your questions on hair problems, 
diet, exercises and modelling.
1 Claaa In Kelowna 
SATURDAY 
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m 4







Sewage Disposal System RUTLAND PAGE™»
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RUTLAND (Staff) — The Be-1 age treatment plants in the 
rional District of Central Okan-1 Hollywood Dell area have been 
agan should begin looking at deniedby an official of the com- 
Jan, for an area sewage dis-lpany, but supported by another 
nosal system, regional board I unit official. -
member M. W. Marshall said I A. A. Blackford of Okanagan 
Monday I Builders’Land Development Co.
His comments .oltowed dis- teste
,-kw.tr* hy South Okanagan! P®ny showed nitrate teyela in 
Health Unit of dangerously high the water were acceptable.’ 
concentrations of nitrates in Senior puimc health inspector 
water from shallow wells. The Fred Alcock said testa this year 
w<»ii« tre between Lcathead and! revealed more nitrates in the 
Benvoulln roads. water than was shown in teste
Mr MmMii suggested that, about 20. years ago, before the 
if teste were taken m the Drag- plants existed.
inov Road area behind.Orchard! Medical officer of health Dr. 
Park, they would reveal even d. A. Clarke said the unit made 
more serious conditions than atx>ut 500 teste between Feb-
ruary and August
The sewage plants have about 
five feet of ground to dispose of 
waste from each resident Oth­
er residences have about 400 
feet of land.
Dr. Clarke estimated the sew­
age plants, which serve about 
2,000 people, produce about 30 
pounds of nitrates a day. This 
was based on the fact Kelowna, 
with about 20,000 residents, 
produces about 300 pounds of 
nitrates a day. . .
Urea, a chemical used on the 
runway at Kelowna airport, 
also manure and chemicals from 
orchards, have also been blam­
ed by the unit
Quilt Still On Voters'List
In Wednesdays Elections
VANCOUVER (CP) — Fred 
Quilt, a Chilcotin Indian whose 
death last November led to two 
Inquests and wide publicity, is 
still . on the voters’ list for 
Wednesday's British Columbia 
general election.
He is listed as "Quilt, Fred­
rick,, farmer, Hanceville, B.C.” 
for polling division 24 of the Ca­
riboo riding. Leo Perra, cam­
paign manager for Cariboo Ub­
er a 1 candidate Lawrence 
Gladue, said Monday the Indian 
affairs department roll shows 
no other adult in the area of 
that name.
Mr. Quilt, 55, died Nov. 30 of 
injuries which members of his 
family . claimed had been 
caused, by an RCMP officer two 
days, earlier. The, jury at the 
Second- inquest ruled his injury 
was ^caused by an unknown
tian’* was the theme at a color-
ful rally here Sunday attended 
by almost 2,000 people. It was 
sponsored by the Lutheran Lay-
The speaker also emphasized 
the need for joy In the church.
Indian protest group, said, "If 
anyone -examined the fist, the 
death of Fred Quilt has re­
ceived so much publicity that 
anyone would know his name 
should be removed.
"This just goes to show the 
careless enumeration on this 
reserve in particular and I’m 
sure it’s happening pn other re­
serves ad. well." .
men’s League.
When the community theatre 
was full, people started filling 
the centennial hall, seeing and 
hearing the proceedings on dos­
ed circuit television. / ■.
Featured speaker of the Luth­
eran Hour rally was Rev. Dr. 
Oswald Hoffmann. For 18 years 
he has preached on the inter­
nationally-known radio program
The rally began with a pro­
cession of flags - representing 
countries in which the broad­
cast is heard. Children paraded 
down the aisles of the theatre 
and deposited flags on the stage* 
Harold Decksheimer, president 
Of First Lutheran Church, told 
how the broadcast has spread 
since it began in 1930.
M?usic was provided by a choir 
of about 100 adults from church­
es in " Okanagan Valley cir­
Meeting On Anma 
May Be Hdd Soon
RUTLAND (Staff)-A second 
public meeting may be held 
soon to discuss an arena, re­
gional director M. W. Marshall 
said Monday. < I
Last month ratepayers of Rut- 
land voted to buy about 20 acres I 
near Rutland Secondary School | 
for a park. A proposal is to bq 
put to ratepayers in Rutland, 
Belgo-Ellison and Glenmore- 
McKinley Landing areas, to use 
about four acres for an arena.
If this were approved, the Re­
gional District of Central Oka- i
exist here. ■ ■ T" ■ ■   —■— ; . .
Some of the affected houses - a ms ■ f* I dRutland Swimmers Complete
from the tank to the well _ ■ UW
£MFja Red Cross Swim Program
plantoii R®ymContinued from pare 19 (Constance Lelke, Gerald Lea- 
arie, Jackie McKay, Lisa Sat- he added. He BEGINNER RED CROSS terwaite. Ritchie St Jean, Ter-
system might serve nejowna, Edith Borne.Shannon John-ky Haub. Patty Haub, Mdvin.- - — v,- . ..and Okana- son. Terri Rippel, Kar^Kita- ^anitt, Che51 Smith, Glen 
gan Mission. ura, Charlene Weston, Thomas Peters. ni-rfn* h™ «n « ontt™ va.
WINERY WASTE Steinberg, Jacqueline Kitaura, I Second session July 17-July 29
C-afony untiM brought sewage Sandra Dueck, Janice Stein-1 yanporigi 
from its Richter Street distiL berg, Kirby Kitama, Daniel Wayne yarlow, Kim Giesel- 
lery to lagoons near Reid’s Cor* Dueck, Jo-Anne Mathews, Tami I man> Wendy Gartner, Denise 
ner. After residents protested Feist; Ariana Higgs, Wendy min Borreson, Angela 
about the odor, the company I Conway, Greg Koch; Dale Hack, Baran, Brian Heywood, 
was ordered* to find a new site. I Barbara Lyndon, Jan Goss, fbq<js 
This it has done, but general! Wolfgang Tietz, Arden Brandt, Monti Kim Roberts, 
manager William Finlay re-1 Brenda Evans, Lorna Schmidt, I Giesbrecht, Rhonda
fused to say where it is. Evalyn Tietz, Susan Boser, Judy |Giesbrecht, Dean Bucldan, 
The odor continues around Hack, Darren Boser. I Mark Moore, Sandra Jenish,
Reid’s Corner, but Mr. Finlay I PRE BEGINNERS BED CROSS I Wright, Lynn Ryder, 
said the company will pump 4th session, Aug. 14-Aug, 18.lphnnH» Crolly, Michael Under­
liquid from the lagoons and haul I David Adamoski, Linda Hauk, sefo Douglas Neufeld, Dennis 
it to the new rite. This would j^y Tietz, Daniel Larmond, Mahoney, Mitchell Olson, Lee, 
take about two weeks,_and the Maralyn Tietz, Dianna Dunkley, I Mountain, Allen Johnson, Derek] 
rid lagoons would be .filled in. Mvis Schmalz, Cindy Parks, I ifo .Mark Rout, Mare Uetz, ‘ 
"The residents would be very I Dawn Ale Fowler , Heath Terry Wright, Michael Otter, 
happy if they wofig that, parks, Timmy Cameron, Pat- Lisa Kriper, Brent Thompson, 
said Mr. MammL Otherwise, |ricia gugie, Timmy Cameran,sherriHarlow,JerryTietz,Kev- 
the odor would be there about] Sugie. Burian, han Harlow.
th. ~ I Angela Giesbrecht, Rodney poBPOISES
Staitz, Rhonda Giesbrecht, Blake Terada, Ronnie Yam- 
to^etSfoJ teiaa^sSSf BEWNNEB Bro CROSS Luchi, Heather Heywood, David| 
. _c?tK^s,°a-,ada
health unit offietol .bout SCT-lB^tH glm nuHan * Shawna I te be eonttaued
. [Burnell, Marilyn KwaricH, ---------------- -------------- ;------------------Am J I Robert Adamoski, John Brat- ..
dOiiIcs Aid aS£ JimiiQr Pears
Boys Club u Better Prices
■ | Eleanor Henderickson, Donna
, ®pTLAND(Staff) — ^ie Rut-|Klepachuk, Larie Smith, Elaine! JUTLAND (Staff) — A Stue­
land Boys’. Club is looking for Hanet, Randy Campbell, Angie house «-
bottles to help it continue its (Campbell, Darcie Sellers, Bon- m 9mnamong boys and girls LeJo Wathen, Jchdee Hecko, fe*rsS ywtiS 
aged 7-17. Darrell Jackson, Doug Cazes. °°xte® *
Part of the Kelowna Boys’ FROGS hurt year, it was reported mon
_ . .. . . . Timmy Cameron, Sandra Mi- “Y; __
Jan, Troy Cheyne, Gayle Mar- Man®8®r,. 
son, Yvonne St. Jean, Karen estimated the 1972 pack at 40.- 
Wbite, Daniel Larmond, Denise 000 boxes, each weiring 451 । 
Ongaro, Sheryl Hennett, Dar- pounds. Last year 3B,000 boxes | 
lene Peters, Peter Wahler,Mar-were. packed. .
cus Wahler. Brian Singer, Carol Pears arc a bit smaller this /tadmoT HeatheT ScWamer- year. This might have hew 
horn, Stuart Coles, David Adam-|caused.by seven weeks of hot 
oski. Steve Sellers, Rhonda I weather.
Smith, Kelvon Smith, Bery Tall- Prices are up about 15 per 
wn, wade Cazes. cent from last year. This year
DOLPHINS they are $8.50 for 45-pound
Ross Rowlett, Randy Ander-boxes, and 94.80 for 24-pound 
son, Ariana Higgs, Gordon boxes. Smaller fruit Is put in 
Naka, Debbie Ito, Debbie Klepa- the latter.
chuk, Robert Martindale, Stan- Packing began Thursday, and 
ley Martindale, Eddy Metcalfe, will continue until about the 
Patrick Roberts, Patrick Feist, weekend. There were 90 workers 
Patti Falck, Ross Duncan, Car-1 Monday, including 70 hired just
Club, the branch here is headed] 
by Sylvan Duals and Sally Ann 
Kopecky. During the summer 
a crafts and games program 
was operated at various schools. 
Earlier this year a drop-in con­
force while police officers were
-Norman La Rue, chairman of 
the Fred Quilt Committee, an
Bill Wilson, citizenship train­
ing-director for the B.C. Associ-
Quilt is typical of voter regis­
tration among B.C. Indians and
ation of Non-status Indians, 
said-Monday the listing of Mr.
described it as "just ridicu­
lous.”
and placi g im i a police e­
hicle.
Sir Francis Had 
A Cousin Here
RUTLAND (Staff) — The 
“grand old man of the sea,” 
who died Saturday in England, 
had a cousin here.
Sir Francis Chichester died in 
Plymouth following a long ill­
ness. In 1967, aged 65, he circled 
the globe in a 53-foot yacht, 
Gipsy Moth IV.
His cousin, Bertram, came
sponsored by Missouri synod of 
the church. His booming voice 
is heard by some 40 million peo­
ple a week. .■.
In a dramatic, humorous mes­
sage, he said the program seeks 
to boost Christ, not the Lutheran 
church. Like Luther, the Ger­
man Protestant reformationist 
who gave the church its name, 
people owe their allegiance to 
Christ
Some people live as if God 
did not exist, he continued. "In 
Christ we see God—and that’s 
the only God.”
from England as a youngster. 
He was an orchardist in the 
Belgo area. He was assistant 
scoutmaster, later scoutmaster 
of tiie Rutland troop, and pho­
tographed wildlife. Mr. Chiches­
ter died in 1969.
The cousins met several 





Rev. Ernest Mayan, 
50 children from 
Kelowna, and St.
UNHAPPY DATS
This is the unhappiest time 
in history. When people are in 
trouble is when they need recon­
ciliation the most. Some people 
do not want God around.
Dr. Hoffmann accused church 
people of "sitting on our hands 
so often”, instead of spreading
John’s Lutheran Church, Ver­
non, were led by Marjorie 
Mayan, of the latter churclu 
Organist was Ernest Schneider 
and trumpeter Britten ■ Brock, 
both of Penticton..
Participating ministers were 
Rev. Ernest Rath, Kelowna; 
Rev. Melvin Knoll, Penticton; 
Rev. Alfred Maier,' Kamloops; 
Rev. Albert Krahenbil, Oliver. 
Also on the platform were two 
retired ministers of the Kelow­
na church, Rev. Louis Liske and 
Rev. Alvin Raduenz.
Ai the end of the rally Dr. 
Hoffmann went to the centen­
nial hall.
the news that God has reconcil­
ed all people to Him. "If He for­
gets, why don’t you forget? The 
greatest thing you ever said is 
‘yes’.”
nagan would buy land for the I 
arena, and manage it for the : 
three districts. Rutland Park 1 
Society would manage the re* - 
maining land.
At a: meeting here in June, it 
was suggested a complex be. 
developed for several activities. 
Residents were told further in­
formation would be gathered, 
and a second meeting held in 
September.
Meetings will also be held in 
the other two areas.
BOWLING AGAIN
RUTLAND (Staff)—Back to 
school means back to howling. 
It was stated Monday the alleys 
may open this weekend, and 
league play resume the first or 
second week of September.
WINS AWARDS
TORONTO (CP) - Two chti- 
dren’s educational television 
programs produced by the On­
tario Education Communica­
tions Authority have won 
awards at the recent Atlanta In­
ternational Film Festival. Must 
I, May I, a 15-minute mental 
health education program, and 
Strength and Power, an episode 
of the OECA’s Polka Dot Door 
series, were the winners.
GOLD PRODUCE
The entire world production of 
gold from 1493 to the present 
could all be melted down Into a 
50-foot cube.
ollne Felsman, Bruce Bailey, for pears..
tre was operated Sundays for 
teen-agers id the Centennial 
HaR.
The leaders are paid under a 
' grant from the federal govern­
ment It ends Sept 30, but an 
extension is being sought
Selling bottles will help' the 
club meet expenses. It is hoped 
to raise about 1150.
Collections will be made this 
week. People who are not visit* 
ed but have bottles to dispose 
of should cafi Mr. Dunls or the 
Outreach office in Kelowna.
Now is your chance to enjoy a real savings spree! Everything you need to take you into fan and back to
Bernard Avenue325
SALE DRESSES£*«•
school in great style, Is on sale at Sweet Sixteen Orchard Park and Sweet Sixteen, 
locations.
$
A wide assortment of lively fall styles fa a variety of 
fabrics and colours. Be on hand early for first choice!
UP TO ’/z OFF
BODY 
SHIRTS 
A special purchase of stretch 






A beautiful buy in beautifully 
styled slims, originally priced 
from 11,00 to 12.00.





Pullover and vest styles to 
get-up-and-go fa! A sensa­




A limited quantity of assorted styles priced to i 




Sweet Slxfcen’s own exclusive




1 and 2 piece styles, reduced for rapid 
clearance, at
'h OFF Original Prices.
sell LOUNGE 
WEAR




Summer Dresses and Sportswear Oddments
Yes, wo still have a few summer oddments to clear, v the original 
Come in and take your choice at only ......................... . /2 prices
* Use your Sweet Sixteen revolvi 
account or your student account. A 
to your account ... or open an 
Account.. • but whatever you do ■.;.
, hurry... advertised items arc on sale 
only while quantities last!
Come In early 
tor best selection 



























i* o n t n ii c d
"imito Ricans usually refer to
"el nals"~the
UNITED NATIONS (API
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CORPORAL J. D. MOODIE AT CONTROLS
Police Across The Country




The Prince Edward Island gov­
ernment has agreed to a re­
quest from the National Farm­
ers Union to hold a plebiscite 
on a potato-marketing plan for­
mulated by the NFU, Premier 
Alex Campbell announced Mon­
day night.
The announcement follows a 
plebiscite held earlier this 
month in which, potato produc­
ers voted 314 to 240 against a 
marketing plan drawn up by a 
potato co-ordinating committee.
"It seems only fair that the 
"NFU now have an opportunity 
to test the popularity of the 
NFU potato-marketing plan 
among the island’s potato pro­
ducers,” the premier said fol­
lowing a meeting of . NFU and 
government officials.
The NFU says that under its 
plan, special legislation would 
have to be passed making the 
union the sole bargaining agent 
for potato growers. The union 
said the potato co-ordinating 
committee planned to establish 
a commodity marketing board 
that would "result in no change 
in our marketing structure.” It 
would have been little more 
। than an administrative agency.
Premier Campbell said that 
during Monday’s meeting, the 
NFU sought a government 
commitment to introduce nec­
essary legislation if a majority 




Go back to school in style with a little help from your friends at Kinney. Come in today.




jeat and in patrol cars across 
the country have a new ally this
It is a $2 million computer,
ticking quietly away in a squat 
gray concrete building in Ob 
tawa, ready to provide police 
with instant answers to their
questions about stolen vehicles, 
wanted or missing persons, and
other police inquiries.
"Die compute) is the heart of 
the Canadian Police Informa­
tion Centre. It is owned by the
federal government and oper­
ated by the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police, but officials
partment and every other po- 
lice agency in Canada which is 
tied into the system.
The other side of the system 
comes into play when a police­
man on patrol spots your car 
travelling at a high speed, be­
ing used in a crime or in some 
suspicious nature. He radios 
his office with the licence num­
ber. or a description of the car, 
and the radio operator taps out 
a question on his terminal.
In less than three minutes, 
says Mr. Thomson, the officer 
on patrol knows the car is yours, 
that it is stolen, and whether 
or not its present occupants are
the most complex in Canada, 
and the most advanced crime
information system in 
tion in the world.
opera-
Somewhat similar systems 
are being used by airlines or 
banks to keep track of reserva­
tions or accounts, says Mr. 
Thomson, but the centre’s sys­
tem is more complex and more
“I have expressed the opinion 
that the plebiscite should be 
held without any conditions at­
tached and that government । 
policy should be based on what 
the producers say through the 
plebiscite,” he said. The NFU 
is expected to advance specific 
proposals to government on the 
matter in the near future.
say it will eventually serve ev­
ery policeman in Canada — 
Mounties, provincial and muni­
a network of terminals, which
to date have been located m 68
police stations in southern and
central Ontario. The system ex­
pands to British Columbia with
about 30 terminals in Septem­
ber. and will connect to about
150 police stations by the end
Eventually, says the centre s
director George Thomson
will be hooked up to 900 tcrmin
als giving coverage to the whole
The system is as complex as
modern computer technology
can be. but it operates very
simply.
port the licence number, make,
model and color to the local po­
lice. The officer taking your
call turns to the small type­
writer ake terminal and taps
out the information.
He doesn t have to make up
a file on the incident. The re-
port now storetl in the computer
is instantly accessible to his de
suspected of any other crime.
And it can happen if your 
car is spotted across town or 
1.000 miles away 
CAN SAVE LIVES
The system can speed up the 
recovery of stolen vehicles, or 
other property, and makes it 
possible for information about 
wanted criminals to move fast­
er than they can—a problem 
which frustrates policemen m 
an age of rapid transit.
The system will also help save 
policemen's lives, according to 
the centre’s assistant director, 
Chief Superintendent A. C. Pot­
ter.
A policeman stopping a sus­
picious car on a lonely country 
road will know in advance 
whether he is likely to be re­
ceived with a smile or a gun 
when he approaches the car.
It might also save you from 
the embarrassment and fear of 
being approached by armed pol­
icemen if some one who looks 
like you. or who drove a car 
that looks like yours, commit­
ted an armed robbery 300 miles 
away.
Mr. Thomson, a 43-year-old 
computer specialist who was 
hired as a civilian member of 
the RCMP four years ago. says 
the centre’s computer system is
Puerto Rico Can Be Treed'
Says UN Colonial Group
ism, pushed on by Communist
countries, has decreed
Puerto Rico has a right to Inde-
Hence in its domestic affairs,
the s|»eeinl committee on colo­
nialism voted 12 to 0 Monday to
recognize' “the Inalienable right
of the people of Puerto Rico to
self-determination
Ing groim to study how to ex­
tend to Puerto Rico the provi­
sions of the UN Declaration
Puerto Ricans filling the vis-
<»i;!b<ry (iheeri'd and n|>-
ptaudod the outcome They had
more minimise for Cuban Ain
flexible.
And, says Chief Potter, it has I 
to be more reliable, faster, and I 
operate 24 hours a day.
If there is a delay in confirm­
ing your airline reservations 
because the computer is over­
loaded or broken down, it 
amounts to an inconvenience.
“But if you’re following a car 
at high speed, and you want to 
know if its stolen—you want to 
know now,” said Chief Potter.
In an attempt to ensure .that 
the computer supplies the kind 
of information policemen really 
need, the system was developed 
with the aid of an advisory 
committee staffed by represent­
atives of police departments in 
Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, 
Regina. Winnipeg. Toronto, 
Hamilton. Montreal. Quebec 
City and Halifax.
In operation, one-third of the 
250 people working in the cen­
tre are trained policemen, cho­
sen to bring police knowledge 
and language to the system.
THINKS POLICE
"What we have tried to do is 
tell the computer how a police­
man thinks.” Mr. Thomson 
said.
It is too early to tell if the 
Canadian Police Information 
. Centre will make a sizeable 
dent in the country's crime 
rate, but the men who run the 
[ centre at least know it works. 
! When the computer went “on 
[ the air” at noon, July 1, Mr. 
i Thomson said he would have 
! been pleased if it had scored 
- one “hit,” or successful answer 
to a query, during the busy hol­
iday weekend.
Less than two hours later, a 
policeman in the Niagara re-
are proud of being Puerto Ri­
can, and the foreign observer 
gets the impression that even if 
the island became a stnte, the 
people would refuse to give up 
their Spanish heritage.
Most Puerto Ricans seem to 
have little interest In independ­
ence at present.
The island is rapidly entering 
the age of mass consumption 
with an industrialization pro­
gram that has been in effect 
for a generation. Although the 
average annual Income re­
mains lower than that of the 
poorest stnte of the U.S., 
Puerto Rico boasts a higher 
pcr-capital income than any 
Spanish-speaking country.
gion of Ontario used the cen­
tre’s facilities to confirm that a 
car under Investigation was 
stolen, and before the weekend 
ended the computer had scored 
more than 40 “hits.”
“We’re pretty sure its work­
ing,” Mr. Thomson said.
hassador Ricardo Alarcon, who
has branded the United Slides
n colonial nower occi'nying tin
a "’fir'.Bins, a leader of
the Puerto Ricim livlewndencc
clmirlv I’lns.-dbed Puerto Rico
ns a colony, But a I'S. si'ok<'*-
wordlmi of ”k’i 
resolution, was ninhbiin’i* 'id I 




Puerto Rico Is a 
Ing commonwealth
elf-i'iivern-1
United States. 'Its neonle are
US. citizens and me subject to 
ifhe military draft but miy no 
Jfcdeiml faxes. The Hmid wns
ceded to the U.S, by Snuin '<) 
1898. n prize of Ihc Spanish’. 
American war.
in the list referendum, Ip 
)9‘i7, i?,5.081 ?otcd in favor of HEADS KINSMEN
commonwcfiltli
s’etus, 273,315 for statehood mid 
4,’(’5 for liideix'ndcncc,
Even those oimosed to Indo-
neo retain a strong sense
rf Puerto Rican nationalism,
thoirrlsland as
r o o if f r y - rather plan "the 
s'atc” or "the Islmid." T|icv
Amin Wants
Flight Action
KAMPALA (APi — President 
Idi Amin has announced that 
all Asians being expelled from 
Uganda will have to leave by 
East African Airways, the air­
line jointly owned by the gov­
ernments of Kenya, Uganda 
and Tanzania.
He told troops Monday at 
Jinja. central Uganda, the gov­
ernment had decided that the 
transportation of about 50.000 
Asians with British nassports 
“will have to be undertaken by 
East African Airways” because 
it was East Africa's national 
airline and the three East Afri­
can governments w’ere “dutyi 
bound to sunnort it in every} 
possible way.” i
“If East African Airways 
cannot carry out this operation 
alone," he said, "the airline 
will be free to hire airplanes 
from other airlines provided ■ 
this hire has the approval of 
the Uganda government, since > 
the embarkation will be at En­
tebbe Airport."
A consortium of seven British ■. 
airlines announced last week it; 
would be able to begin the air-, 
lift of the 50.000 Aslans by Sep­
tember.
However, last weekend the 
chairman of the East African 
Civil Aviation Board, David 
Nwiraria. said the board would 
expect charter traffic of this 
kind to be shared equally by 
British carriers and East Afri- 
' can Airways, In accordance 
, with existing air service agree- 
, ments between Britain and' 
; East Africa. 1
I Britain and Canada have; 
I agreed to try to find homes for 
some of the persons expelled 
• from the Commonwealth coun­
try.
$999
A real sparkler. Ring vamp tie shoe 
with a 1V2' heel. Black or brown. 
Made in Canada. Sizes 6-10.
uave $2.99. A comfortable 3 eye-tie suede oxford 
with imitation crepe lug sole and heel.
Suede/leather combination in brown or 
blue. Made in Canada. Sizes 5-10.
Regular Kinney price $12.99
’ $1QOO
Ladies’ Italian suede ties with crepe 
soles and heels. Chocolate brown 
or navy. Sizes 5-10.
$1199







LOTS MORE FOR SCHOOL
Wowl What a fabulous selection of great ‘School 
Deals’! Pens, binders, refills, clipboards, report 
covers, slide rules, drafting sets, dictionaries, cases, 
index dividers and lots lots more!
From kindergarten to campus . . . everything you 
need. And of course, all the Coles “Notes" ever 
published! Meet your friends at Coles today for all 
your back-to-school supplies
Picric Blanchard. • 37,' of 
Montreal, was elected natibnnl 
president of The Association 
of Kinsmen Clubs during the 
organization’s annual conven­
tion held In Calgary, Blan­
chard succeeds W. 1). i Rill I 
y/ntson of Konthill, Ont., ns 
pibsidcnt and official spokes- 
num for the IS,000 memlier 
Canadian young men’s servu e
galore:
‘■’ •VDENT ROOMS 
Mont- organization Minh of the 
mr students -working - with 'an Ktnsmen's rlpcf executive’s
MONTREAL 'CPi
•’'■'•mitimltics for '’mith grant time, will be spent travelling 
have set up a bank of rooms throughput tiic eight Kins- 
and apartments with flic come men districts and meeting 
“ ‘ lcad< i > of (he more than 450, f«* tw, niath';
available to ftiidritts in the citj,Kiiiainon clubs acio.ss Canada, . ■ 1 ■ ! । ■
AND EVERY PURE WHITE SHEET 
A CONTAINS RECYCLED DENIED FIBRE
Dress-up your wardrobe with a 
snappy scarf, available in fash­
ionable now colors. A must for 
back to school.
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ESPOSITO'S EXACT DOUBLE 
HAS YET TO MEET TRE STAR
OTTAWA (CP) — When 43- 
year-old chartered accountant 
Samual Coben of Toronto vis­
ited Parliament Hill Monday 
with his family, he was ex­
pecting just a peaceful stroll.
Instead, he found himself 
beseiged by dozens of other 
tourists seeking his auto­
graph. When he escaped from 
them, he ran into a request 
from former prime minister
comes up to me and says B 
John Diefenbaker wants to I 
meet you. I say ‘he doesn't | 
want to meet me.’ but the !|
guy says ‘yes he does’.” 
CHATTED WITH DIJEF
Mr. Coben thought that per­
haps the former prime minis­
ter just wanted to meet some 
people from the tour. But 
then Mr. Diefenbaker greeted 
him with “it’s my pleasure to
the$?ay
John Diefenbaker lor an in- meet one of the greatest
terview.
Mr. Cohen is almos^aecus- 
tomed to such unexpected 
popularity—be is almost an 
exact double for hockey star 
Phil Esposito, who plays with 
Boston Bruins of the National 
Hockey League.
“This happens all over, in 
Toronto especially when Bos­
ton is in town and people 
know he is in the city."
Monday’s episode 
when a guard in the 
ment buildings asked 
he was Phil Esposito. 






hordes of tourists nearby be­
gan murmuring "there’s Phil 
Esposito.”
"So finally I broke away 
from the tour and this guy
goalscorers in the world.” I 
After Mr. Cohen explained I 
his real identity, he spent I 
several minutes chatting with 
Mr. Diefenbaker.
For once at least, Mr. Co- 1 
hen was happy to be mis- I 
taken for Esposito—meeting 
Mr. Diefenbaker was "the 
greatest,” he said.
It was also the first time j 
that Mr. Cohen’s family—wife | 
Beverley, son Jordan, 11. and • 
daughters Risa, 9. and Esti, I 
5—had had the chance to see 
the effects of the similarity 
between their father and E> . 
posito.
Mr. Cohen had one more ; 
comment:
"I’d like to meet Esposito 
sometime.” i
I the Bay s Great
PRE-LABOUR DAY
Canadian Merchant Marine 
A Possibility Says Marchand
oil r □ALL
SAINT JOHN, N.B. <CP» - 
Jean Marchand, minister of re­
gional economic expansion, 
gave support Saturday to the 
concept of a Canadian mer­
chant marine.
Mr. Marchand said he be- ’■
completion of a SlO-million ex-! 
pansion at the Saint John ship-1 
yard and the christening of the^ 
first ship completed at the ex- i 
panded yard, the 616-foot Esso! 
Saint John.
The tanker, one of three to be;
lieved it was a mistake that built by the yard for Esso!
Canada abandoned its mer- Tankers Inc. of New York, was) 
chant marine following the Sec- christened by Mrs. G Rodri- 
ond World War. i gues E. of Caracas, Venezuela.
1 HOUR SPECIALS OR WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
He made the comment after 
J. K. Irving, president of the 
Saint John Shipbuilding and 
Dry Dock Co. Ltd., called on 
the minister to support a fed­
eral policy that would see Can­
ada build, own and operate its 
own ships,
Both men were speaking dur­
ing ceremonies marking the
wife of the vice-president of 
Creole Petroleum Corp.
The expansion of the ship 
yard doubled its steel-handhng. 
capacity. The regional eco­
nomic expansion department 
provided a S1.2-milhon in­
centive grant while the prov­
ince provided 56 million in* 
loans. !
Chinese Minesweeper Shows
Inside The Harbor At Haiphong
WASHINGTON (API — A Officials said the U.S. Navy
Chinese minesweeper “has 
shown up” inside Haiphong 
harbor, the United States de­
fence department said Monday. 
And the department served no­
tice the U.S. will not permit 
clearing of mine fields which 
have stopped supply freighters 
from entering the North Viet- 
mese port since May.
U.S. intelligence sources, 
which reported the first appear­
ance of a Chinese minesweeper 
in any of North Vietnam’s 
seven U.S.-mined ports, sug­
gested the development could 
foreshadow an effort to breach 
the mine blockade.
“We will do whatever is nec­
essary to maintain the mine 
fields so long as the enemy con­
tinues its invasion offensive 
across the DMZ (demilitarized 
zone) into South Vietnam,” the 
Pentagon said.
It did not say what measures 
would be taken in event of a 
major effort to clear the mines. 
They were laid starting May 8 
at the same time as President 
Nixon ordered intensified 
bombing of North Vietnamese 
rail lines carrying war supplies 
overland from China.
is prepared to lay more mines 
to replace any that might be! 
removed. i
And the official statement im-1 
plied the United States might I 
take stronger action, such as 
sinking minesweepers trying to 
reopen ship channels.
There is no indication that 
the Chinese vessel has done 
any minesweeping at Haiphong, 
the Pentagon said.
LIFTS MATERIAL
TORONTO (CP) - The new 
Canadian pop music magazine 
Rainbow has signed a contract 
with Disc magazine of England 
for exclusive North American 
lifting rights to all editorial ma­
terial in the British magazine. 
Rainbow editor Martin Mehluish 
said the deal is the first in a se­
ries of base-broadening moves 
to put Rainbow in a position to 
give complete international cov­
erage to the North American 
market by the fall, still keeping 
the Canadian music scene in a 
prominent position as far as 
coverage is concerned.
HEY KIDS!





at the rear parking lot.
10 CLASSES 10 PRIZES
Judging by The S.P.C.A.
WEDNESDAY 9:30 A.M. SPECIALS
Balh Towels Men's Dress Shirts Basket (hair (overs Fashion Scarves
Cannon "Royal Family" terry 
bath towels. Cannon's best em­
bossed floral pink on pink. Don't 
miss out at 9:30!
2.99
Boys' Sport Shirts
Cool and comfortable sport 
shirts, have short sleeves and are 
cotton permanent pressed. Pink, 
mauve and prints. Sizes 4-6X.
1.49
Men's polyester and cotton long 
sleeve dress shirts styled with 
long pointed collar. Broken col­




Tough hard wearing white jeans 
have zip fly front and flare leg. 
Cotton blend perma-press. Sizes 
12-16. An excellent buy!
3.99
Don't miss out on these beautiful 
velvet basket chair covers for 
your bedroom or living room. 
Gold, Avocado or Purple.
7.99 99c
Protein Shampoo Teen Runners
By Richard Hudnut. Has condi­
tioning action, for lovelier hair. 
Great for the whole family. Avail­
able in 8 fl. oz. A great buy!
49c
Sturdy easy-to-wear canvas run­
ners are available in navy or 
white. Sizes 5-10. An unbeat­
able back to school buy.
1.99
WEDNESDAY 2:30 P.M. SPECIALS
Rotary Food (hopper
This large Blitzhacker 4 way ro­
tary food chopper is handy 
around the kitchen. Easy to use! 
Easy to clean! Useful ror vege­
tables, meats, fruits or eggs.
2.99
Men's Sport Socks Ladles' White Slips Oil Of Olay
Men's wool and nylon" ankle 
length socks. Sizes 10-13, As­
sorted plain shades. Hour special 
or while quantity lasts.
39c
You'll look great in an easy-to- 
care Antron slip. Lace trimmed 
and so comfortable to wear. 
Sizes 34-40, average and tall.
2.49
Natural b r a n d, moisturizing 
agent, for a more natural look. 















Ponchos And Stoles Black Friction Tape (hildren's Sleepwear
Here they are—chic ponchos and 
stoles at a tremendous saving for 
you, Cosy orlon in assorted 
styles and colors,
All purpose — better sticking, 
weather proof. 2 oz. roll. A sth 
per buy!
Neat cotton pretty sleepwear In 
assorted styles and colors. Sizes 
8-14. Buy a couple at this low, 
low price.
Bedspreads
Durqble cotton homemaker bed­
spreads. Throw style, box pleated, 
Washable, tumble dry. Never 
need ironing.
~~ Dogs must he on a leash
— Each contestant must bring water dish for tkig
— Entry blank must be completed for each dog' 
Each owner must show only one dog
— All contestants must enter no later than 10 a,tn., 
Saturday, Sept. 2,
— Locution — rear parking lot
Fill out form below or pick up your entry nt 
The Orchard Park Administration offices.
DOG’S NAME
OWN Ell
ADDRESS _____ :................ ■................ t











WATCH FOR OUR 8-PA6E FLYER DELIVERED BY MAIL TO YOUR HOME MONDAY AND JUESDAY
AU6UST 28 -29. SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, AUGUST 30 TO SEPTEMBER 2
If you do hot receive your flyer call 762-5322.
IK NEW BAY ORCHARD DARK STORE HOURS
Ope^ Daily 931 Io 6 - Itanday & Friday 930 Io 9







Everything for the do-it-Yourself Handyman
1054 Ellis St.
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY





CUT OUT FOR REFERENCE













with the US. salvaging 
bronze.
CANADIANS IMPROVE 
An llth-place finish 
women’s team gymnastics ’
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE 




with Every Gas Purchase
I < - .
• Laundry Tubs 
• ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings.Orion Circle; Matched Pairs, 1. 
Lloyd Auck and Jim Dais 2, 
Lcslee Auck and Kevin Bowler; 
Junior Barrels, 4. Jim Dais. 1
’ -f
Compare! These rate comparisons were presented to 
the Law Amendments Committee of the Manitoba Legisfa 
tore July 13,1971
tow WM * re’ vwtir aMrtf pto, any cMtom* pmlurra fcr dwimh p#tirt»fcrwMmt»w
®wWICiKNi».
saasasa^
and balonco of coverage tdentlral lo A 
above.
SPRAY FLIES AT OLYMPICS
~ KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUBS., AU& H.W1 PAGE IS
(Continued from page 8)
Brian Phillips, an 18-year-old 
Winnipeg high school student, 
broke hu own Canadian record 
for the 100-metrc freestyle in a 
determined second leg of the 
relay final that put Canada 
temporarily in third place be­
hind the U.S. and the second- 
place Russians.
Every one of his team-mates, 
Bruce Robertson of Vancouver, 
Tim Bach of Calgary and Bob 
Kasting of Lethbridge, Alta., 
exceeded his previous best and 
Kasting also broke the Cana­
dian record but they lost out in 
a blanket finish with East Ger­
many and Brazil for the 
bronze.
Foeldi, a 34-year-old mining 
technician who won medals in 
three previous Olympics, was a 
popular winner in a tense duel 
with Mohammed . Nassiri of 
Iran, the 1968 champion in ban­
tamweight weightlifting.
The Hungarian had com­
pleted his lifts, setting world 
records in the snatch category 
and in his over-all total, and 
Nassiri had two lifts left in the 
jerk competition. He needed a 
world record hoist to overtake 
Foeldi’s total but failed in two 
attempts.
Canada was not entered in 
the bantamweight division.
The East Germans proved 
best at guiding their canoes 
through a slalom course on an 
artificial rapids at nearby Au- 
gusburg. Siegberg Horn won 
the kayak singles and 
Reinhardt Elben the Canadian 
singles. Five of the six medals 
went to European competitors
Hungary as Cathy Rigby quali­
fied to face the Europeans in 
the finals of the individual 
events. The U.S. team was 
sixth in 1968 and ninth in three 
previous Olympics.
John Primrose of Edmonton, 
who finished eighth in trap­
shooting at the 1968 Games, 
was in a sixth-place tie with 
James Platz of Bruno, Sask., 
and seven other competitors 
with one day to go in the three- 
day competition. Each had 
missed seven of his 150 targets 
while the leader, Angelo Seal- 
zone of Italy had hit all but 
one.
Five of Canada’s eight wres­
tlers were still in the freestyle 
competition after two rounds, 
headed by lightweight Pat Bol­
ger of Dutton, Ont., who had
scored two consecutive vic­
tories. -
A youthful three-man team 
from Samia, Ont, encountered 
heavy going in the modem pen­
tathlon, trailing the other 18 
countries after two events as a 
result of a disastrous day of 
taking on the experienced Eu­
ropeans in fencing.
Bill Boa of St. Catharines, 
Ont., a world champion in the 
small-bore prone shooting event 
in the 1950s when the bull’s eye 
was twice its present sue, 
equalled his winning score of 
590 Monday, as did team-mate 
Alf Mayer of Kitchener, Ont., 
but the two Canadians finished 
halfway down the field, Li’s 
winning score broke the pre­
vious world mark of 598, which 
Mayer had shared.
government automobile insurance 
in British Columbia will offer 
motorists substantial savings 
over private insurance rates.
Random figures from Manitoba 
are being used to support these 
claims.
We want to set the record 
straight.
We placed this advertisement in 
the Manitoba daily newspapers 
at the time government insurance 
rates were announced in 1971. 
The figures quoted were and are 
accurate. They have never been 
challenged, nor can they be.
SHOOTING 
Trap-shooting: Angelo 
zone, Italy, 199 of 200. 
record.
CYCLING 
1 0 6-kllometre team
an accomplishment for Canada, 
competing in a sport tradition­
ally dominated by Europeans.
The Americans scored an 
even more spectacular break­
through, placing fourth behind 
Russia, East Germany and
Riders Impress 
At Horse Show
Kelowna riders were well rep­
resented at the Gordon Creek 
Riding Club’s Annual Horse 
Show held recently in Barriere, 
B.C. Following are the events 
held and how each rider placed: 
Ponies 13 to 14 (two hands), 3. 
June Bug (Norm Dais entry 
shown by Sherry Auck), Appal- 
oosa Mares of 1969 and before, 
1. Betts Liza (a Rose Bowler 
entry shown by Pat Bowler); 
Yeld mares and Geldings of ’69 
and before, 3. Hannaha’s Kit­
ten, 4. Tiger Moon (both were 
Norm Dais entries); A.O.B. 
Geldings of ’69 and earlier, 4. 
Spook (Norm Dais entry); 
Junior Showmanship (14-17 
years), 1. Pat Bowler showing 
Betts Liza; Junior Sportsman­
ship (13 and under), 4. Kevin 
Bowler showing Kato Socs; 
Reining Pattern, 2. Norm Dais 
riding Spook; 4. Jim Dais rid­
ing Hannaha’s Kitten; Hunter 
Hack, 3. Randy Wickenheiser 
riding Orion Circle; Ladie’s 
Western Pleasure, 2. Pat Bowler 
riding Betts Liza; Jr. Western 
Pleasure, 5. Randy Wickenheis­
er riding Orion Circle; Jr. 
Western Equitation, 1. Leslie 
Auck 2. Lloyd Auck 3. Jim 
Dais 4. Kevin Bowler; Jr. 
Western Pleasure (14-17) 2. 
Pat Bowler riding Betts Liza ; 
Jr. Western Pleasure (13 and 
under), 1. Leslee Auck 3. 
Lloyd Auck 4. Jim Dais 5. 
Sherry Auck; Junior Jumping, 
2. Randy Wickenheiser riding
trial: Russia, 2 hrs. 11 mins. 17 
secs.
BASKETBALL
Brazil 72 Spain 69
Poland 95 Senegal 59
WATER POLO
U.S. 8 Canada 1
WOMEN’S DIVING 
Springboard: Bev Boys, Pick­
ering, Ont., fifth in final.
SWIMMING
Women's 200-metre individual 
medley: Leslie Cliff, Van­
couver, fifth in final.
Men’s 400-metre freestyle re­
lay: Brian Phillips, Winnipeg, 
Bruce Robertson, Vancouver, 
Tim Bach, Calgary, and Bob 
Kasting, Lethbridge, Alta., fifth 
in final.
Women’s 100-metre freestyle 
Wendy Cook, Vancouver, sev­
enth in semi-final heat (elimi­
nated).
Men’s 100-metre backstroke: 
Erik Fish, Medicine Hat, Alta., 
sixth in semi-final heat (elimi­
nated); Ian MacKenzie, Van­
couver, seventh in semi-final 
heat (eliminated).
Men’s 200-metre butterfly: 
Ron Jacks, Vancouver, fifth in 
heat (eliminated); Byron Mac­
Donald, Mississauga, Ont., fifth 
in heat (eliminated).
SHOOTING
Trapshooting: James Platz, 
Bruno, Sask., and John Prim­
rose, Edmonton, tied for sixth 
with seven others after two 
rounds.
Smallbore rifle prone: Alf 
Mayer, Kitchener, Ont., 47th in 
final; Gilbert Boa, St. Cath­
arines, 50th in field of 103.
GYMNASTICS
Women’s team all-around: 
Jennifer Diachun, Susan 
McDonnell, Teresa McDonnell, 
Sharon Tsukamoto, Toronto; 
Lise Arsenault, Montreal, and 
Susan Buchanan, Ottawa, Hth 
in final.
WRESTLING
Freestyle: Pat Bolger, Dut­
ton, Ont., won by fall in second- 
round match of 136.5-pound 
class; Ronald Ouellet, a Cana­
dian living in Massachusetts; 
won decision in 149-pound 
class; Egon Beiler, Kitchener, 
Ont., lost by fall in 125.5-pound 
class (eliminated); Harry 
Geris, London, Ont., lost by de­
cision in 220-pound class; Alf 
Wurr, Winnipeg, lost by fall in
158-pound class (eliminated); 
Taras Hyrb, Victoria, B.C., lost 
decision in 180-pound class 
(eliminated); George Saunders, 
Thunder Bay, Ont., lost by de­
cision in 198.5-pound class.
MEN’S CANOEING
Canadian Singles: William 
Griffith, a Canadian living in1 
Seattle, Wash., 19th in field of 
23 in final.
CANOE SLALOM
Men’s kayak singles: Eric 
Munshaw, Toronto, 34th in fi­
nal; Heinz Poenn, Newmarket, 
Ont., 35th in field of 37; Her­
mann Kerckhoff, Toronto, 37th.
Kelowna Woman 
In Golf Tourney
SASKATOON (CP) — A Bri­
tish Columbia foursome which 
includes three members of the 
defending champion team is the 
favorite in the Canadian Lad­
ies’ Golfing Association senior 
women’s championship which 
begins today.
The favored squad includes 
Margaret Todd and Joan Law- 
son, both of Victoria, three of 
the 1971 winners. The foursome 
this year is completed by Phy- 
lis Barclay a! Vancouver.
Ten provincial teams and 36 
individual golfers had a prac­
tice round on the 6.075 yard, 
par 74 Saskatoon Golf and 
Country Club layout Monday 
but no scores were available.
The tournament, which ends 
Wednesday, consists of two 18- 
hole rounds of medal play with 
awards for low gross indiviljal 
score, low team gross and low 
team net. Team scores are 














Candidate in South 
Okanagan, Phone 7A1-6121. 
KI Sioux Square, 
Hiawatha Park, Kclownn.
Return Frank to 
The l.rshlature
Committee Rooms: ■1
1911 Glcnmore Street, Kelowna — 762-2724 .
145 Rutland Road, Rutland — 765-9880
Me Motorist
ft just isn't so!
In spite of what this government claims, thousands 
and thousands of Manitoba motorists will pay more 
for their automobile insurance after Nov# 1st And 
this may include you!
Tho Manitoba government are proud of their 
racord In handling many of the problem! of 
administration In this province.
tn many of their programs they have the 
pubtfc Interest at heart, and that's mighty im* 
portant.
But we wish they wouldn't spend so much 
time talking about how much their insurance 
ccheme Is going to save motorists. They.may 
know how to run a government but they're a 
littlehazy aboutthe insurance business.
Wommrally shy away from poking our efed* 
Itd officials In space like this but now we're 
father forced to talk openly to inform mo* 
Torists —- and the government too — about 
someof thefactsof the imurancebusiness.
4he Manitoba government claims that car In* 
©man® under their scheme will cost much less 
than can be provided by private insurance 
firms like ourselves.
This may have been their intention but good 
Intentions—like warm milk in the sun—have
a way of oaurffig. And we’ro afraM thb b 
v what ha happened naw.
The comparison below shows you* what wo 
mean. In each example the government'plan 
costs you more. •. from $2 to 57 nioro than 
offered by this company.
If the aim of government Insurance Is to sdh® 
you money on premiums... • where Ore ths 
savings?
We are farted fo accept the fact that govern* 
rcent auto insurance in Manitoba may be hero 
for a white. But we think private insurance 
companies offer a few advantages of their 
own, not the least of which Is a saving In 
dollars and cents on the premiums you pay.
And so, to the government of the province df 
Manitoba wo challenge you to amend the Au* 
fomobile Insurance Act (Bill 56) — so as fa 
allow Manitoba motorists tho fofafom to 
choose.
After dl* fo fteo safety ddestft ft seem 
strangeto have no choice at all?
A. 4100 DEDUCTIBLE, 
$100,000 Inclusive, $100 deductible All 
Perils (including glass), Accident Beno* 
fits, Medical $2000, Funeral Expenses 
$500, Passenger Hazard* fire* Theft* 
and Loss of Usa by Theft.
CLASS ISNatdifamtoweifc 
pleasure use, not driven by persons 
under 25 or over 65 yrs. of age, and 
Wrttited tea total of only 2 regular 
drivers.
CLASS 2: Driven fo worfc
pleasure use, not driven by persons 
under 25 or over 65 years or age, and 




(Identical to Class 1 above)
CLASS 2:
(Identical to Clan 2 above)
Tomi annual pimtem com for 










$136 winn!pe(B $134 
$103 mSSoba’
«irtcludospramfumforcomptifiorycoveragp*drfeero1lc»nsalniuranoofeo 
(husband & wife), and exoottcoverage.




HEADOfflCEWAWANESA, MANITOBA o EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 207 DONALD ST., WINN I
"Freedom & Me right to choosd*
PAGE 1< KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TUES., ATO. tttt
Classified Ads are the Cheapest, Most Effective Way in the World to Reach the most People
REACH FOR YOUR PHONE AND DIAL 763-3228 FOR ASSISTANCE








Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 768-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
NULL LTD. 
__________ T, Th, S. tf 
FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT
FIRE
EQUIPMENT SALES AND 
SERVICE
Complete recharge centre. 
Surveys and inspections on 
request.





Formerly: KEN SPROUSE 
DISTRIBUTORS




Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T. Th, S. tf






Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 







16. APTS. FOR RENT
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE 
for rent la Rutland. Available September 
UL Refrigerator, stove, heat and water 
included. Only $145 per month. Tele-
phone nvna or tb-uct. u
NEW ONE BEDROOM SUITE. AVAIL- 
•ble September 15th. Quiet working lady 
or couple. Abstainers. Utilities taclud- 
ded. 8100 per month. Telephone 785-
5778. 27
SUITE FOR RENT IN LAKEVIEW 
Manor opposite City Park. *125 per 
month; avaUable immediately. See 
Mr. Skelton. Suite 3. 1679 Abbott.
T. Th. S. tf
tf
REPAIRS NOW RENTING
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite, overlooking Wood Lake. $110 
monthly. No pet*. Telephone 766-2971. 
Winfield, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
___________________________________________ ti 
DELUXE SUITES Do KELOWNA’S EX- 
elusive concrete end steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth 
Towers, 763-3641.  tf
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
living and kitchen. Includes refrigerator 
and stove.- AvaUable immediately. No 
smaU chUdren. Telephone 762-6320 even-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
THE FIX-ALL SHOP
General repairs, household, in­
dustrial, etc. SpcciaUzing in 
custom woodwork. Welding 
fabrication.
Corner WATER & CAWSTON 
763-6833




tag* 6-8 p.m. 26
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-4511. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Brookside Manor, 1951 Glenmore St. 
Close to Shops Capri. Available immed-















THREE ROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
nearly new. For married couple. 1142 
Stockwell Avenue. Telephone 763-2456.
-________________ 27
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in fourplex;, wall to wall carpets, 







North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local. Long Distance Moving 
“We Guarantee Satisfaction” 
1120 ELUS ST. 1 762-2020 
T. Th. S. tf
VICRON INDUSTRIES
LTD.
Designing and Manufacturing of 
All Types of Ornamental Iron 
Custom Welding 
Phone: Bus. 765-9367 
Plant; R.R. 2, Cary Road, 
Rutland, B.C.
T, Th, S 36
1 and 2 bedroom suites on quiet 
street close to downtown, air 
conditioned, cable TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, intercom,
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite, carpet, laundry and 
cablevision included. Adult* only. Apply 
at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
SYCAMORE. TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment, $141 per .mon. .AvaUable October 
1st Apply Suite 104, 1761 Pandosy
Street. tf
covered parking. Reduction 




TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN WINFIELD 
available September 1st. Refrigerator 
and stove included. Telephone 766-2500. 
_ _____________________ ____________ 26 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM APART- 
ment, centrally located. $100 per month 
including utilities. Available September 
1. Telephone 763-4071.________________tf
LOVELY FURNISHED BASEMENT 
suite. Suitable for one person, non- 




A NEW ARRIVAL YOUR NEW
baby bl • bundle of Joy to Father and 
Mother. Tbe arrival to also welcomed 
by others. Tell these friends the fssl. 
easy way with a Kelowna Daily Cour­
ier Birth Notice as low as $2.50. The 
day of birth, telephone a notice to 
763-3228 and your child’s birth notice 
will appear in The Kelowna Dally 
Courier the following day.
2. DEATHS
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
$140 P.M.
Rutland 4-plex. Deluxe 2 br., 
Hz baths. Near elementary 
school, quiet st. Ref. required. 
Ph. Joe Limberger 






Spacious suites, downtown, air 
conditioned, cable T.V., range, 
refrigerator, laundry, drapes, 
carpets, intercom.
LARGE, TWO ROOM, FURNISHED 
suite, private entrance. and bath. Ok­
anagan Mission. Abstainers, non-smok­
ers. Telephone 764-4933. ' tf
SHERWOOD MANOR, ONE BEDROOM 
suite, quiet, adults only, no pets. Tele-
phone 762-0861. tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO STOREY, TWO 
bedroom units, with shag, in RuUand
sixplex. Telephone 765-9566. tf
LARGE, FURNISHED, ONE BEDROOM 
suite, close to shopping centres. Couple
preferred. Telephone 763-6842. tf
TWIN DUPLEXES
Located in Rutland real close to shopping 
centre and schools, showing very good 
' revenue. Owner may take orchard on trade.
CaU Art Day 3-4144 or 8-5089. MLS.
ONLY A FEW LEFT
Extra large lot and suitable for VLA. All 
services are in. This lot is only 4% miles 
south of Kelowna. To view, ph. Gordon 
Stuart 9-4295. MLS.
VIEW UNLIMITED!
Of Kalamalka Lake from this large deck 
of this 2 Bdrm home, ensuite plumbing, full 
basement with extra Bdrm. On Greenhow 
Rd., in Oyama. Call Marty Martin 3-5161. 
MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
Make an offer, owner says he will carry 
part of down payment on this 3 Bdrm full 
basement house, IVi yrs. old. Large land­
scaped lot. Ph. Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
BATTERY FACTORY!
Illness forces'sale of this battery repair 
service. Price reduced to $6,500 and this 
includes all equipment necessary to oper­
ate business including % ton truck. CaU 
Bren Witt 9-4326 for details. MLS.
DUPLEX LOT
Taylor Rd., Rutland, domestic water, paved 
roads, close in. F.P. only $4,000.00. MLS. 
Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
Ernie Zeron 3-5161; George Trimble 2-0687
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD
1451 Pandosy St. **• SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ••• Office Ph. 3-4144
EXECUTIVE HOME
In secluded CaramiUo 
Heights. New bungalow with 
4 bedrooms, rec room and 
den. Basement completely 
finisheck Immediate occu­
pancy. 3 sets of plumbing.. 
Luxurious shag, front drive 
and carport, for only $38,900. 
See this one before you buy! 
Call Ted Dale at 762-5038 or 
763-7582 evenings.
Ted Dale     76R-7582 
Larry Schlosser .... 762-8818 
Eric Hughes  _____  768-5953
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 762-5038
JANZEN — Passed away on Sunday. 
August 27. Mr. Frank Janzen, aged 48 
years, late of Hollydell Road, Rutland. 
Surviving Mr. Janzen are his loving 
wife, Tina; three daughters, Marjorie 
(Mrs. David Kelgley) in Kelowna, Judy 
and Wendy, at home and one son, Doug­
las, also at home; one daughter, Ruth, 
predeceased in 1955; three sisters, 
Louise (Mrs. Perry Kyle), Katie (Mrs. 
Filip Slawek) in Kelowna and Mrs. 
Mary Unger in Vancouver. Funeral 
service wUl be held from the Kelowna 
Mennonite Brethem Church on Wednes­
day, August 30. at 10:30 a.m. Rev. John 
Stoesz wiU conduct the service, inter­
ment in the Kelowna Cemetery. In Ueu 
of flowers, friends wishing to remember 
Mr. Janzen might give their donations 
to the Gideon Bible Society, or the 
Canadian’ Cancer Foundation. Day’s 
Funeral Home is in charge of the ar­
rangements.____________________ 25
SZPYTKO — Mrs. Mary Szpytko of 
Saskatoon Road, Rutland, passed away 
at Kelowna on August 27, 1972. at the 
age of 68 years. She is survived by 
her loving husband. WiUlnm of Rut­
land, also one daughter (Olga), Mrs. 
John Hock of Sherwood Park, Alberta,' 
one son, Walter Human of Toronto, 
one brother, Andrew in Saskatchewan, 
one sister, Mrs. Sordahl of Rutland, 
and two grandchUdren. Prayers will 
be held at The Garden Chapel, 1134 
Bernard Avenue on Wednesday, Aug­
ust 30th at 7:30 p.m. and services will 
bo conducted from The . Ukrainian 
Seventh-day Adventist Church, Rutland, 
oh Thursday, August 31. at 10:30 a.m. 
with the Rev. N. Trynchuk officiating, 
assisted by Rev. Peter Ynlat and Rev, 
E. Teranskl. Interment will follow at 
the Lakeview Memorial Park Ceme­
tery. H desired, doaatlons may be 
made to the Seventh-day Adventist 
Mission work. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 
with the funeral arrangements. Phone 
762-3040.' 25
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKESHORE HOME FOR RENT. TWO 
bedrooms plus den, 70’ beach, auto­
matic gas heat. Garage and carport. 
Available from Sept. 1 to July 1. 1973. 
Erik Lund at Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd., 446 Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 763-4932 days, or 762-3486 
evenings. tf
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex, 
MacKenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 
2V9 bedrooms, spacious living. Some 
children welcome. Water and garbage 
collection free. $145 per month. No 
pets. Telephone 763-3472 or 769-4546. tf
COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE, NEW 
tbree' bedroom fourplex, large kitchen, 
balcony and sundeck, basement with 
carport. Children welcome. Large lawn, 
play area. Located close in Glenmore. 
$170 per month. Telephone 762-3713 or
765-9133
762-0928
SUITE, THREE BLOCKS FROM SAFE- 
way, private entrance. Telephone 762-
3815. . tf
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234.. tf
ff DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
• la?a and Chateau Apartments. For ta-
formation telephone 763-6492. tf
a m/i • mTrrxrx a <*f* furnished suite, private en- PARKWOOD I rRRALr awnaWe September 1. Non I ni\l\iruvw I Uixixnx.1. smokers Telephone 762-4847. tf
o u- 1- CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONESpacious 2 br. garden apts. Io-1 an|j twa bedroom suites for rent No
cated just off lakeshore and city chUdren- Telephone 763-6114. tf
limits. Inc. range, refrig., air° I room suites* no cniioren or pets. Tele*
conditioner, cable TV, etc. | phone 764-4246, tf
763-4176 evenings. tf
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME ON 
Hobson Road.—This beautiful 3 bedroom 
home, which is available September 3, 
offers you privacy and aU the con­
venience of modern living. . Rental is 
$275 a month. For more details contact 
Carruthers and Meikle 762-2127. 28
NEW FOURPLEX UNIT, IN RUTLAND, 
offering two bedrooms, IVa baths, car­
pet throughout, plus air conditioning. 
References required. Call Harry Mad­
docks, CoUlnson Realty, 765-5155 or 765-
762-4045 — 763-4438
MOBILE HOMES FOR RENT, BEAU- 
tlful park, close to all shopping. Tele-
phone 763-5396. . tf
6218. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland Telephone 765-6494, tl
6. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY OF THE LATE~ MRS. 
Frances Unzen wish to thank friends and 
relative* for their kindness in their 
recent sorrow, . , ' 25
8. COMING EVENTS
O.O.R.P, BINGO COMMENCING JULY 
5 and every Wednesday night through 
July and August at the Elka Hall, 3009 
Pandogy St., 8:00 p.m. • T, If
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplace*, retaining walls, Hower 
planter* and ilonework. CaU Sebastian, 
762-7762. tl
PIANO AND, ORGAN LESSONS IN 
your own home. Also theory, and har­
mony Instruct Ion, Floyd Sayler, A.R.C.T, 
Telephone 763-3944, __ _ T, tf
C0148ERVATORy"TnD ALL OTHER 
type* of piano' lesson* nlvcn hi my 
home. Al»o theory lessons. For more
Information telephone 762-4879
CENTRALLY LOCATED THREE BED- 
room house with fireplace; shower and 
extra bedroom in basement. Respect­
able family please. Lease required. Im­
mediate occupancy, Telephone 763-6949.
', ________ 30
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, LARGE 
suites in new fourplex in Rutland. 
Featuring IV, baths, two bedrooms, 
large ’living room, all carpeted. Close 
to schools and shopping. Children wel- 
come. Telephone 765-8788. 34
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 15, OLDER 
two storey house, four bedrooms up­
stairs, large living room with fire­
place, small kitchen. Telephone 762- 
3910. , H
ON HAYNES ROAD, NEAR ORCHARD 
Park, one bedroom duplex suite avail­
able September 1. Refrigerator, stove, 
carpet, heat supplied, Telephone 763-
5010. tf
10
tf TWO BEDROOM SUITE AVAILABLE 
——— " ———“————— September 1. Low rent. Telephone 769-
MOSAIC CENTRE. 1449 ST. PAUL ST. 4320. 27
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy, Cer-1 ————------————— -------- ■
tificate of honor, 1971). One - two | FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITE, 
storey townhouse apartment available. I Telephone 765-8967. 27
Two bedrooms, VA baths, two patios, ~ ;
air conditioning (Individual control), 17 DDAAAQ PrtP DFK1T 
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator. One lz’ iwvrvwryit pep* 1
w AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1st, OK- Terms available. Telephone 763-4811. tf anagan Mlss|on, light housekeeping 
WANTED: YOUNG WOMAN TO SHARE room' sln«le working gentleman, non 
guest house at 4316 Hobson Road, from smoker, references please. Telephone 
September 1st (72) to June 30th (73). I 764-4935, .25
Ideal {or student—completely self| con­
tained. Before August 31st contact 
Donna Petrick. 291-3205 Vancouver. 
After August 31st contact Donna Pet­
rick, 4316 Hobson Road, Kelowna. 34
NICE ROOM ON LAKESHORE. LIGHT 
housekeeping facilities. Within walking 
distance of hospital. Prefer non smoking
nurse. Telephone 762-2464. 28
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCLIFFE nreakfas? avalUbl^SSfl1 Tclenhoii^TCz' 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe ?.rne.ak,ast avalla“te' W0. Telephone 762- 
suites available for Immediate occu- ■ ‘______ 2.
pancy. Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, FURNISHED ROOM WITH KITCHEN 
undercover parking, laundry faculties, and bathroom In new home. Close in. 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants Telephone 763-4488. 27
60 years and over. Adults only. No ----------------------------------- -----------------------------
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. FULLY FURNISHED ROOM WITH 
tl private entrance. Gentlemen only. Tele-
—....   —................ . ....................  phone 763-3815,TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ON -- -------------------- L tf
second floor at $157 per month; one HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS FOR 
bedroom suite, $140 per month) all gentlemen only. Telephone 765-6793. tf 
utilities Included. Close to Shops Capri. -- ----------- ----------------------------------------- 1-------
No children, no pets. Retired couples iq DOflU Akin RAADH preferred. Apply Mrs. Dunlop. Suite 1. KUUM AHU PUAKO
1281 Lawrence Avenue or telephone
MISS1ON: NEW THREE BEDROOM 
house with occupied In-law suite. Wall 
to wall carpet, Fireplace, sundeck. Avail­
able September 1st. See at 714 Young 
Road or telephone 764-7168. tf
DUPLEXES IN R U T L A N 1), ONE 
three-bedroom, two bathrooms, Includ­
ing basement suite, $200 ; 2 two- 
bedroom, Including basement suite, $175
each, Telephone 705-8200, tf
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex in Rutland. Carpeted living room, 
Illi baths, washer and dryer hook-up, 
No pct*. Available September 1. Tele.
phone 765-7054, after 6:30 p.m, tf
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1, THREE 
bedroom older home. Spacious surround- 
Ing*, Ideal (or a family, 769 Fordham 
Road, Okanagan Mission. Telephone 
764-4416.___ _____ 28
THREE nubliOOM (H.ENMOHE full 
basement home with enclosed garage 
on Sexsmith Roas. 8185 per month.
762,5134, tf ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE August 27 for gentleman, sharing. $90





A GENTI.EMAN 45 WITH MEANS. 3'"- 
Uh” 10$ |b*. wishes to meet sen­
sible girl about 30-35 year*. Must have 
good standard* and healthy. Good per- 
tonality and appearance are an aaaet. 
Abo Uken to travel occasionally. A 
Christian minded person preferred. Mat- 
trlmony is possible, Please write Box 
No, A863, Th* Kelowna Dally Courier, 
19. 25
Telephone 703fiGl,0 or 763-21:14. tf
THE RENT MAKES YOUR 
PAYMENTS PLUS! — The 
rent you collect will pay the 
mortgage and taxes and give 
you an income as well as a 
home. This well constructed, 
well planned full basement 
triplex has individual sun­
deck, lawns and gardens for 
each unit. Good location, 
steady tenancy. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 763-4894 eve­
nings. MLS.
BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAP­
ED — family home located 
close to high school and ele­
mentary school in Rutland. 
You will love it. See it now! 
Call Harry Maddocks at 765- 
6218 evenings. MLS.
TAKE NOTICE—$1,000 off- 
now below builder’s cost on 
this nearly new 2 bedroom 
home with fireplace up and 
down. Immediate possession 
and good financing. To view 
call Ernie Donnelly at 762- 
2558 evenings. MLS.
VLA LOT—and a beautiful 2 
bedroom full basement home. 
It features two full baths, in­
direct lighting in kitchen, liv­
ing room and bedroom. Pric­
ed right. Call Sylvia Roberts 
at 765-6936 evenings. MLS.
GOLF COURSE AREA — 
Spacious family home with 5 
bedrooms, family and games 
rooms, built-in range and 
dishwasher. Excellent value 
at the asking price of $38,900. 
Call Blanche Wannop at 762- 
4683 evenings. MLS.
SOUTH KELOWNA — Fully 
developed home with two 
bathrooms, two fireplaces, 
eating area in kitchen, mud 
room, washing room off kit­
chen. This is your chance to 
buy a newer home on acre­
age. Call Ken Mitchell at 762- 
0663 evenings. MLS.
MISSION AREA—Well built 
3 bedroom home in a choice 
area, with outstanding fea­
tures, such as sunken living 
room, white rock roof, large 
well landscaped lot and many 
more, to view this large 
home call Frank Hauk at 
762-4562 evenings. MLS.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
—rapidly expanding garage 
business — no opposition — 
across from popular beach 
And resort area. All equip­
ment, good 3 bedroom home 
as well as second revenue 
house. Large increase in vol­
ume in past year. Call Fred 
Kyle at 765-8804 evenings. 
MLS.
OPEN HOUSE
3015 ABBOTT ST. 
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30 — 6:30 - 9:00 P.M. 
Compact 2 bedroom bungalow, freshly painted inside and 
.out. Just off the lake, low taxes. Close to shops, schools, 
etc. Pat Dunlop 763-7900 — 763-3604. NRS.
VIEW! VIEW! VIEW!
The splendor of Lake Okanagan lies at the doorstep of 
this beautiful three bedroom home in fast growing Glen- 
rosa subdivision. Listed at $20,000. A good offer wiU take 
this one away. NRS. Please contact: Tom Glendinning 
Bus. 763-7900; Res. 763-5114.
6 ROOM HOUSE
3 bedroom home in Glenmore with full basement, fire­
place, waU to wall carpets. Easy access to schools, golf 
course and city. Reduced to sell. Robert Young 763-7900 
or 764-4506.
TWO 50' x 148’ LOTS
With 3 bdrm, home and large building on corner of St. 
Paul and Coronation. Can be used as wholesale, storage, 
depots, etc. Priced at $30,000 with some financing. Stu 
McBurnie, Bus. 763-7900; Res. 763-7754. NRS.
NEW! $500 DOWN!
2 bedroom full bsmt, home in Rutland. Shag carpets, 
Crestwood cabinets, sliding glass doors to sundeck. Low 
down, if you qualify for gov’t. 2nd. Price only $20,900. 
.Harry Lee 763-7900 or 765-6556.
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, Aug. 30-2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
3 new deluxe homes on Witt Road. Follow Highway 97S 
to Gellatly Rd., turn left to Witt Rd. Take your choice of 
these air-conditioned 3 bdrm, homes, fabulous view, beach 
access. Judy Sommerey. Off. 763-7900; Res. 765-5276. NRS.
350 FT. OF SANDY BEACH, VERNON, B.C.
Deluve home, 3 bdrms, living room, F.P., formal din, rm., 
utility rm. Beautifully landscaped. Lg. boat dock. Ideal 
summer and winter luxury. Elaine Johnson 763-7900; Eve. 
765-8352. NRS.
WOULD LIKE TO MEET A LADY, 
av,’ or over, in her late M'» or 40'», ■ 
for outing*, etc. No obligation to one 
child. No Iriller* ple*»e, Matrimony II 
•ulted. Reply to Box A $$4. The Kel­
owna Dally Courier. _____ 31
ALCOHOUiS’ ANONYMOUS - WIUTK 
P.O Box >87, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-MM. 76»-3M7 or 7636911. In Winfield 
766-1107. la there a drinking problem 
in your hornet Cotrtaci Al-Anon al 7M- ; 
Mli or TtU-6766. ;  II
KLECTROLYSlii - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many year* ex­
perience. For further Information, tele- 
phono Helen Gray, 763M11. IIWuwmi we—>*< o.ii.a      o .n..in., 
13. LO&T AND FOUND
LOST AUGUST 1$ OR 1». MAN'S Bi­
focal g|a**e« In brown leather rate 
with broken clip. Finder piaaee tele, 
phoM 7O «<7. 27
FOUND - ONE MAINLY WHITE 
budile-blrd to Kael Kelowna. TVIephonn 
’ » 27
H ANNOUNCEMENT
LAKEVIEW CTHLD CARE~ CPZNTIU: 
•ttern dag care, kindergarten," and I
TWO bedroom house with rent- 
«d suite In beautiful Cana Loma area. 
Available end nf August. Pleano tele- 
phone after 61OO p,m„ 7112-5383, tf
TWO BEDROOM'HOME, FULL BASl-b 
ment. refrigerator, and stove optional. 
$103, Telephone 762-0971 between 4 p.m. 
and 0 p.m, ' if
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1ST, CENTRAle 
ly located duplex, carpeted, with flnluh- 
ed basement, Adult* only. No pel*. $180 
per month. Telephone 763.3042. tf„ ...........  , ■ ti,- - T
VACANT NOW. TWO BEDBOOM Mo­
bile home with carport and storage 
shed. In modern Trail Park, Rutland 
;r*a-_£a|l 761-2795 alter 6 p.m, 25 
NICE, COMPLETEiyWh^ 
ed one Iwdroom suite for working 
gentleman or mature couple. Telephone 
763-2136, tf
to siiABEwiTii •niiiEFn  ̂
modern, partially furnished house, North 
Glenmore. Telephone Mr. Watson at 763- 
7849 after 5 p.m, jo
ONE BEDROOM MOTEL UNIT, BY 
the month, furnished and utlllllea, No 
pel*. Telephone 761-3910. if
one’Tiedroom Kums7 fiudge; 
•love, utllltle* Included, $95. Adult* only.
Telephone 765 6170,'
Wim. from Bepumber y 
Tekphonn TtXXIk.
15, HOUSES rim RENT
HEY! LOOK AT THIS—40 acres of country living with ex­
cellent producing vineyard. Can be subdivided into smaller 
acreages. Priced at just over $3,000 per acre. Some is terrific 
view property. EXCITING BUY just 5 minutes from Rut­
land. Call Frank Ashmead at 765-6702 eves. MLS.
10 ACRE PARCELS—View lots of Okanagan Lake. Sparsely 
wooded with 660 ft. of road frontage. Power to the property 
and well witchers have marked the wells. Call Gordon Mar­
wick at 769-4662 evenings. MLS.
DON’T MISS OUT—ON YOUR CHANCE—to purchase this 
beautiful 15 acre country retreat. Ideal for the horse lover— 
or the agriculturist. This land will never be cheaper—so 
act now. Invest in Real Estate. Call Bud Dalley at 765-6959 
evenings. MLS.
CHARMING HOME AND 5 ACRES—modern home, 2 bed­
rooms and den, large utility room and workshop—double 
garage. 4.94 acres of which 3 acres is first class vineyard— 
S-1000—Overhead sprinklers, equipment for operation. Rev­
enue for 1972 could be $4,000-$5,000. Contact Andy Runzcr 
at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Mary Ashe 3-4652; Bill Campbell 3-6302; Bob Clements 
4-4934 Terry Meckling 3-6657; George Phillipson 2-7974, 
Wilf Rutherford 3-5343
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
HAPPINESS IS A "B.B." OPEN HOUSE
T P.M. . 9 P.M.. WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30
FoUow the “B.B.” Open House signs to this beauty on 




536 Bernard Avc. Phone 763-7900
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- P«r month, All living privileges to 
furnished ground floor *uito available right person. Telephone 762-0224 after 
Immediately, 1797 Water Street. Stove, | 3:30 p.m. _______ _________________ tf
wXion,Or,heat! %ghl" 'laSnto'Mi'dI KXTREMELY MRGE. LUXURIOUS 
curklng included. No children, no pets, I „^teJ2.Wjnh a^i°ietdaduitn<l|iomonili 
ftr’Z ‘enBn‘’ Pre,Ctf Wnck" ,r«" downtfiwn.0 86
______________” Marlin Avenue. Telephone 7(»-5058, 29
GROUND FLOOR AND SECOND pnivATi.- nnnw mn am/iMfloor; one bedroom suite, $140 perl ItoOM FOR 1111.NT IN
monlhi all utilities Included. Close to irJunhnnJ
Shop's Capri. No children, no pels. Re- ront' Ma n 1 °°r' Telcl>ho"®
tired couples preferred. Apply Mr*. ______________________________
Dunlop, Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence Ave- BOARD AND ROOM FOR ONE FE- 
nue or telephone 762-5134, tf | male In exchange for soma baby alttlng,
ONE BEDROOM SELF CONTAINED ,Snh‘o°neV762 317o"’ SCh“°’ ""siC 
suite for working girl or older lady. Tclcl|h<>lll) 702 3179,____ 75, 28, 29
Available Immediately. 800 block Iler- BOOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE, 
nard. Ground floor, private entrance. Gentleman preferred. Telephone 7(13-6771. 
fully furnished. Non smoker, no pet* or tf
children. All utilities, $115, Telephone------------------------------- - -- ----------------------------
....
garden-llke setting, with view of lake, WANTED: ROOM AND BOARD BY 
Carpeting throughout, refrigerator and young man attending Vocational 
•love, $125 per month. No pets, First school, four day* a week from Hentern- 
Avenue H„ Weslbank, Telephone 769- her 5 to 29. Call collect 378-7612 Kam- 
Wlk_______  tf | loops, after 6 p.m. . 28
IIACIIEIX)R APARTMENT FOR RENT nn W A k$T~F~r*~Trt'
to middle aged business woman. Half IZU. WANltD IU KKlS 1 
block from fiafeway. Fully furnished "7,77^X77;—777577~77>“77777and ■elf-contained. Ground floor, prl- NM'-U RENTAL. 'I Hit EI'. OR POUR 
vale entrance. Carport, all facilities. Iwlryom, older farm type house In 
$90 per month. Telephone 763-2540. tf country, preferably In South Kelowna, 
—■—...------- --------- —..............—Lakeshore and Pandosy, Reply to Box
AVAILABLE NOW, LARGE THHEE A 800. The Kelowna Dally Courier. 27 
bedroom. 1'4 baths, family guile In four- 777777.77~7;7~,7;77;7~777n77;;;~77^: 
plex. Hook-up for washer and dryer, WANTED TO KENT; GARAGE FOR 
27.) Holbrook Rd. $140 including water I arnsll boat and utility trailer, 1 refer 
and garbage pickup, Telephone 763'268:1.1 or ‘,owl,lown *re"'
XvaEaBmT*!^^ iKUABLE COUPLE w^ll •'MOK
Iwdroom bawment suite. Bneclou* P’0* to? mh r,W!nroom*. $130 monthly Include* all utlll- accommodation. Telephone 763-6889.29
lie*. Rwlnrator and riove supplied. FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE IN
Tolephon* 7M-9248 after OiOO p,m.____2#I Peachland \ required September 1. Tele-
TWO BEDROOm’~BA8EMENT SUITE l)hl>n<l w74477- \ ______............. , , 3!>
with, stove, partially furnished, car-Ini DDADFD'TV CAD CAI F
port, sundeck, separate entrance, Holly-1 a • • mVFKKI I rUft inks 
dell. $118, Including utilities and rahle, 
Available Immediately, Teephona JUS-
8637 alter 7 p.m. 37
'M
NOW LEASING LOW RENTALS. SIM.
Two bedroom fourplex. in Wetlbank.
Telephone 7M MM. tf
AVAILABLE SEITEMBEB 5T1I LARGE 
lour bedroom homo In Winfield. Rent 
8100 per month. Telephone 7M-93I1. JO 
TlIRKi: BEDROOM HOME, ~ LARGE 
lol, 81*0 per month. Telephone 7M4131. 
37
’ I NEW. 
$9
'tuber "'bRproom? view
home. Tooley Road, Holland. Telephone
763-nm. n
LARGE. TWO BEDIUXIM. BASEMENT 
suite, Carpet throughout, Will baby all 
for working mother. 8140. include* utili­
ties. Telephone 765-9I97. 323 Merrifield
lload, Rutland. M
FULLY FURNISHED. EIGHT ROOM 
tahMbwa bemn m Pritchard Drive. 
Werirlde. AvallabtaRepretnber to Jone. 
•Mg per snenib. Call MoMreal Ttru»t. 




ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT APART- 
ment. Iletrlgerator and Move tupplled, 
Ixwated In Bprlng Valley >ul>dlvl*lon. 
Immediate poeauulon. Telephon* 763-8374 
after 5:00 p.m. II
Tv^mmKoi^^
dren. Wall to wall carpel, colored ap­
pliance*, cable tel*»l»lon. $110 per 
month, ulllillee tnetmled, Telephone 761- 
4M4, II
AVA£lH«”AUwff7MC'mCto^ 
three bedroom miu in FaUlene Court. 
Fully modem, rkxe to Shope Capri and 
People'*. EMeety people preferrwd. No 
children er peg*- T«lept><«ia 78M*l». II
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 br. and family rm. on 1,400 sq. 
ft. main floor. Full base. acre 
landscaped lot, 2 fp„ carport, 
patio. Only $27,900.
769-4582
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 8KI.F 
contained bawment eulte. da** I*. 
AvaUable September I. Nor •molrere.
I no pet*. Telephone Til 1781. M
tf
SUN VALLEY tyOMES 
NHA Ld^TS





bedroom duplex, $1 JX» l«4*l down, Nn 
Mcond mortgage required. Flnbhed 
baoements, R«>«ou* pay* for payment*, 
763MZX XI
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
JUST COMPLETED - NEW HOME
Ready for you NOW--3 bedrooms plus den or lx?d- 
room plus fully finished family room. Eating area in 
kitchen, separate L-ahapcd living room/dlnlng room. 5- 
plcce main bath, 2 half baths, including ensuite. Paved 
driveway, outstanding Lakeview Heights lot. Asking $34,- 
900 with only $3,725 down to qualified purchaser. Call 
Don McConachie at 762-4400 or 768-5995 evenings. MLS.
FABULOUS VALLEY-WIDE VIEW
$10,000 down puts you into this 6-month old view home, 
1,925 sq. ft. on one floor with every conceivable conveni­
ence installed or allowed for; 3 bedrooms, fireplace, double 
carport, double glass, carpet throughout. Master panel in 
bedroom allows remote control of all lighting. Hot water 
heating, rec room, mechanicals ready for j>ool, stereo 
and A/C. Impressive view, Owner will pave driveway. 
Immediate possession, Priced well |)elow new cost, Pull: 
price $34,000. MLS. Call Roger Cottle 702-4400, evenings- 
769-4540 to view immedlhtely.
FOR THE HORSE FANCIERS! Just what you want. Near­
ly 5 acres of beautiful land for the family who would like 
two or more horses. Price includes a home with fireplace, 
four bedrooms. Hay bam, horse paddocks and for the 
right party two Arabian horses. Asking price 149,500.00. 
Call Midvalley Realty 765-7704. MLS.
HANDYMAN'S SPECIAL on Rowcliffe Ave. Located on 
a nice lot in good area. School is across the street. Two 
bedroom house Is being remodelled, but you may buy now 
and finish remodelling yourself. Priced at 118,950.00. 
Phone Midvalley Realty 765-7704. MLS.
GOOD REVENUE DUPLEX. Situated on Hartman Rond 
only I block from Rutland High School. 1—3 bedroom and 
1—2 bedroom unit with total revenue of $206.00 per month. 
Full price only $21,900.00. For more details cull Mldvallcy 
Realty 765-7704. MLS.
18 UNIT MOTEL, CITY CENTRE LOCATION, and close 
to Highway 97. Doing excellent business. Units all in Im­
maculate condition.and well furnished. Owner Is selling for 
health reasons only, and Is asking a low down payment 
of $50,000.00 with balance on easy terms. Call Mldvallcy 
, Realty now at 765-7704, Exclusive.
Ken Alpaugh........ 702-6558
Sum Pearson .... 762-7607
Richard Gentlllc .. 705-7955
Otto Graf ............. 765-5513
Al Horning .......... 765-5098
Bill Ilnpkctt .........  764-4212
Gordon Davis .... 765-7430
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
Lund & Warren
SUMMERHILL
A DISTINCTIVE ADDRESS ON 
BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE ROAD
—; 1 mile past Hall’s Store. . \
INCOMPARABLE VIEW OF OK. LAKE.
If you plan nn Investment In a fine home, consider the 
location. Summerhill will provide maximum security to 
your Investment.
FOR A HOMESITE OF IMPECCABLE SCENIC 
BEAUTY — VISIT SUMMERHILL TODAY. 
exclusive; agento
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
Realty Ltd.
• 446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
FAM1LY4I0ME — 5 BEDROOMS
Thin lovely builder-owner home, with flve liedroomn, Only 
five yenrn old. In close to everything In Rutland. Two 
bathrooms, another roitRhed lh with full basement. Nico , 
brick fireplace in large 13’ x 20’ living roOm, aro iioino 
of the manj! extras, and features. Reasonably priced. 
To view, call Don Cameron, days, 3-4832 or evening#, 
5-709.1 MI.S. ,
OPEN TQ. OFFERS
Two blocks Io city centre. 4 bedroom home, Lundncaped 
lot. Immediate jxisscsitlon. Cush or uttractlvc terms. Ask­
ing price 117,500. To vjew, call Olivo Ross, days, M932 
or evenings, 3-4573, MLS.








2t PROPERTY FOt SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE KELOWNADAILY COUWEB, TUBS., ATO. »,1M1 TAGBIT
ONLY $21,900.00 GLENMORE ST. AREA - Immaculate 
family home, on spacious, well manicured corner lot 2 
Bn. up 2 finished D/S. L/r with beatalator fireplace. 
Bright and spacious kitchen. Close to store and churches. 
Beautiful garden area. For more information call Betty 
Ellen 94397 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
GOOD DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL—on this young 9.5 
acre orchard at Winfield. Accessible from 3 roads with 
commercial possibilities on Hgwy. 97. Has large 3 Br. 
house nicely laid out and a picker’s cottage which is used 
all year round. Good view from the whole lot. Call John 
Driedger 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
EXCLUSIVE AND SECLUDED LAKESHORE ACREAGE 
—with approx. 229 feet of sandy beach in Okanagan Mis­
sion. A rare opportunity to buy eight acres for $75,000. 
Renovated two room cabin with fireplace. Only 10 miles 
from City HalL Call Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
EXCLUSIVE—If you are looking for a building site for 
your dream home, let me show you this one, located close 
to the lake in the Mission. Domestic water available in 
the near future. Call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, or 
2*5544 days. MLS.
FAMILY LIVING. This large quality home designed for 
living-plus offer? a beautiful sunken family room with 
floor to ceiling fireplace, shag carpeting and patio doors 
onto the deck overlooking the lake. The adjoining kitchen 
is extra large and bright The formal dining room, large 
sunken living room and 3 Brs. All with shag carpeting 
and view. The full basement has roughed in rec room 
with fireplace, huge windows and sliding doors onto the 
patio area. Call Ruth Young 3-6758 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
LAND CLOSE TO CITY-Choice level land less than 2 
I miles from Kelowna city limits. Ideal for subdividing or 
I fanning. Total of 27 acres or try for less if desired. For 
I full particulars call 2-5544 days. MLS.
WR “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
ONLY 20% DOWN!
On these choice building lots of Hollywood Rd., Rutland 
area. Domestic water, gas, paved roads, and close to 
school. Priced from $3,500. Call Dale Brooks at 762-3146, 
evgs. and weekends 764-7338. MLS.
LOOK — NEAR SAFEWAY — 
ONLY $110 PER MONTH!
You could never rent a home like this for these pay­
ments. Heating is gas and electric. With a little paint this 
could be the best value on the market. To view contact 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and weekends 764-7221. MLS.
COMMERCIAL BLDG. — PEACHLAND!
Over 1,200 sq. ft. suitable for grocery, butcher shop or 
laundry! This building is exceptionally attractive. If you 
have in mind to open a business—Do it Here! Peachland 
has grown from 700 to 1400 people in 4 yrs. Owner will 
extend generous terms. Full price $20,000. Call Mel Rus­
sell at 762-3146, evgs. and weekends 7694409. MLS.
“GLENROSA — 6 LOTS!”
These nice, level lots are serviced with domestic water 
and natural gas, have a view of the lake, and are priced 
from $3,300 to $4,300—some VLA. Builder’s terms. Call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and weekends 762-2958. MLS.
3X1
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Okanagan Realty
LIKE YOUR OWN BUSINESS??
Service Station, Motel, Store, Cafe and Living quarters. 
Doing a thriving business. Across the Bridge and only 2 
miles south. Owner will extend terms to reliable pur­
chaser. You will need $35,000 as down payment. Call 
Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 7694409. MLS.
Ed Scholl . - 762-0719
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C. 
John Walker----- 8-5632 Jack Sasseville  3-5257
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
YOU WANT A SMALL ACREAGE?
Here are seven acres. Flat land. Good soil and mixed or- 
• chard. Room for horses. Under full irrigation. No build­
ings. Close to schools. Please phone me, Luella Currie at 
2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628. MLS.
DUPLEXES ARE SELLING RIGHT NOW!
Don’t miss this one! This is a very saleable duplex, close 
in, with a $19,000.00 7% mtge. Payments of $217 include 
taxes. Full bsmts. could be developed to increase rent. 
For more information, call Jean Acres at 2-5030 days, 
or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
HOME BESIDE CREEK
And near lake and shopping! A lovely ranch-style 3 bdrm, 
home. 1375 sq. ft. in beautiful condition. Shaded by big 
tall trees and situated just on the outskirts where taxes 
are low! King-size fireplace, utility room off kitchen, car­
port and storage room. $29,950 (MLS). For details, please 
phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
DISTRESS SALE!!!
Beautifully kept 3 bdrm, full bsmt. Ranch-style country 
home, situated on a PRIVATE well-treed lot. Majestic 
white brick fireplace in L.R.-D.R., teak featured wall, 
shag carpeting, utility area off a pretty Citation kitchen. 
OPEN TO ALL OFFERS!! Truly a bargain. To view, 
please phone me Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
2-3895. MLS.
LOVELY 1140 SQ. FT. HOUSE IN GLENMORE 
Only 6 yrs. old., 6y*% mtge. Up and down fireplace. Quiet 
location near schools. 4th bdrm, in bsmt. Built-in dish­
washer. Carport, sundeck and treed. Asking $26,900. For 






HnnvEP REALTYI I I JI J \l | |\ 426 Bernard Avenue
I I X-Z v L. I \ 762-5030
OKANAGAN BUSINESS-Excellent family type general 
store. Complete with large living quarters, this operation 
has a spacious store area plus a handy storage area at 
the rcar. Located in the central business area. Doing well 
over $100,000 per year. Call Dennis Denney at 34343 or 
4-7581. MLS.
ELECTION SPECIAL—With the Bennett bonus of a $1,000 
Grant and a $5,000 down payment to a $16,000 mortgage, 
payable $155 per month, will put you in a brand new 2 
bedroom home overlooking the valley from the West side. 
Crestwood kitchen, sundeck, basement, carport, ensuite, 
double glaze, wall to wall, T, & G. roof. Come home, 
Call Roy Paul at 3-4343 or 5-8909. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS—We have just listed two new 
homes under construction in the popular Lakeview Heights 
area. Both houses have three bedrooms, I’i baths, two 
fireplaces, full basement, sundeck, carport and good view. 
Priced at only $28,900. Gcxxl terms available. For details 
chll Hugh Mervyn nt 3-4343 or 2-4872. EXCL.
IT'S IN THE MISSION! This new ranch style home is 
waiting for you!! Features 3 bedrooms, large living room 
with brick fireplace, L-shaped dining room, modern kit­
chen with custom cabinets, sundeck and double cai jMirt. 
Situated on a large country lot in a quiet area of new 
homes. Priced to suit you!! For appointment to view call 
Murray Wilson at 3-4343 or 4-4047 evenings. EXCL.
Jim Barton 4-4878
Lakeland
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
QUALITY HOME 
Ibis home built for the owner and therefore hau extra
Quality workmanship, Includes ’ 1232 sq. ft. nil plaster 
finish Inside, golden ash Island cupboards, sliding doors
to sundeck. Use your own water from a
domestic. Good value in tills one, Priced 
MUS.
well or use 
at $25,900.00.
DOWNTOWN DUPLEX 
$31,900.00 Never Vacant 
Rare opportunity to live on Laurier Ave., walking dis­
tance to shopping, Attractive side by aide property with 
open fireplaces, lull basement with extra den or 3rd bed- 
. room. Front drive parking, Fruit trees, Owner will carry 
low Interest private financing, MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS ,
Don't miss seeing this two year old—if you are looking 
for quiet privacy you .must sec this Spanish decor home. 
The house is placed so\that native ponderosa pines fit and . 
complement every balcony, arch nnd patio. About 2,000 
sq. ft. of living area—beamed cellineq—rich carpeting, 2',^ 
bathrooms—large kitchen eating area, family room nro 
a beautiful convenience masterpiece, $49,500.00 terms. 
Exclusive. '
CARRUTHERS & AAEIKLE LTD
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902"
3<S< BERNARD AVE.




George Kfartln .. 763-7788 
DarrolTurvea .... 763-3488 






243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK 
CHOICE COMMERCIAL SITE—with 120’ on busy high­
way. This one acre, with commercial building with living 
quarters also a modem two B/R home in park-like set­
ting at rear of property, is in Rutland city centre. Ideal 
location for restaurant, offices or what have you! Stella 
Gunderson will be pleased to give you details, call 3-2887 
or 5-5111. MLS.
FARM ACREAGE—Good soil, ample water. This ten acres 
located in Benvoulin area is suitable land for future de­
velopment and money to be made from farming here 
while you wait! Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111. MLS.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY—in this home that was de­
signed for family living. A unique plan, with 3 B/Rs, full 
bathroom up. Utility room at back entrance with 2 pc. 
plumbing. Ample storage, close in to shopping, schools, 
etc. Just $2,000.00 down and full price $21,000.00. Exclu­
sive. Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111 for full information.
ACREAGE—14.19 acres, naturally treed. On Glenmore 
road, between Kelowna and Winfield. Priced right at 
$15,000. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111 for details. MLS.
CREATE YOUR OWN BONANZA—On this 53 acre site 
a few miles from Kelowna. This treed acreage is excel­
lent holding property. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111. Ask­
ing price $76,000.00. MLS.
Move Into 'Hollywood Heights
. For $820.00 DOWN
If You Qualify For B.C. 2nd!
Fully serviced NHA lots, near school and shopping — 2 
and 3 bedroom styles priced from $20,500 to $24,500, 83/i% 
NHA Mortgage. Monthly payments start at $147.55.
2-bedroom with sundeck, carport, wall-to-wall and 
basement.
2-bedroom — 3rd bedroom and bath in basement, 2 
fireplaces, sundeck and carport.
3-bcdrooin, excellent floor plan, wall-to-wall, car­
port, and full basement.
Contact 762-0718
PREHOFER CONST. LTD.
For Information and Viewing
22, 23, 25. 27, 29
Regatta City
REALTY LTD
ON BROOKSIDE AVE.-Older large home on 86.6 x 225 
lot zoned R2. Possible 2 duplex lots. About 50 fruit 
trees, mostly cherries. Vendor will consider trade 
for a small 2 br. home. Call Bert Badke, office 2-2739 
or eve. 3-6497. MLS.
RUTLAND LOT—Excellent level building lot with new 
double garage. Located on paved road with power 
and domestic water, Price now reduced to $5,800.00, 
Contact Bill Poelzer office 2-2739 or eve. 2-3319, EXC.
Bill Trethewey 766-2970 (collect) Norm Yaeger 2*3574 
Al Pedersen 44746 Frank Petkau 34228
Bill Woods 3*4931
270 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-2739
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
$1,000 AN ACRE
Overlooking Okanagan Lake at Okaiiagun Centre. Com­
plete with roads. In 10 acre to 20 ncrc parcels, I-ocntcd 
in the pines. Plan now for n summer home, a hideaway 
or even a permanent home with country setting. Financing 
arranged,
McKinnon realty ltd




A boat or Holiday Trailer on new 3 bedroom home.
With sunken livingroom, 2 fireplaces, completely car­
peted, finished Rec Room, I '/> baths, sundeck and car­
port. Over 2,000 ft. of finished area- Choice view loca­
tion. For immediate possession.
CALL BUILDER 765-5061
. <. ' , . 1 , , S . 7 v S i 1, , ‘ ‘ . 1 ? " * ,, , . , ' ■ > \ ,, . , . •> !
■:........<7....... .................. .................. .......................................................’................. ................................ -■ a'':.'.... :... ... .. 1 ,,a......... ’i’J. .................... '
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday and Thursday
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
1976 RICHTER STREET
Luxurious 3 bedroom home, located on Mill Creek. NHA. 
Close to downtown. Lots of extras.
Also available — 3 bedroom houses, Okanagan Mission, 
Lakeview Heights, dowdtown.
- BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE —
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd
763-3240
OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 29th, 
2 p.m* to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
2 BRAND NEW HOMES ON CADDER AVE.






WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City Large Lots,
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available.
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road.
continue to Bear Creek- road, turn left and proceed 
Parkinson Road and West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
J. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896




DON’T MISS THIS ONE: 2 
bedroom home, carpeted liv­
ing room with brick fire­
place, full basement with 
finished rec. room, extra bed­
room and 2 piece plumbing. 
Home is close to shopping, 
school and park and has 
beautiful landscaped lot. The 
vendors are asking $21,700 
with immediate possession 
and good terms. Call Alan 
Elliot at the office or eve­
nings at 3-7283. Exclusive.
1.7 ACRES COMMERCIAL: 
This property can be used for 







Highway 97 North. 
Slesinger at the of- 
evenings at 2-6874.
OKANAGAN MISSION — 
OVER 2,000 SQ. FT. HOME 
on a H ACRE LOT. Words 
can hardly describe this 
beautiful home. It was built 
to beat the heat of the Oka­
nagan sun and this it docs. 
There arc ample shade and 
fruit trees on the manicured 
lot and living is easy here. 
The home features 3 bed­
rooms, a den, a fireplace in 
the living room, a family 
room, a large covered patio 
and a double garage. For 
complete information on this 
new MLS listing call Gord 
Funnell at the office or eve-
nings at 2-0901.






Orchard City Realty 






40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection is good. All homes 
NHA at 8%% Interest. Prices 
start at $20,850,00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted In 
LR, DR and MBR. Complete 
with storm windows and 
screens upstairs,
OPEN MONDAY TO 
' SATURDAY from 
2;00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
JABS
CONSTRUCTION Ltd
1975 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 762-0928 





Best btiy on the market, right 
\downtown, all equipped with 
stoves and fridges mid own 
bathrooms, completely self- 
contained. Hot water gas 
heat, Beautiful valuable 105’ 
x 200* lot, ample parking. 
Excellent terms nt 8%. For 
full details on thia Exclusive 
listing, call Harry Riat of 
Wilson Realty at 762-3146, 
evgs. nnd weekends 764-7221.
23-25, 28-30
OK. MISSION
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 




THREE BEDROOM HOME 
10 mo. old. on water and sewer. 
Full basement, carport, sliding 
glass doors to sundeck. Close to 
school. Low down payment
PHONE 765-9029 
______________________ 2T 
RESORT AND MOBILE HOME PARK. 
7 miles to Kelowna on Okanagan Lake. 
1$ acres. 82 mobile home lots, (0 teal 
and trailer spots, paved. Store, laundro­
mat and Uvtng quarters. Grossing ever 
642,000. Fan price SUSM*. MLS. F- 
2394-Y. — 124 ACRE FARM with (4 
acres In hay. 30 acres with subdivision 
possibilities. Good bouse and barn. 
Creek and dam. MLS. F-1856-P. Call Leo 
Matte at KalamaRa Beatty Ltd., 2104 
30th Avenue, Vernon, B.C. 545-5337 or
at 547-6611. T. Th, F, a
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom In living room, 
hall and master bedroom; double win­
dows; roughed in plumbing in base*
FOB 8ALX A NEW TWO BKD8OOM 
borne, by owner; shag carpet tkroegte* 
out RoofbMNh rumpus room. Doable 
fireplace, carport Acrees tana ganr 
park la Botlaad. TilepbSM WMttk 
evenlags* M .
ONE SECTION FOR SALE, 76 
miles sorth of Edmonton. Four bedroom 
home, wired, telephone. Creek runs 
through property. Write nu Santa 
Rosa Rd., Suite 104. Edmontosu Atta. 
Telephone 474-77W. 38
PRIVATE SALE. NEW ATnUCTTVE 
two bedroom home. Landscaped, fall 
basement two bathrooms. cJoeed ia 
earport, large patio, double windows, 
Oose to Rutland centre. Telephoto T»- 
710.  '■ :
WESTBANK, BY OWNER. WALKING 
distance, shape and achooL TWO year 
old home, three bedroom. 114 baths, 
carport, roughed tn basement landacap- 
ed* Telephone 76*3588, M 
TWO BEDBOOM DUPLEX - RENTED. 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. FuD price 626.TO0. Telephone 
765-6514 er 763401*. No Saturday caUa 
please. U 
THREE BEDROOM HOME. FULL 
basement large lot. close to echocL 
Carpeted throughout Boughed la ptamb* 
Ing in basement 1040 square ftet 
21(300. Talephone 76M018. tf
: NEW TWO BEDBOOM HOME. FULLY 
i carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car* 
, port, sundeck. (18.900. No Saturday 




and quality built throughout. Full 
to only $21,995 with just 8785
down (with $1,000 B.C. grant) to an 
NHA mortgage. For aU the de­
tails please call Don Wallinder at 763- 
6066 or Crestview Homes st 763-3737.
____________________ 26
HUBBY ON THIS ONE. 1120 8Q. FT. 
home for $768 down payment to one 
8U% NHA mortgage. Features included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors, U bath In mas­
ter bedroom, roughed In plumbing in 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many other quality features. For all 
the details call Don Wallinder at 763- 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
26
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. FIRE- 
place, carport, sundeck, full basement, 
with two bedrooms and bath. Quiet locat­
ion. Close to school and store. Lovely 
view. 1533 Pinehurst Crescent M
REQUIRE TO LIST FOR SALE. THREE 
bedroom basement home. Lakevtow. 
Mission, or Glenmore. Please caD me 
Immediately. Erie Hughes . TM-3933. 
Montreal Trust. 2?
CLOSE IN^ NESTLED BETWEEN 
pines, just across from Glenmore 
Golf Course. Coay two bedroom home, 
large treed and fenced lot Double gar* 
age. Telephone 7644946. T, Th, 8. tf
16.4 ACRES. HIGH DENSITY OR- 
chard. Good home, excellent view prop­
erty. Asking $79JOO. Good terms to 
right party. Telephone 763-5404.
T, 8. M
WELL. HERE IT IS. — A LOVELY 
2 bedroom home. 2 blocks from town, 
park and lake. Featuring: white brick 
fireplace on feature wall, hardwood 
floors, day-night thermostat, bright kit­
chen, full basement, washer-dryer hook­
up, rec. area, garage, private back 
yard. Full price $23,900 or $17400 to 8% 
mortgage of $6,600. $96 month. Offers. 
Private 3-3696. 352 Boyce Crescent.
T, W. F, S, 29
$16,500 HOME NEAR SHOPPING 
centre, close hospital, schools. Now fur­
nace, garage. Immediate occupancy. 
Easy terms. 835 Burns Avenue. Tele­
phone 763-4201. M
CLIFTON ROAD. GLENMOBE, LAND- 
acaped new two bedroom home, car­
pet throughout covered sundeck, cath­
edral entrance, double flreplace, full
basement. Telephone 7(24050. tf
tf
Tidy 1,040 square foot 3 bed­
room home in beautiful O.K. 
Mission located on a quiet 
street. This home features a 
covered sundeck with sliding 
glass doors, shag carpets, 2 
fireplaces, full basement with 
an extra bedroom. The ask­
ing price is only $24,900.00 on 
this 2 year old home. MLS.
LARGE SUNDECK
Terrific view of the valley 
and lake from your own sun­
deck. Large family home 
with three bedrooms, large 
kitchen with eating area, rec 
room in basement, complete­
ly finished and lots more. To 














IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - BRIGHT 
new two bedroom house, full basement, 
sundeck and carpeting, $20430.00. Also 
one three bedroom NHA in construction. 
Price $21400.00, only $1,310.00 down with 
B.C. Government $1,000.00 grant. Brae- 
mar Construction Ltd. Builders in Kel­
owna Since 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings
THREE BEDROOM HOME, WALL TO 
wall carpet throughout, full basement, 
with recreation and fruit storage room, 
aundeck; 75* x TOO* lot with fruit trees.
Telephone 765-6975. 30
480 ACRES CHOICE FARM LAND WITH 
complete set of buildings. In Peace 
River district. For information call 763-
762-0958 or 763-2810. tl
7318. 30
BUILT BY OWNER. BRAND NEW 
three bedroom, two bathroom home; 
dining room, lovely kitchen, two fire­
places, shag carpet throughout, rec. 
room partly finished. Attached gar­
age, beautiful balcony. Owner moving, 
must sell. Best offer. Telephone 765-
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basemeat, air conditioned. quiet neigh­
borhood In Bankhead opposite park. $31.-
500. Telephone 762-2170. U
7691. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOME. CLOSE IN, 
north end, near bus stop. school Nicely 
landscaped. 320.000. 651 Bay Avenue.
Telephone 762-2451. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME ON EL- 
dorado Road, Okanagan Mission, 1150 
square feet. Fireplace up and down, 
carpeting throughout including rerea- 
Uon room. Carport and sundeck. Close 
to lake, school and bus, service. Will 
tske late model truck or car as part 
down payment Telephone 764-4957. 28
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
bssement Carport, double garage—fin­
ished. insulated and heated. Mortgage 
1Vi%. Full price $27,500. Telephone 763-
BY BUILDER; THREE BEDROOM 
houses in all locations. Lou Guidi 
Construction Ltd. Telephone $68-3249
and 768-5267. tf
2992. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only $3.00 per month. Ideal­
ly located in southside, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only $16,900. Call owner at 762-351$ bet­
ween 12:00 ■ 1:00, or 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
REDUCED BY $5X100, 1(69 CASA 
Loma view home, close to swimming 
and boating, four bedrooma. easy 
terms on $33,500. Telephone 763-4201. 27
THREE BEDROOM BOUSE, FULL 
basement, large lot with fruit trees, 
double carport, oil furnace and email 
workshop. Telephone 765-5706. T. F. tl
SIX ACRES OF CLEARED ORCHARD 
Fully serviced. Good building sits, 
view of valley and lake. $4,500 per acre.
Telephone 762-3697. 23
OWNER MUST SELL. RENOVATED 
two bedroom home- Close to every­
thing. Asking 317,500 or best offer. Tels-
No agents. U phone 762-4683.
29
VA.% MORTGAGE — OKANAGAN Mis­
sion N.H.A. home. Close to lake, schools, 
stove, well treed lot, domestic water. 
Modern 4 bedroom home with many fea­
tures. Must view to be appreciated. By 
owner, 460 Barkley Road. Telephone 764-
4380. 27
BY OWNER. NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, 1143 square feet, full basement, 
well to wall shag, double fireplace, 
carport, patio, big kitchen. L-shaped 
living room. Two blocks from Rutland 
High School. Real buy for quick sale.
TWO BEDROOM HOME BY OWNER. 
2021 Abbott Street. Telephone 761-2857. 
___________________________ 29 
CENTRALLY LOCATED THREE BED- 
room duplex for sale. $38,000. Telephone 
769-4151.tf
NEW TWO BEDBOOM TOWNHOUSE, 
full basement, immedlsta occupancy.
Telephone 762-4116 or 762-2711. tf
Telephone 763-3077. tf
DELUXE SPLIT LEVEL HOME IN 
city across from elementary school. 
Open to offers. Telephone '<63-5262. 25
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WE HAVE SERIOUS BUYERS — FOR 
houses in the $10,000 * $23,000 range In 
the Kelowna area. Please contact Car­
ruthers snd Melkle Ltd., immediately
at 762-2127. 25. 27. 29




1400 sq. ft. custom built with 
full basement. Family room 
on main, 2 fireplaces, sliding 
doors sunken bath, carport. 
Built-in appliances, unique 






3,000 sq. ft. available. High ceilings, loading door, 




Days 763-4343, Eves. 762-4872
28
OWNER LEAVING 24. PROPERTY FOR RENT 24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
3 bedroom hiipgalow near golf 
course on quiet crescent. Base­
ment partially finished. 2 yean 










LOTS LOTS LOTS 
Glcnrosa Highland Subdivi­
sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 




Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
IXJTS! LOTSI LOTS!, 
View, serviced, trees, low 









3 BEDROOM HOUSE 
Glenmore area, 
full price $22,500, 
' 763-3240, 768-5267
tf
VIEW PROPERTY. EM ACRES, THREE 
bedroom home, barn. »orr»l, rented, 




— newly renovated 
— air conditioned 
— wall to wall carpet 
— Inset lighting 
— windows 
— common reception area 
—common receptionist 
typist may bo arranged , 
— heat and power included
FOR RENT
Retail ond office, in new mod­
ern, air conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave. Choose your space now. 




703-5544, eve# 762-2673 
tf
— Downtown—Pandosy Street 
— Rent from $100 to $120 per 
month
Contact Mis. Marsha Clark at 
762-5434
tf
MOSAIC CENTRE. 1441 AT. PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. 
Certlflcato of honor, 1971), Second 
floor office available for leaae. 309 
equaro feet plus 88 square foot patio. 
Suitable financial or aaiea office. Rental 
$235 per month including air condi­
tioning Iona control), heating, lighting, 
janitor service. Ample parking at' 
tenant ratea. Telephone 761-4811. tf
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
apace. 600 square foot Io 1450 square 
foot areas available. Renta from $200 
to 1350 per month. Apply Argus Indus, 
trios Ltd,, Northgate Tiara er totophone 
764-3731. tf
MAIN F L()()ii~()Fr ICE ' SPACE FOR 
rent. (50 square feet, Includes private 
perking space. Newly renovated and 
sir conditioned,' downtown, Pandosy 
Street. Call R, U, Phelps, W
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR RENT OR 
lease, high ceilings. Isrga rooms, alee 
some office spsce, Former ’'Westbank 
Co-Op,” Telephone 7620108,




PROPOSED 170 LOT SUBDIVISION
(60 Acres) (Surveyed but Not Registered)
Near Rutland,1 AH services (waterA gos, electricity, acces­
sible). Roads partially built. Terms. Nominal down payment.
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25. BUS. OPPORTUNITiESi29. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
'wiTWOTXfl HOME - A BEAUTIFULl 1*72 MODEL RCA n INCH BLACK SgTteOdtag ta tartti*g *«nTO«ndtags.| and white tefcvi»to ^h *tand. Ap-
wm* tf
cuartwx Vender moving to .CtesL 
Open to oHere. Fer teteto
telepteun me, OUvto Worttokl 
at 762MW8 or crentaga a* 70-38*5. 
ItJLS. ttoanr MV IM.
13. n, 18. 21. XL 25.
EASY OKANAGAN BUSINESS. FULL 
price ZBjm. Win nt* over SUm.per 
month, ytar round, with only 18 W* 
work per mouth tor eon persat. Only 
people with tte above m*ana need appftr 
toB«x A 881. Ite Ketowna Daily 
Coaritr. n
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old etembM bneement* mad* a* new. 
Spanlah or design plaster on feature 
concrtta walla. Tslepteno 765-8272 tf
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME TUES- 
day to Saturday. Ona or two children. 
Starting September 12th. Telephone 763- 
7858.■77
HOUSEKEEPER SEEKING. POSITION 
In Kelowna area. Liv* out Reply Box 
A-872. Tbo Kelowna Dally Courier. 25
WILL BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME.
42. AUTOS FOR, SALE |oA.. Mn»ILF wnMCy 1 ■ 
1969 DODGE SWINGER. LOW MILE- AMD CAMPERS ■ 
age. la good, dean condition. Can tel .L
aeen at No. 304 — 1951 Glenmore Street. | WILL
Telephone 763-7661 or 763-35M. 25 ***• model car or truck aa down
paynumt. Balance at ms per month.
1968 CUSTOM FORD SEDAN, MILE- Fer appointment telephone 7834753. 
age 55400. excellent condition. One own-1 30
er. lady driven. Mostly highway driving. I: '
*800 or best offer. Telephone 762-3784. 26 J*7® “ TRAVELAIRE HOLIDAY 
-------------------------------------——-------------------- traitor. Folly contained, separate ahow- 
MOVING. MUST SELL THIS WEEK. I er. basin. Propane-electric refrigerator. 
1963 Falcon. Automatic transmission. I hot water tank, furnace. Telephone 762- 
One owner car. Telephone 788-4328. 1 8887. . 30
■ ** I SHASTA man.rw COURT ON LAKE
1963 RAMBLER STATION WAGON. Ilbore Bead. Children welcome. No pete 
three speed standard transmission, re-1 please. Cable TV Included. Tttephon* 
dio. Good running condition. Ideal for 1763-2878 U
......... I SAFEWAY MQBILE HOME. THREE 
1965 WHITE MUSTANG CONVERH- bedroom IT x 52*. wall to wall carpet- 
ble. six cylinder, standard, power top. I Ing. sundeck, located on lot ta West­
good rubber, good condition throughout | bank. Telephone 768-5167.27
299. ANTIQUES
THB LITTLE SHOP THATS CAUSING 
lot* al excitement! Good tttags at 
Strobmto Antique*, next door to Strebmto 
Baiter and Beauty *tep*- 2974 Pandoqr 
Street __ ______ tf
3X WANTfD TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices tor 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 





Wednesday, August 30-7 p.m.
& Bedroom suite, china cabinets, buffets, desks, dinette 
suites, chesterfield suites, chests of dowers, dressers* 
drop-leaf table, coffee tables, cribs.
■fr Jewellery, Riviera 725 loud speaking system, micro­
phones, radios, ten-speed bike, aqua skins, power vac.. 
Golden Book Encyclopedia, 22 rifle, 4 h.p. outboard motor.
Refrigerators, ranges, auto, dryers, power hack saw, 
elec, drill, elec, knife, metal sink cabinet, tent, aquarium, 
antique wheel chair, ship’s lantern, crock, etc.





FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC WASHER. 
828. WmttogtenM 38 tach electric atine. 
(33. Moffat 38 tach eleetrte (tova, *50.
restaurant for sale, one or 
tte busiest and test ta town. Beason — 
retiring. Include* building and fixtare*. 
has teverago
g*5. Th* Kelowna Dally Courier. Win 
•newer an laqutrie*. ”
TelepteM 78M24*. a
NEW WINE PRESS. 8Ms AND GRAPE 
crusher. *19. Both In brand new coo- 
ditton. Telephone 7*3-2978 or call at
(21 Marti* Areui. »
Telephone 762-4M4. 26
WANTED — INVESTOR WITH VS/M 
to 835J608 for land devtiopraeoL Should 
doobl* your money ta two years. No 
gtrnw, trits. Reply to Box 889. The K£ 
cants DaHy Courier. .. .....................Zt
FIGURINE GIFTWARE MANUFAC- 
tortaf. Money mate tor tte *&&*** 
person. Send an (nqttirte* AML 
fate Kelowna Dally Courier. T, Tb. S.tf
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
VEGETABLES we pick
CANNING PEACHES, 
PEARS, PRUNES AND 
APPLES 
TOMATOES 
fa Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at Shell Station 
(Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd. 
Drive 1 mile.
N. TOEVS ORCHARDS 
769-4108
8 A.M. - 8 P-M.
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR. THREE 
piece sectional, newly upholstered. 
Reasonably priced. Telephone 7*2-3633.
_____ ■ 1 ■ , » 
1*87 SUZUKI. 100 CC. SKIS. POLES 
and boots, size IL Tetepboo* 764-458*. 
_______________ __________ » 
PORTABLE SEWING MACHINE. GOOD 
running order. 840. Telephone 763-8581.
Zl
CHILDS ur CONVERTIBLE CCM 
bicycle. Almeet new. *40. Tetephon* 
765-7488, Ask tor Irene.________  38
KENMORE WRINGER WASHER. Ex­
cellent condition. *70. Telephone 7*2-
4584. u
CONCRETE BLOCKS FOR SALE AS 
salvage. Call 1 Clarkson. 762-4138 be-
tween 8:30 a.m. ■ S p.m. 25
ANTIQUE BEDROOM SUITE. WALNUT. 







WRECKING OLD REVELSTOKE HOS- 
pitaL 300,000 used red brick*. See man
33. SCHOOLS* VOCATIONS
<m job uvea day* * week. 34
ITALIAN PROVINCIAL PIANO, FRUIT- 
wood with upholstered bench. 8700.
Telephone 764-4991. 30
MASON RISCH. HENRY HERBERT 
piano in excellent condition. Telephone
763-7612. 30
BUNDY B FLAT CLARINET. COST 




PEARS and PRUNES 
Fresh Com and Tomatoes 
Now Available at
TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND 
KLO Road — 763-4390
Also Red Tydeman and 
Wealthy Apples. Local Field 
Cucumbers and other Farm
Fresh Vegetables.
FRESH VEGETABLES, 
SWEET CORN, FIELD 
TOMATOES, APRICOTS 
AND PEACHES 




VALLEY FRUIT STAND 
Highway 97N or S
BARTLETT PEARS
T. NAHM ORCHARD
Comer Byrns and 
Springfield Roads
U
BARTLETT PEARS AND WEALTHY 
apples at unfinished house, top ol Moyer 
Road on Morrison Rosd ta Rutland. 
Telephtee 765-5984,__________________ U
BARTLETT PEARS FOR SALE. TOM 
Haul!, next to city limits on Byrns 
Road. Pteaae bring your own contain-
er*.
PEACHES AND PEARS FOR SALE. 
Close in. Ptease bring own container*. 
Telephone Rex Marshall 762-3298.
T. W. F, S, 2*
BEAUTIFUL BIG TRANSLUCENT 
crabapples. Half mil* down Hartman 
Road. 6c per pound.________________23
BARTLETT PEARS AND ITALIAN 
prunea for aale. Pleas* bring own 
container*. Telephone 7627822_______ 25
PEARS FOR SALE. WILL DELIVER 
two boxe* or mor*. Telephone 769-4468. 
23
PEACHES, PEARS. APPLES. 6c-15c




Singing lessons, all levels 






40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
LUXURY TANDEM TWO HORSE 
trailer*. Complete with all accessories, 
mats padding, electric brake units, 
competitive price *2450. Can be seen 
on Boucherie Road, Westbank or Tele-
Telephone 763-7880. ”I TRAVEL TRAILER, «*X16*. TO SELL
1969 MERCURY MONTEGO MX. TWO I or trade for car or truck nt equal 
door hardtop, V-8 (302). automatic, value. Telephone 765-7639 or. can be 
power steering, power brake*. Tele-1 seen at 245 Rutland Road.25
phone 763-3267. 713 Harvey. ” 10* X 50* CHAMPION LAKEWOOD MO-
phone 768-5697. a
TOY. YORKSHIRE TERRIER PUP- 
ple», from registered, pedigreed Eng­
lish (how (tock. Beautiful colouring and 
configuration. For appointment to view 
these exceptionally fine dogs telephone
763-5224 day* only.
ONE MALE DOBERMAN PINSCHER 
and German Shepherd dog* and pup*. 
Also one farm dog. good lor cattle. Tele­
phone morning* or evenings. 766-2441. 26
FOR SALE — THREE YEAR OLD 
registered male springer spaniel needs 
a good home. Loves children and hunt-
lag. Telephone 765-7824. 26
1961 AUSTIN-WESTMINSTER. OVER-1 bile home. Two bedroom*. *4400. Tele-
drive, seised engine. otherwise good. I phone 765-7502. U KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
PIANO AND ORGAN LESSONS BY 
experienced teacher. Commencing Sep­





Teacher of piano and theory. Now ac­
cepting pupil* for September. Hollywood
Den area. Telephone 763-7942. 30
GIVING PIANO LESSONS. COMMENC- 
ing September. KLO and Benvoultn
area. Telephone 763-7013. U
33. SCHOOLS. VOCATIONS
CHESTERFIELD HALL SCHOOL
Collett and Fuller Road, Kelowna, B.C.
Yeur five-year-old can start to school this year if found 
ready for Grade One.
For further information telephone
Mrs. Hamilton at 764-4187 after August 20.
T, Th, S 29





PLUMBING AND BUILDING SUPPLY
SALESMAN
These are Full Time Positions with all 
Company Benefits
®**L^er„ Call Mr. Watson at iQ-^gQ- THREE BEDROOM. B* BATHS.
763-78^ after 5 p.m.___________ _2*l Tite^ooe W
1963 PONTIAC. SIX AUTOMATIC, NEW | 4137 or 784-4201. tf
tire*, perfect condition. 3550. 440 Holly-
dell Road. Rutland. U WANTED TO TRADE: 12to62* DIPLO- mat by Borneo, (or (mailer older mo-
1963 RAMBLER WAGON. V-8. POWER | bile home. Telephone 768-5806. a
R»dP^uH^ln’,0Wtt RENT - NEW HARDTOP TENT 
*250. 440 Hollydell Road, Rutland. tf| Reserve now for your holiday*!
1965 BARRACUDA 273 CUBIC INCH | Telephone 763-6291. . 27
IwZ. 8 7621293 ir x 65* SAFEWAY MOBILE HOME.
tween 5 p.m, and 7 p.m.271 bedroom* small porch attached.
1965 ENVOY EPIC. MOTOR RECONDI-I Telephone 763-5910. 27
OPEN WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING 
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDO1
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647 i
WATCH THIS COLUMN FRIDAY FOR ART SALE 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 3:00 p.m.
2
PUREBRED SAINT BERNARD PUP- 
pies, males and females, two months 
old. Paper* available. *125. Telephone 
265-3227 or 263-3355, NakU*p. 28
FOR SALE — SIX MONTH PURE 
bred female Samoyed. Good with child­
ren. Country home required. Telephone
763-7922. 25
TWO YEAR OLD REGISTERED 
Morgan Gelding. Has started training.
Telephone 763-7938. 26
PRIZE WINNING PIGEONS. TOMB- 
ling roller*, racing homer*. Telephone
zi
ADORABLE. PUREBRED YORKSHIRE 
Terrier puppie*. Telephone 765-8264 after 
6 p.m. 30
AVAILABLE: ONE REGISTERED RED 
(male) miniature smooth Dachihund for 
stud *ervlce. Telephone ^63-3633. 25
PUREBRED WHITE FEMALE 
poodle pups. Please call 766-2971 be­
tween 6-7 evenings. tf
ti,°,ncd: *,kln< *4S0* Telephone 76M8“ I 8* x 28‘ MOBILE HOME FOR SALE. 
after 6:00 p.m. I best offer, tradea accepted. Telephone
1965 WILLY JEEP WAGONEER. FOUR I 763-7232. U
wheel drive. Telephone 765-6040 after ij-X54' ESTATE, THREE BEDROOMS. 
5:00 p.m. 30 No< w gjoux square. Hiawatha Park.
1959 AND 1953 CHEV. BOTH FOR 875. 
Licenced and running. Telephone 762-
a
™“ 46. BOATS, ACCESS.
1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU TWO DOOR----------------------------------------------------------------
hardtop. Excellent condition. Telephone THE FOLLOWING IS ALL NEW: 14’4*' 
762*7935. 29 orange Hourston deluxe boat. 25 h.p.
———— -—.... — . I electric start Johnson motor* Easy1963 TRIUMPH. BEST OFFER. NO. [£der traUcr, convertlble top .nd two 
309 - 1919 Pandosy Street. (Columbia tank3. Extras. Telephone 763-5679. 
Manor). 2? | fl
1965 MGB IN GOOD CONDITION. MV4 foot FIBERGLASS TRAVELLER 
Telephone 767-2640, Peachland. I run-a-bout. with full electric (including 
____________________________”» 27 generator) 1971 50 hp Mercury out- 
MUST SELL: 1957 CHEV. WAGON. 76?i
Double portable laundry tubs. Telephone 2920 d>yl1 or 763-2203 after 6 p.m. tf
762-4864. 261 WANTED: TRAILER FOR 26-FOOT
China To Buy 
Third Concorde
PEKING (Reuter) China
signed an agreement Monday 
to buy a third Anglo-French su­
personic Concorde airliner, said 
a spokesman for the British 
Aircraft Corp., partners in the 
development of the plane.
DETECTIVE DIES
VANCOUVER (CP)- Funert 
service was held Monday fol 
Charles Tomblin, 67, who joine 
the Vancouver police force i| 
1942 an drose to detective] 
sergeant in charge of the burd 
lary squad. After formal retin 
ment in 1965 he worked for th 
force as a report clerk an] 
driver-storeman at the Polid 
(Training Academy.
WITH
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM ^88'
sports. *900 Telephone 764-4700. tf *° Po,t WHce Box 128’ K«mIooP*' B-C
WANT TO BUY VOLKSWAGEN BODY rnPFNWOOD WATER-from 1962 and up. Telephone 765-8644. 23 16 H
FIVE PART PERSIAN KITTENS, I---------------------------------------------------------------- wnvas Atout^e yea/ oM. ^150 or
hoX.TSon^vs^^ neu|42A. MOTORCYCLES | best offer. Telephone 763-7910. 28
THREE, SIX WEEK OLD KITTENS TO ^- »0 SUZUKI SAVAGE LOW m™
give away. Telephone 763-4798. ZI mileage, new tires. *795 or best offer. ««<>« ^ontnus mi steenng. motot
r.-_W.Z2—.°o,’ °~--------------- Telephone 768-5484 between 4:30 »nd »nd trailer optional. Telephone 765-9211.
SIX YEAR OLD PINTO GELDING 6 p.m. 28 25
with eaddle. >250. Telephone 762-2766. 27
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
REBUILT 383 ENGINE. ALSO 283 J®71 19* FIBRE FORM SANTA CATA- 
engine. 650 cc Triumph motorcycle. U»a. 165 Merc Grute« inboard-out- 
pefect running order. Must sell. Tele-1 board. Telephone 763-3171.tf
phone 764-4016. a
CRANE - AUSTIN WESTERN 110,1 “Z3. n^* AUCTION SALES
full hydraulic telescopic boom, rebuilt * 25 KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU-
engine and transmission, new torque --------------------------------------------------------------- tar ,aiel every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.
converter, complete with eab and 1970 500 CC TRIUMPH TROPHY. RE- We p»y cash for complete estate* and
guards. Price (8 J00.00. Looking for I built motor. (800 or nearest offer. Tele- household contents. Telephone 765-5647.
trade-ins. Good late model 3 ton truck, I phone 762-8411. 29 Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
or good late model compact car, or in-1 22,.„ North. tfboard-outboard boat, or what have you? |1968 SUZUKI 500. EXCELLENT SHAPE, I _______________-------------------------
Gemco Equipment Limited, 991 eui* *500 <r best offer. Telephone 766-2127,
Street. Kelowna. Telephone 762-3939. Winfield.____________________________ 30 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
Evenings: G. Marita 762-3432._________“I 1970 SUZUKI 90. GOOD CONDITION. ---------------.r.nwt-.c cTtv--------
420 JOHN DEERE CRAWLER WITH I*-500 mllea. *275 or best offer. Tele- SHERIFF S SALE 
hydraulic angle blade. Good condition. ph°°» 767-2344.______________________ S province of BriUsh Columbia
450 John Deere Crawler Bi yard buc- J971 jjq bsa LIGHTNING. GOOD CON- nt VnUback hoe and log sappier Extra iKton *^J Telephone 76W42 after Yale
tracks. For sale or rent Telephone Vici _ *7 TO WIT:Welder 762-2522. T, Th. S U> ’*w p m-
Apply Personnel Office at Orchard Park
25
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person or any class ol person be­
cause cf race, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of ag« be­
tween 44 and 63 year* unless the dis­
crimination la justified by a bona (Id* 
requirement (or th* work Involved
EXPERIENCED TRACTOR MECHANIC 
wanted (or (ull time position. Good 
wages. Some small engine work. Tale-
34. HELP WANTED. MALE
AGGRESSIVE SALESMAN REQUIRED 
lor new automotive dealership. Reply to 
Box ASM, The Kelowna Daily Courier, 
giving qualifications, age and marital
statu*. 27
phone 76341227. a
MATURE, EXPERIENCED SERVICE 
station attendant, to work evenings. 
4 p.m. • 11 p.m. Thursday thru Monday. 
Apply Kelowna E»*o Service. 1506 
Harvey Avenue. 26
ONE EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT 
landscaper, for Interview telephone 762-
3384. tf
35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
,,r„T 1 1971 100 c.c. hodaka motorcycle.I Under and by virtue of a 
IS? 1,500 mUes* exceUent- Telephone 769- Warrant of Execution to me
rM Tdepbon^vtt »________________________ 2 directed and delivered against
---------------------------------------------------------------- 1967, 120 SUZUKI street scram- (he goods and chattels of Al^ 42. AUTOS FOR SALE | —»•eaux at the suit of
‘im'-m'tetetiKi FxrELtSiT Coronada Stone of B,C* Ltd'* 1 
condition, moo. Telephone 762-7878. zi have seized and will sell by 
305 HONDA HAWK. EXCELLENT ?ul>pC J3?1”®
running order. Telephone 765-5953. zi Auctions, Leithead Road, Kelow­
na, B.C. on Wednesday the 30th 
day of August, 1972 at the hour 
of 8:00 P.M. in the afternoon 
all the right, title and interest 
of the Defendant Alex Gener- 
eaux in the following to satisfy 
the judgment debt and costs 
herein.
1962 Ford 
Serial No. 763371054 A 62 L 
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or 
certified cheque at time of sale 
and subject to Social Services 
Tax if applicable.
DATED at Kelowna, British 
Columbia this 21st day of 
August, 1972.
J. F. McFAUL, 
Deputy Sheriff 




JACOBSEN I HONDA CL 175, 1970. A-l SHAPE, WILL
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. H T‘leph°°‘ ^..-2!
TVuncnnrtoHnn 43. AUTO SERVICEYour Total ^Transportation AND ACCESS0R|ES
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700 ^»te»VvX& E
Used Car Lot 763-6060 m onlles along Chute Lake Road.
2j | Okanagan Mission. a
«...7;,,^..,----- AIR HORNS'! TWIN TRUMPET WITHS P O R T S MANS SPECIAL: DUNE I compressor, air line* and all mounting 
buggy with 1970 Super Beetle Engine. bartlwsre. (19.95. R*ce • Rallye, Bredin 
Double barrel carb. Ha* four newF70- t springfield, 763-7637. 25
15 Urea with chrome rim*. Body 1* 1  —:-------------------------------------------------
constructed ot metal Hake flbertla**. WANTED: AN AUTOMATIC TRANS- 
Mu>t be seen and driven to be apprecl-1 mission to fit a 1964-65 cr 66 Rambler 
ated. Can be »een at the comer of Rich-1 American. Telephone 763-2510 after 6
ter and Harvey or telephone 762-8936.1 p.m.
Asking *1295. 27
27
SALE BY OWNER. BUG-EYED PUR-- 44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
pie dune buggy, factory ebortenod fibre- TTT" 
glass body, roll bar, chromr-reverseI r- 
rims, new rebuilt engine, radio, vinyl ‘»P« ‘?JSmS±?* "2
upholstery, csrpeted, spare tire. Com-1 JP*" re*r *nd „?“L “
Pletely fixed for street u»e. Telephone 8 8 ^Xace'^'tiss
I tor, liRnts. 1 win iinKs* lurnncc, itis 
_______ !______________________________ I crawl through to truck. Will eel! as a
CHEV »i TON CST. CASSETTE
Fruit 
tf
BARTLET PEARS FOR SALE. TELE- 
phon* 762-8430,_____________ Zt
OKKnxn PEARS FOR SALE. BRING 
container*. Tetephon* 749-4319.________ tf













And Make Every 
Liberal Vote Count 
Tait Liberal Campaign Committee
X
1969 VOLKSWAGEN FAST BACK, unit or separate. Telephone 762-2352. 
automatic, very clean, only 23,000 mll-| _________________________ 27
speed U°oM96ownerklOTlyen W1H‘'‘accept ,970< 4 WHEEL DRIVE, FORD HALF 
trade* Telephone 765-5386 * * 27 lon- *3’000- ,00t Vanguard camper
trade*. Telephone 785 5389,__________ 27 Md U|(e new „Clmpfr
1956 CHEV TWO DOOR SEDAN. RE- top *300. Telephone 763-4812. 28
auadra-fet folrPterre! IF'x<tra7mN*e'ls 1965 JXJDGE PICKUP. SLANT SIX 
body work and Ure*' Telephone 762- en«lne- ,ow mileage, good tires, long 
4M4 after 4 p m. P box. (750. Telephone 768-2121. Winfield.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two week*.
Motor Rout*
OK. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S »f
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, 83.00 
per yard. Flv* yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on larg* orders. Telephone 
763-3113. ____________________ H
WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REA- 
sonablo rat**. For *stlmatea tetephon* 
763-8311,__________________ If
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Tetephon* 763-M97. _______ ____  «
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
SERVICE STATION EQUIPMENT 
(Durroughs till, • Paymaster check 
writer and Delco timing machine In­
cluded). All remaining atnek, te.t 
chroma wheels, belt,, waxes, etc. will 
bo sold at leaa than whotesate prices. 
Telephone 762-8641, Apply 551 Central 
Avenue. _______________________tl
ONE GEMINI SWEEPER, 813: RE- 
glna polisher and rug shampoo. 843| 
elide projector and screen, (50| 10‘xSO' 
binoculars, *201 two ski belts (new), 
85 eachi mechanic creeper, 810| 
western bolt and holster (manto) 815,
FULL TIME SECRETARY
with Typing and Shorthand skills
Apply Personnel Office at Orchard Park
25
Telephone 768-3147.
FRENCH PROVINCIAL FftUlTWOOD 
t«bl« and four chair* and on* armchair, 
Llk« new. Tabi* axtend* to acat tan. 
Alto colonial brldg* lamp, 1231 Law- 
rencc Avanu*. Sull* No. 1. Carlion 
lloua*. _______ '_________________23
8W WINCHESTER MAGNUM WITH 
•com and carrying cat*, excellent con­
dition. (ITS. Ten foot Canuck c*mp«r, 
good condition. WOO, Tetephon* 763-7931.
• 28
POLAROID AUTOMATIC *20 LAND 
camera, combination TV, atereo. radio 
•nd record ployer. colonial pole lamp. 
OK floor pouahan Mndto loungo. T*lo-
pbone 764-
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
1969 FIREBIRD CONVERTIBLE 400. 
automatic, power steering, power 
brake*, power top. power antennae, 
factory mag wheel*. Telephone 763-3287.
1965 DODGE Mi TON. L.W. BOX. POS1- 
tractlon, over load spring*. radio, ex­
cellent condition. *750. Telephone 764-
12 month* .....................
6 month* ................ .





715 Harvey. 27 nos. u
1971 DODGE DEMON, 340 FOUR 
barrel carburetor, automatic, power 
steering, power brakes, mag wheels, 
low mileage. Telephone 763-3267, 715
1965 CHEVY HALF TON PICKUP WITH 
canopy and 1958 Chevy IV6 ton truck 
with racks. Both In good condition,
Telephone 762-7172 alter 6 p.m. 30
Harvey. 27 i960 JEEP 4x4 STATION WAGON, 283,
1969 FIAT 124 SPORTS CONVERTIBLE. Y.?' S’Celie"‘. .ritTfJwMkeVm 
25,000 mile* for *2250, 1961 Thunder- J?Lo,lor,™u,«-.? ’ Wtofirid k d' 7
bird. Excellent condition. Offers? Tele- 2180 or 766-2933, Winfield,___________20
B.C. outside Kelowna City Zone 
12 months ..........   (22.00
6 month* ......................... n.oo
3 months ......................... 6.30
Canada Outside B.C.
12 monthe ......................... (29.00
6 month* ......................... n.oo
3 month* ......................... 8.50





Commercial — Residential — Vacation Cottages
Cottages from as low as $73.65 per month 
(Bank financing 120 moa.)
EASY-LOG STRUCTURES LTD.
phone 764-4700, •1 1987 INTERNATIONAL TANDEM
1967 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM, d“"’® ‘r*'<’if;„,Very 1,004 cond,tlon' Te,°’ 
two door hard top. Bucket (eats, Very P*10118 703-3283.______________________ w
good shape. Best offer. Telephone 782-1 1967 DODGE HALF TON: LONG 
9224 after 3:30 p.m._________________ tf wheelbase, six cylinder, four speed,
1088 MERCURY CYCLONE GT. 390 radl0' 8(l!l0- 1'8l8Ph(|n8 762-669a, 28
four barrel. 42,000 miles. Uniroyal 190# qmc Mi ton. V-8. four speed 
Tiger-paw*. ET mags. Telephone 760- transmission, all good tires. Telephone 
X335. tf 765-7778. 23
12 month* . 





All mall and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable In advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
P.O. Box 340, Westbank Phone 765-9859 after fl p.m.
Standard or custom designs available.
Send $1 (for postage and handling) to receive our 
colorful brochure.
■JR
MAKE EASY $$$ 
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for the entire family, 
briefs or hikinl panties, etc. 
Free Instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write today: Rcslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 
D-14, Montreal North 459, Que­
bec. 43
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. HOUSE- 
keeper to take charge ot motherless 
home. Two school age children, one pre­
schooler. Will accept one child. Tele- 
phone 765-IMM after 7i00 p.m. if
RESPONSIBLE WOMAN TO BABY BIT 
2 boy* (I and 3 years old), occasional 
day* or evanlng*, preferably in my 
home, area <4 O.K. Mission Hall. Phono
706-7317. M
GRADE 7 GLENMORE STUDENT TO 
baby alt In my home Monday to Friday
after achool. Telephone 762-5016. 26
1969 MACH 1 MUSTANG 428 COBRA 
four speed. Will accept trades. Can ar­
range financing. Telephone 782-3379 or
1962 THAMES VAN. NEW TIRES, Ex­




36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
1969 VOLVO. 142 B. CUSTOM HEAD- 
er*, dual Weber carb*. Mint well, first 
reasonable offer takes. 941 Bernard
Avenue. 20
DARREL FURNITOME. HAND CRAFT- 
•d. dsn. hvta* room, nmwoa room. 
rh*l*«. ch«»t*rfl»Ma cto. WIU lake or- 
■ der*. TWItpbone Loma 765184(8 er H>- 
8304, N
CAPABLE BABYSITTER FOR TWO 
year old boyi 9:00 a.m. to 3 p,m, week­
day* i Raymer School areal Family 
atmosphere preferred: good pay, Call 
763-5*15 a m._______________________ 29
GIRL FOR FULL TIME CASHIER AND 
clerking duties for local automotive 
supply house. Tstephon* W-itos, ask for 
ofllce, ________ .________  28
URGENTLY RISQUIREDi MATURE, 
reliable babysitter to com* In five day* 
• we*k. Hollywood. Rutland, Txlephon* 
763-8637 alter 7iw p.m, 24 
MATURE WOMAN TO BABYSIT TWO
Driver Required
Peachland and surrounding 
area. Must have own trans­
portation (small car prefer­
able) to deliver papers to 
stores, carriers and cus­





1964 PONTIAC PARIS1ENNE, FOUR 
door. V-8, automatic, power steering, 
power brake*, radio, Telephone alter
SELL OR TRADE FOR CAR. 1982 
Mercury halt ton. V-6. heavy duty, with 
canopy, 125 Wood* Road, Rutland. it
44A. MOBILE KioMES 
AND CAMPERS
YEARS!
6;00 p.m. 763-3600. 27
MUST SELL, 1966 GRANDE PARIS- 
lenne. Going back to achool. Very 
clean. Good condition throughout, *795. 
Telephone 763-5429,, 25
1964 OLDSMOBILE, FOUR 1XMHI 
sedan, power, steering, power broken, 
Good condition, Offer*? Telephone 708- 
8877 alter 0:00 p.m. ' 25
ism corvair Monza, offers.
Telephone 763 6823, 27
COME IN AND HEE THE AM HASH A- 
dor, Diplomat, Statesman and Em­
bassy mobile homes. Especially designed 
for air conditioning. On display. Built 
locally by llomco Industries Ltd, Tele- 
^hone 783-2118. Commonwealth Mobile 
lomes, 1713 Harvey Avenue. tf 
^“YOU’RE'" BUYING OR HEIxl^ 
n mobile home, why not have It 
appraised first, Got a better Idea ol 
tho value. Call Barry Montgomery at 
783-2025 or 765-9380, Its worth tho small
expense. II
tf ENTERTAINING NIGHTLY
ASSORTED STUDENT DESKS ANDI pr»«chool children, five day* per WMk 
ctmt* ol drawer*. We alao rent baby | in nay horn*. UgM household dutte* al- 
erite and rMlaway reta by tte week. — - ...........
Whitehead** New and Vam. Trieptene
, 783445ft. T. II
1.000 GALLON TANK. FOR WATER 
•teran er Mptic teak track, 1 h.p. 
vacuum pump. Bo« 1088, VerwM. *Me- 
phon* Minwk , wi
UNDERWOOD MOOSX TM EUMrirHIC 
typewriter. Escaltaal eandttta*. TMe- 
pteae Ttun? day*! mono •veoiage. 
; .. .,f 
TflltKE' BAND CONTACT'CAR' RADKk 
AM-I’M and (eng rang*. (33. TatepboM
764-4017 MyUmtk a
1'" RAY CRKCT RANGE. 8123. FOUR 
pier* dlarit* tail*, gju, Telephone 70- 
*7
co.
m r *. Li ht c 
TehphoM 763-530. > a
ACCOUNTING LEQkL OFFICE RE- 
quire* jaaior atenograpnar and atnlor 
Mtniary. Apply to Box A67J. Th* 
Kelowna Dally Courier. 25
WANTED IMMEniAfELY~JVE~iN 
teuMhooyer, adult home, modem coo- 
ventancea. Merit tocraaaea, TWeptene 
TMM410- ________________It
tvix.. •"“nME msRWAiniER and
bMm tete> .MMflrwwImNat.. Apply 
at tte Dana Roetawaal. 1*79 Water
SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- 
llxbed route, must have car and willing 
to work 49 hour* weekly. Average earn- 
Ingo *4.73 per hour,) Apply elating ago, 
Etal statue and telephone number 
loua experience not necessary, we 
i. Writ* to Box Mn. The Kelowna
Dally Courier, if
BOYS. H-IS YEARS. FOR VANCOU- 
ver Sun route* in Hall'* Store area, 
also Manhnltan-Poplar Point area. Tele- 
phono 782-22211 762-11294 evening*,, 25 
MALE OR FEMALE WllSi SMAi.LCAR 
to d*liv*r Tho Vancouver Province. 
Write Box A (17, Th* Kelowna Dally 
Courier, Mating *«• and type <>l car. 29
2H YEAR OLD BOY NKEDS COMFA- 
aloe, will tehyalt la my own terne one 





Street, momtan preferrably. if
STORE DETECTIVE, PART - TIME, 
irainta* pl*»». car •«.entl»l,, Kelowna 
area. Apply tn box A ML Th*. Kelowna 
Dally Courier, / «
It's been truly said that elementary 
school is the most important time in a 
child's life. This is when attitudes are 
formed and character develops. It's the 
springboard for higher education. It's 
at this time that your child needs 
INDIVIDUAL attention and understanding 
and THAT'S OUR SPECIALTY.
Enroll Him at OUR School 
And Make it YOUR School
and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC
KOKO CLUB
I 275 Leon Aw. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
WOULD LIKE TO RABY BIT IN MY 
bom*, Prefer bable* under one and a 
half year* oM. Hava experience. Refer, 
enrra available. Lave* child rare. Tele­
phone 763 5204, J*





FOR ENROLMENT OH INFORMATION 
PHONE 702-2730 - 704-4273













Greater Voice For Public
On Symphony Boards Urged WEST






























&UT HEAPS or- -> 
CUTE BOYS TOOK
Dear Dr. Thosteson: 






















please,get me some other models'







4K J 53 
V A 9 
♦98542
HOW DO you 
SPELL. 
"'ATROCIOUS"?
7 LOOK? YONDER, PAW- 
( IT'S FIXIN'TO
POUR DOWN!.1








♦ A K 10 6 3 
4K96
I TRUST THSY WIU. 
F6£P NM51...-AFTER 
AU. THBY WANT ID 















Businessmen For 15 Years 
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2517
oa. bastland 
WIU.HAY4N0 
IPSA WHIM x 
am’ softs up : 
*TD MS to ftsufts 
A WAV OUT!
take if you have an ulcer? I 






WHY WOULD A 
GENBZAU'S WIDOW, 
A WISH SOVBRNYENT 
OFFICIAL., And A 
CAGlNB MAVAS&t 
Band ToseTweft 
N ACTS AGAINST 
THS stats




TAKE A PICTURE SUPPOSEDLY 
SKCWKG THE EPITOME OP LOY& WITH 
TWO PEOPLE WHO LOOK LIKE ThEX
MTS
EACHOWER!
LOOK... BEFORE YOU 
START FACKING...AGAIN.M 
HAVE PINNER WITH ME.


































16. Hat (si) 
17. Coal 
scuttle
43. Kind ol 
library


























































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
to .LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
, BVF APJHFKQF,. LQ ZLK LQ IF DLP 
BNQFKHF JB, JQ L ISPYFKZAC LPY 
JWWFPQF FPUJPF. — UFSKUF QLPBLRLPL 
' Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: LET US BELIEVE NEITHER 
HALF OF THE GOOD PEOPLE TELL' US OF OURSELVES, 
NOR HALF THE EVIL THEY SAY OF OTHERS.-JOHN 
PETIT-SENN
MONTREAL (CP) — Med­
ians and the general public 
hould be represented on the 
a rds which direct the affairs 
f major symphony orchestras
and opera companies, Andre 
ortier, director of the Canada 
ouncil, said Monday.
Mr. Fortier said that because 




The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer 
• Takes originals up to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum or 
Mylar
• Produces copy to sire or 
reduced to various sizes. 
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, efficient service.
Our other services include: 
afset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 









Dear Dr, Thosteson: I re­
cently had lung surgery because 
of a disease or fungus called 
blastomycosis. Can you tell me 
something about it? I under­
stand it is fairly rare, especially 
in women.—A.R.
does or doesn't bother the ulcer. 
If a small amount helps the ar­
thritis and doesn't appreciably 
bother the ulcer, then use would 
be permissible. But you do have 
to be watchful and cautious.
. There are funguses that at­
tack lungs, and this is one of 
them. The fungus is in the soli, 
and it can reach the lungs if 
contaminated dust is Inhaled.
You are quite right that It is 
most prevalent in the southern 
United States, and the disease 
—when it affects the lungs—is 
much more common in men 
than in women.
Reason I emphasize the lungs 
is that the fungus can also 
cause a skin condition, first 
causing a pimple which then 
will enlarge and ulcerate.
When it affects the lungs, the 
disease starts as a cold with a 
cough which progresses to 
fever, sweats, chest pain and 
heavy sputum. Changes occur in 
the lungs which, in x-rays, re­
semble TB.
You don't specify just what 
surgery was performed, but it 
might have been drainage of an 
abcess caused by the fungus. 
The disease also responds to 
medications administered in a 
vein, which may be done either 
before or after surgery.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Two doc­
tors told me not to take aspirin 
when I take Benemid for gouty 
arthritis.
After a kidney stone opera­
tion, the urologist changed the 
medication to allopurinol. He 
said the book didn’t say any­
thing about aspirin with this 
drug. Is it okay to take both? 
A.J.K.
One of the characteristics of 
I cortisone is that it is likely to 
bother ulcers and cause bleed­
ing. so it has to be handled with 
considerable care. That doesn’t 
altogether rule out its use. The 
question is how much Is being 
given, and whether the amount
into the support of orchestras 
and opera through the Canada 
Council and other public bodies, 
the public should have a 
greater voice in the direction of 
their affairs.
Hitherto, most orchestras 
have been responsible to boards 
made up of society and busi­
ness leaders selected mainly 
for their private financial sup­
port of the arts.
Mr. Fortier also told an inter­
national conference of sym­
phony and opera musicians that 
more needs to be done in Can­
ada to raise musicians’ pay and 
lengthen the concert season.
In the 1970-71 season, the To­
ronto symphony offered musi­
cians 42 weeks work at a guar­
anteed annual wage of $8,190, 
while the Montreal symphony 
i paid a minimum of $8,800 for 44 
weeks work. By comparison, 
orchestras in Boston, New York 
and Chicago guaranteed musi­
cians 52 weeks at a minimum 
in excess of $15,000 a year.
winter and summer climates on 
Montreal's Sherbrooke Street 
could be vastly improved by 
planting trees along it to temper 
winds in winter and provide 
cool shade in summer, says 




This Week Featuring: Super Modifieds
TILLICUM RACEWAY
Admission: Adults $2.00 Students $1,50




KODIAK HOMI S LTD.A UNIQUE
I’rc-I'uh Ruilding S)Mcm
Featuring 3',a" thick solid ,M>imd|>roof 
jwb styrene Insulation. tn all exterior 
and interior partitions, (lot a really 
good buy on one of our basic plans or 
have us custom build to your specifi­
cations.
'Ihe Iirst2l Hiners or Promoters 
base a chance Io win a lot.
NelsonBlock-• Westbank
Phone 768-5664
BESIDE?, X GOTTA FIGURE «M£ 
WAY TO CARRY Alt THIS MOREY 
NOU PROPPED. THE POLICE COULD 
DE HERE ANY MINUTE,
4J7543 .41
SOUTH 
4 A Qs8-7 6
V Q10 8 
♦ Q J 
4AQ 10
So now a third doctor—me— 
has told you not to take aspirin 
or other salycilates with either 
Benemid or sulfinpyrazone, two 
drugs that are used to prevent 
attacks of gout. The salycilates 
interfere with the action of 
those drugs.
Allopurinol works in a differ­
ent manner, retarding the pro­
duction of uric acid instead of 
increasing the excretion of it. 
To the best of my information, 
aspirin does not interfere with 
this.
However, if the allopurinol is 
effective in your case, you may 
not need the aspirin anyway.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Could a 
small extra nipple on my teen­
age daughter's midsection be 
removed surgically in the doc­
tor’s office? It looks somewhat 
like a wart but it bothers her, 
knowing what it is.—B.C.
Such extra nipples, sometimes 
several of them, can occur at 
times.
They do no harm, but can be 
removed surgically. I won't 
commit myself as to whether 
the doctor would do it in his of­
fice. That’s his decision.
Opening lead—five of hearts.
This deal occurred in a dupli­
cate tournament. It illustrates 
a type of defensive play seldom 
seen but worthy of study.
At most tables South got to 
four spades. Where West led a 
heart, the play generally pro­
ceeded with East taking the ace 
and returning a heart to the 
jack. West continued with the 
king, dummy ruffing with the 
nine and East overruffing with 
the jack.
No matter what East return-
ed, declarer then made the rest 
of the tricks by taking a trump 
finesse against the king and in 
that way bringing home the con­
tract.
However, at all these tables 
East missed an opportunity for 
a super-play. He would almost 
surely have stopped the con­
tract had he overruffed dum­
my’s nine with the king, instead 
of the jack!
It is hard to believe that South 
would have credited East with 
the jack under such circum­
stances. Declarer would surely 
assume that West had the jack, 
and would unquestionably play 
the rest of the hand on that as­
sumption.
Thus, let's suppose that East, 
after ruffing the king, had re­
turned a club. It would then be 
perfectly normal for declarer 
to win with the ace and cash 
the ace of spades.
It would also be normal for 
South to continue with the 
queen, hoping that West’s (pre­
sumed) jack would fall. In the 
actual case West would show 
out, to South’s astonishment, 
and the contract would go down 
one.
Overruffing with the king 
isn’t really a difficult play—the 
hard part is to think of it. South 
should reason that, if he over­
ruffs with the jack, he is highly 
unlikely to make the king, but 
that if he overruffs with the 
king, he may well make the 
jack.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 30 1
Arics (March 21-April 19): 
Your perspective is no better 
than others, conventional for­
mulas work no better than they 
ever did, do not meet modern 
needs,
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Most ventures over-run esti­
mated costs in both time and 
money. You have the necessary 
energy, but no way of applying 
it.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Taking the least dramatic 
course brings you into place to 
learn; current expedience is 
priceless, although confusing.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): See 
the day as a circus, nothing 
coining to final terms, faulty 
relics of the past falling apart 
soon to be replaced by belter.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Your 
friends arc full of wiki Ideas. 
Let your pride find restraint, so 
that you stay imoblighted. Late 
news alters plans.
Virgo (Aug, 23-Scpi. 22): Con­
centrate on getting a lot of 
Clearance done. Evening hours 
offer mlpor discord to be
worked out in slow comprom­
ises.
Libra (Sept, 23-Oct. 22): Cir­
cumstances are like some toys 
—they can’t be put together 
right. Your family and asso­
ciates see factors you discount.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Fresh contacts need checking in 
today's cross-currents. Even ap­
parent winners fall in getting 
the full use of the results.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc, 21): 
Busy social movement is apt to 
include conflict where you least 
expect it, over some direct re­
mark you make.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
What seemed well established 
turns out vague. You may have 
more help than you can use, 
give everyone something to do.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Take as much of the day ott as 
conditions permit. If you must 
work, expect delays and a 
chance to see an unusual view 
of your self,
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Endless rounds of conversation 
lead nowhere, arc expressions 
of people rehearsing their expe­
rience, trying to be accepted,
Penal Code Needs Liberalizing 
In Certain Respects Says Judge
MONTREAL iCI’i - Laws 
Intended to protect the in­
nocent from legal error but 
serving to help criminals 
should be removed from Ca­
nadian law books, says the 
vice-president of the Cana­
dian Law Reform Commis­
sion,
Mr. Justice Antonio Lamer 
of Quebec Superior Court mid 
a news conference at the Ca­
nadian Bar Association's an­
nual ’ meeting the first legal, 
prerogative that should' be 
changed is Ihe absolute right 
of an aecmed piHsun' tp re­
main silent.
Mr., Jivd'cr Lamar s • i iie 
penal code needs ’ Lbcr- 
a 111 in!:"' in re। (.up rr j c 
but in oilier- instances a 
tightening of the' screw is 
necessary to change certain 
laws that only1 protect the 
guilty.
The creation of the Cap- 
d|jii Law Iteform L'oniims-
Mon about a year ago was "a 
courageous political act," he 
said, The commission's’'man­
date is "very vast.” and it 
hits been given leeway "that 
has never before been 
granted to a commission of 
its kind In North America,"
"Our commission has a 
mandate to examine all exist­
ing laws—civil, penal, family 
rights, and others. The only 
law wo cannot touch Is the 
Caniyllan constitution.”
Mr. Justice Lamer said he 
wap in favor of bberall/ntion 
of laws but warned "if liber- 
n 11>lion Wirai ried <>i|t to the 
limn, we would be living with 
me laws of the jungle.’’
I don t w tnt policemen- 
scarciiiiiR me in the Mrcels, 
but If they never have the 
right to do It I wouldn’t be 
able tp go out In the streets 
without the risk of being shot 
, dqw:i by bandits."
0
I W TALKING to THE GIRL9 AT 
THE GOLDEN AGE ClQP, CHARUf?, 
AND WE HAVEN'T GEEN VOU
AROUND LATELY'-
•JUST protecting my image





31,200 square miles. Moslems la the world.
SEE MORE
Al Black Knight 
ft • Television Co. Ltd.
>.v V 249 Bernard Ave. Phnn» sso e 7624433
dered a Canadian-owned com­
pany, says Sherman Clark, 
director of energy and re­
sources economics for the Stan­
ford Research Institute in Cali­
fornia. The 10 companies pro­
duce 61 per cent of the prov­
ince’s gas.
MANY FISH
There are at least 30,000 dif­
ferent species of fish in the 
world.
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 *ti! 5:30 
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD. 
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . . .
Contractor — Industry —- Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 7634471
LONE CANADIAN
EDM(RtT<W (CP) — Only tak® Superior has an area oil There are nearly 
one of the top 10 natural gas — — 1
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materials and commodities for 
Japan for processing and “once 
there is a breakdown in reli­
ability, it’s damned difficult to 
get the customer back again.”
' ’<? ■ / ■ - - - ' - "
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No Matter Who You Are
Port Strike Affects You
tors la Canada's import-exportTORONTO (CP) — No mat- ------------------ „
ter who you are in Canada, trade since they handle all 
you're going to suffer a loss of shipments to Catoa and Japan 
some sort because of the port "* R,,c'
* strike in British Columbia.
and a big slice of those to us­
sia.
SIX PORTS CLOSED
A strike of 3,200 members of 
the International Longshore­
men’s and Warehousemen’s Un­
ion has closed the ports—Van­
couver, Victoria, New West­
minster, Nanaimo, Pert Al- 
berni and Prince Rupert.
Grain shipments are stalled, 
which could mean future loss of 
sales and thus hit the income of 
Prairie farmers. Also stalled 
are shipments of Alberta coal, 
Saskatchewan potash and Brit­
ish Columbia wood products 
and minerals.
Jim Moore of the Canadian 
Export Association says: “the 
strike is bad news.”
He says many exporters were 
able to ship goods before the 
strike started "but the longer it
The longer the, strike lasts, 
the worse the effects.
Even the children won’t es­
cape. Santa Claus will find 
tovs a bit more expensive this 
ye»r. partly because of the 
strike.
The ones who stand to lose 
the most, of course, are those 
involved directly in the import­
ing and exporting business.
Exporters fret about the pos­
sible long-term Implications— 
the loss of confidence bv good 
foreign customers and thus a 
loss of business. Imoorters 
worry about the increased costs 
o* doing business and the pos­
sible future loss of bnsin'*” to 
competing 'ports on the United 
St“tes west coast. j gocs on tfoe more that leap will
The B.C. ports are major fac-1 be dissipated."
--------- ---------------------------------- 1 Mr. Moore says exporters
EXPRESSES FEARS
Keith Dixon general manager 
of the Canadian Importers Asso­
ciation, also is 'concerned 
about a drift of business to U.S. 
ports.
"It seems they’re doing their 
best at Vancouver to close ihat 
port down. It’s time both sides 
recognized that a settlement 
must be reached." *
'DOGGIE BARK' 
NABS INTRUDER
HAMILTON (CP) — Mis- 
fortune dogged an intruder 
at a gasoline station here 
Sunday.
City constables Phil Slack 
and William Paynter no­
ticed a broken window. 
They searched the building 
but didn’t turn up anyone. 
Outside again, Slack yelled: 
"Bring in the dogs.”
His partner, posted out­
side the broken window, re­
sponded with a deep “woof, 
woof.”
A pint-sized figure tum­
bled out the window.
An 11-year-old boy was 
taken into custody.
FREDERICTON (CP) - 
Tourists who came to New 
Brunswick by automobile to the 
summer of 1971 spent more than 
$53 million in the province. Sta- 
i tistics compiled by a provincial 
researcher showed Canadian 
overnight visitors spent $87.58 
per party per trip while their 
American counterparts spent 




TORONTO (CP) — The Red 
Chevrons, members of the first 
Canadian Army division to see 
action overseas in the First 
World War—the name came 
from red, inverted V-shaped in­
signia—will live on in a docu­
mentary film created by a 
groun of young people to whom 
the 191448 war is distant his­
tory. "The story of the Red 
Chevrons has been forgotten or 
never known by most oeoole 
outside military circles.” said 
Ttobin Bell, 22. one of nine peo­
ple putting the film together 
under a $14,040 federal Oppor­
tunities for Youth grant.
face a possible loss in rerouting 
shipments through U.S. ports 
by air.
Many exports involve raw
BIRD STUDY
EDMONTON (CP) — The Ca­
nadian Wildlife Service has 
hired a graduate student to take 
an inventory of bird species in 
metropolitan Edmonton. A CW.S 
official says the student will 
also study the relationship be­
tween birds and city dwellers.
LEASE A 
DATSUN 




1630 Water St. Ph. 762-3010
VOTE 
WE
Insofar as imports are con­
cerned, the strike has meant 
“inconvenience and expense.” 
This results primarily from re­
routing of shipments through 
Seattle and Tacoma oh the U.S. 
west coast.
“They’re picking up the slack 
and handling our cargo well,” 
Mr. Dixon says. “But it adds to 
our time and cost, and in the 
end the customer in Canada is 
going to pay.”
"We’re right in the middle of 
the Christmas trade now und 
although we have a week or 
two of leeway, a long strike 
will be a real problem.”
Think Positive!
And Make Every 
Liberal Vote Count 
Tait Liberal Campaign Committee
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 23
(CENTRAL OKANAGAN)
PARENTS PLEASE NOTE: Registration for beginners, and pupils who are 
new to Kelowna School District, or returning after a period of absence, and those 
who have moved from one area to another within the School District, will take
place as follows:
Dr. Knox Secondary School 
1555 Burtch Road ......... . .
George Elliot Secondary School
Winfield........................ ..........
George Pringle Stcondary School 
Westbank, B.C. .......... ..................
Kelowna Secondary School 
575 Harvey Avenue .... ........
K.L.O. Junior Secondary School 
3130 Gordon Road.....................
Rutland Junior Secondary School 
715 Rutland Road.......................
Rutland Senior Secondary School;
650 Doyle Road
—August 23 to 25 
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 23 to 25 
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 29 to 31 
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 23 to 25 
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 23 to 25
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 29 to 31 
9 a.m. to 12 noon
—August 29 to 31
9 a.m. to 12 noon
ELEMENTARY STUDENTS — REGISTER AT THE NEAREST SCHOOL 
AS FOLLOWS:
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, August 28, 29 and. 30th from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
A. S. Matheson 






1825 Richter St. ...........
Dorothea Walker School 
4346 Parot Road ....... ..
IJIison and Ellison Primary 
Rutland ...........'...................




1434 Graham Street ............. .
Penchland and Peachland Primary 
Peachland.............................. .......
Quigley Road, Rutland....... .........
Raymer School,
657 Raymer Avenue .....................
Rutland Elementary 
770 Rutland Road........
South Kclownav East Kelowna 
and Mission Creek (....................
South Rutland School 
200 Mallach Rbad.............. . .
Westbank Elementary, Westbank
Wood l ake Flcmciitary, 
Wood Lake.................. .....
—Grades 1 to 7. Pupils from Bcnvoulin 
District register here also.
—Grades
—Grades
to 7. Register at Bclgo, 
to 7.
.. Pupils for Glenn register here also.
—Grades 1 to 7: Pupils for Okanagan 
Mission School register here also.
—Grades I to 6. Register at Ellison 
School. Grade 7s register at Rutland
.. Elementary,
—Grades 1 to 7. Pupils from N, Glcn­
morc and Mountainview register here 
also.
..—Grades 1 to 7.
-Grades 1 to 7. Pupils lor Gordon and 
... Graham Schools register here also.
—Grades 1 to 7. Register at
... Peachland Primary School.
...—Grades 1 to 7-
..—Grades 1 to 7.
—Grades 1 to 7. Pupils for West Rut­
land School and ^.llison Gr. 7s register 
... here also.
—Grades 1 to 7. Register at respective 
... Schools.
-tirades 1 to 7. Pupils for Black 
Mountain rejmici here also, 
..—Grades .1 to 7. • ,
—Grades T to 7. Pupils for Winfield, 
Oyama,, Okahagan Centre register 
'here.
BEGINNERS MUST BE SIX BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1972. 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE REQUIRED.
F. Macklin, Smeflary-Treasiarrr, 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 23 (CENTRAL OKANAGAN)
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SIMPSONS-SEARS
Today you can give a tired floor a face lift the easy 




Now Ready Stick tiles make It so easy for you to Install a 
glossy now floor In a few hours. Just peel off protective paper 
backing and press down. No muss, no fuss, no bother. Even 
junior could do It. And they’re tough vinyl asbestos so heavy 
traffic Is no problem. Stands up to kids, pets, almost everything 
and keeps on looking great. Choose now from 3 decorator designs 
in 9 lively colours. All in the new plastic shrink packs designed 
for quick easy handling from store to floor.
Reg. 3.29 
pkg. of 9
' Save $13.20 on 9'x12' size room
fihnpaons-Searn: Moor Coverings (37) Phone Enquiries Kelowna 76X5811.
Park Free While You S^jop Slmpapns-Saara, Orchard Park, Kelowna
rtMVWNWl*
